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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 













SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
41660 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE LANSING L. HAYNES, DISTRICT JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
SARA THOMAS 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3050 LAKE HARBOR LANE 
BOSIE, ID 83703 
LAWRENCE G WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720 
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Date: 2/24/2014 
Time: 01 :50 PM 
Page 1 of 7 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROAReport 
Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
User: OREILLY 
State of Idaho vs. Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Date Code User Judge 
6/23/2008 NCRF CARROLL New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO CARROLL Criminal Complaint Scott Wayman 
AFPC CARROLL Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC CARROLL Order Finding Probable Cause Scott Wayman 
HRSC CARROLL Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenUFirst Scott Wayman 
Appearance 06/23/2008 02:00 PM) 
ARRN STONE Hearing result for ArraignmenUFirst Appearance Scott Wayman 
held on 06/23/2008 02:00 PM: Arraignment I 
First Appearance 
ORBC STONE Order Setting Bond and Conditions of Release Scott Wayman 
PTSE STONE Pretrial Services Evaluation To Be Assigned 
Document sealed 
6/25/2008 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing James D Stow 
07/03/2008 08:30AM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing at the KCPSB To Be Assigned 
6/30/2008 SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 06/28/08 served Scott To Be Assigned 
D Maxwell 
7/3/2008 CONT WATKINS Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on James D Stow 
07/03/2008 08:30AM: Continued 
ORPD WATKINS Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan Order Appointing James D Stow 
Public Defender Public defender Public Defender 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Benjamin R. Simpson 
07/17/2008 08:30AM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing at the KCPSB To Be Assigned 
7/17/2008 CONT INMAN Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Benjamin R. Simpson 
07/17/2008 08:30AM: Continued 
HRSC MITCHELL Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Eugene A. Marano 
07/29/2008 08:30AM) 
MITCHELL Notice of Preliminary Hearing at the KCPSB To Be Assigned 
7/18/2008 NOAP MORELAND Notice Of Appearance/Dennis Reuter To Be Assigned 
7/21/2008 DRQD MORELAND Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
AMCO MORELAND Amended Complaint Filed To Be Assigned 
PRSD MORELAND Plaintiff's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRQD MORELAND Plaintiff's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
SUBF RABROWN Subpoena Return/found on 07/17/08 served Scott To Be Assigned 
D. Maxwell 
7/23/2008 PRSD MORELAND Plaintiff's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRQD MORELAND Plaintiff's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
7/28/2008 SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 07/24/08 served To Be Assigned 
Robert L Newell 
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Date: 2/24/2014 First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County User: OREILLY 
Time: 01:50 PM ROAReport 
Page 2 of? Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
State of Idaho vs. Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Date Code User Judge 
7/28/2008 SUBF BAXLEY Subpoena Return/found on 07/25/08 served Scott To Be Assigned 
D Maxwell 
DRSD MORELAND Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
VRNF OREILLY Victim's Rights Notification Form To Be Assigned 
Document sealed 
7/29/2008 CONT JOKELA Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Eugene A. Marano 
07/29/2008 08:30AM: Continued 
WTPH JOKELA Waiver Of Timely/Speedy Preliminary Hearing Eugene A. Marano 
7/30/2008 ORDR JOKELA Order Eugene A. Marano 
7/31/2008 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing James D Stow 
08/08/2008 08:30 AM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing at the KCPSB To Be Assigned 
8/4/2008 EVAL WATKINS Evaluation To Be Assigned 
8/7/2008 SUBF CANTU Subpoena Return/found on 08/06/08 served To Be Assigned 
Robert L Newell 
8/8/2008 ADMR BURRINGTON Administrative assignment of Judge To Be Assigned 
CONT BURRINGTON Pre-Lim hrg held on 08/08/08 at 08:30 Continued James D Stow 
8/11/2008 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Penny E. Friedlander 
08/21/2008 08:30AM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing at the KCPSB To Be Assigned 
SUBF CANTU Subpoena Return/found on 08/07/08 served Scott To Be Assigned 
Maxwell 
8/13/2008 NFUS MORELAND Notice of Filing Under Seal: eval To Be Assigned 
PSRS MORELAND Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
8/15/2008 SUBF CANTU Subpoena Return/found on 08/14/08 served Scott To Be Assigned 
Maxwell 
SUBF CANTU Subpoena Return/found on 08/14/08 served To Be Assigned 
Robert Newell 
8/21/2008 BOUN MOLLETT Bound Over (after Prelim) To Be Assigned 
ORHD MOLLETT Order Holding Defendant To Be Assigned 
BOUN MOLLETT Bound Over (after Prelim) Lansing L. Haynes 
INFO MORELAND Information Lansing L. Haynes 
PHWV MOLLETT Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on Penny E. Friedlander 
08/21/2008 08:30AM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 
9/5/2008 KITE CARROLL Inmate Request Form Lansing L. Haynes 
9/10/2008 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
09/22/2008 03:30 PM) 
TAYLOR Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
9/22/2008 HRHD TAYLOR Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 09/22/2008 03:30 PM: Hearing Held Jeffrey Alan Denny 41660 3 of 193
Date: 2/24/2014 First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County User: OREILLY 
Time: 01:50 PM ROAReport 
Page 3 of? Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
State of Idaho vs. Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Date Code User Judge 
9/22/2008 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 11/1 0/2008 Lansing L. Haynes 
03:30PM) 
PLEA TAYLOR A Plea is entered for charge: - GT Lansing L. Haynes 
(137-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-possession Of) 
ORES TAYLOR Order for Evaluation(s) and Setting Sentencing Lansing L. Haynes 
PTSO TAYLOR Pretrial Settlement Offer Lansing L. Haynes 
9/24/2008 MOTN TAYLOR Motion TO Dismiss Count I Lansing L. Haynes 
DMOP TAYLOR Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor (149-228 Lansing L. Haynes 
Vehicle-receiving Or Transferring Stolen 
Vehicles) 
ORDR TAYLOR Order to Dismiss Count I Lansing L. Haynes 
10/15/2008 MISC CARROLL Substance Abuse Report Pursuant to Idaho Code Lansing L. Haynes 
Section 19-2524 
10/16/2008 NOTC CARROLL Notice of Filing Under Seal Lansing L. Haynes 
11/5/2008 PSIR CARROLL Presentence Investigation Report- FILE #2 Lansing L. Haynes 
Document sealed 
11/10/2008 HRHD HAMILTON Hearing result for Sentencing held on 11/1 0/2008 Lansing L. Haynes 
03:30PM: Hearing Held 
11/13/2008 HAMILTON Jurisdictional Review Hearing Notice and Notice Lansing L. Haynes 
for Transport 
HRSC HAMILTON Hearing Scheduled (Jurisdictional Review Lansing L. Haynes 
04/13/2009 03:30 PM) 
HAMILTON Jurisdictional Review Hearing Notice and Notice Lansing L. Haynes 
for Transport 
TAYLOR PSI Transmittal Notice Lansing L. Haynes 
12/5/2008 SNPF MOLLETT Sentenced To Pay Fine (137-2732(C)(1) Lansing L. Haynes 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
SNIC MOLLETT Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(1) Lansing L. Haynes 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 3 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 4 years. 
STAT MOLLETT Case status changed: closed pending clerk Lansing L. Haynes 
action 
EXSP MOLLETT Execution Of Judgment Suspended- (120/180 Lansing L. Haynes 
Days) 
1/27/2009 NOAC MCCANDLESS Notice Of Assignment Change Lansing L. Haynes 
3/30/2009 APSI TAYLOR Addendum to the Pre-Sentence Investigation Lansing L. Haynes 
4/13/2009 DPHR JOKELA Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review held on Lansing L. Haynes 
04/13/2009 03:30PM: Disposition With Hearing 
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First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County 
ROAReport 
Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
User: OREILLY 


















































Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review held on Lansing L. Haynes 
04/13/2009 03:30PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Laurie Johnson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
Probation Ordered (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled Lansing L. Haynes 
Substance-possession Of) Probation term: 3 
years. (Supervised) 
Sentenced ModifiedSentence modified on Lansing L. Haynes 
4/13/2009. (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-possession Of) 
Sentenced To Incarceration (137-2732(C)(1) Lansing L. Haynes 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 3 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 4 years. 
Judgment 
Order- on Retained Jurisdiction 
Hearing Scheduled (Restitution 06/11/2009 
03:30 PM) Whipple 
Memorandum Of Restitution 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing result for Restitution held on 06/11/2009 
03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: KERI VEARE 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Whipple 
Order To Pay Restitution As Condition Of 
Probation 
Notice Of Withdrawal 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Affidavit of Failure to Complete Community Lansing L. Haynes 
Service 100 BY 4-12-11 0 COMPLETED 
***********ACCOUNT IS IN Lansing L. Haynes 
COLLECTIONS************- Step 2, Failure to 
Pay Fines and Fees - Charge # 1, 
Vehicle-receiving Or Transferring Stolen 
Vehicles, Step 2, Failure to Pay Victim Restitution 
-Victim # 1 Appearance date: 5/18/2011 
Report Of Probation Violation Lansing L. Haynes 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: .00 Lansing L. Haynes 
Failure to Comply With Conditions of Probation 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION DATED 
OCTOBER 7, 2011 Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey 
Alan 
Case status changed: Inactive Lansing L. Haynes 
Community Service Hours- Incomplete Lansing L. Haynes 
PROBATION ENDED Jeffrey Alan Denny 41660 5 of 193
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First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County 
ROAReport 
Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
User: OREILLY 


























POOLE Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First 
Appearance 12/10/2012 02:00PM) 
Judge 
Robert B. Burton 
POOLE Case status changed: Reopened Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation - Lansing L. Haynes 
Admit/Deny 01/03/2013 09:30AM) 
POOLE Warrant Returned Failure to Comply With Lansing L. Haynes 
Conditions of Probation REPORT OF 
POOLE 
POOLE 
PROBATION VIOLATION DATED OCTOBER 7, 
2011 Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance Robert B. Burton 
scheduled on 12/10/2012 02:00PM: Hearing 
Held 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan Order Appointing Robert B. Burton 
Public Defender Public defender Public Defender 




Notice Of Appearance Lansing L. Haynes 
Admit And Denial To Report Of Violations Lansing L. Haynes 
Hearing result for Probation Violation - Lansing L. Haynes 
Admit/Deny scheduled on 01/03/2013 09:30AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: VAL NUNEMACHER 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 






Sentenced ModifiedSentence modified on Lansing L. Haynes 
1/4/2013. (137-2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-possession Of) 
Sentenced To Incarceration {137-2732(C)(1) Lansing L. Haynes 
Controlled Substance-possession Of) 
Confinement terms: Discretionary: 90 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 3 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 4 years. 
Execution Of Judgment Suspended- (365 Days) Lansing L. Haynes 
Therapeutic Community {TC Rider) Lansing L. Haynes 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk Lansing L. Haynes 
action 
SVERDSTEN Progress Report-Letter from I DOC Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Jurisdictional Review 
03/19/2013 04:00PM) 
SVERDSTEN Jurisdictional Review Hearing Notice and Notice Lansing L. Haynes 
for Transport 
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Date: 2/24/2014 First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County User: OREILLY 
Time: 01:50 PM ROAReport 
Page 6 of7 Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
State of Idaho vs. Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Date Code User Judge 
3/19/2013 DCHH SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review Lansing L. Haynes 
scheduled on 03/19/2013 04:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Jurisdictional Review Lansing L. Haynes 
04/09/2013 03:30PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
4/9/2013 DCHH SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review Lansing L. Haynes 
scheduled on 04/09/2013 03:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Larsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduied (Jurisdiciionai Review Lansing L. Haynes 
04/22/2013 01:30 PM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
4/22/2013 DCHH SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Jurisdictional Review Lansing L. Haynes 
scheduled on 04/22/2013 01:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SNMD HAMILTON Sentenced ModifiedSentence modified on Lansing L. Haynes 
4/22/2013. (137 -2732(C)(1) Controlled 
Substance-possession Of) 
4/25/2013 ORDR HAMILTON Judgment and Disposition on Retained Lansing L. Haynes 
Jurisdiction 
4/26/2013 STAT HAMILTON Case status changed: closed pending clerk Lansing L. Haynes 
action 
8/1/2013 AFFD MCCANDLESS Affidavit of Defendant Lansing L. Haynes 
MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion for Credit for Time Served Lansing L. Haynes 
8/9/2013 ORDR SVERDSTEN Order for Credit for Time Served Lansing L. Haynes 
9/9/2013 MOTN STHOMAS Motion For Credit for Time Served Lansing L. Haynes 
AFFD STHOMAS Affidavit of Defendant Lansing L. Haynes 
10/21/2013 MNTS HODGE Motion For Credit For Time Served Lansing L. Haynes 
AFFD HODGE Affidavit of Defendant Lansing L. Haynes 
10/25/2013 ORDR SVERDSTEN Order Denying Defs Motion for Credit for Time Lansing L. Haynes 
Served Filed October 21, 2013 
11/12/2013 MOTN OREILLY Motion and Affidavit In Support For Appointment Lansing L. Haynes 
Of Counsel 
MOTN OREILLY Motion And Affidavit For Permission To Proceed Lansing L. Haynes 
On Partial payment Of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
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First Judicial District Court- Kootenai County 
ROAReport 
Case: CR-2008-0012522 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
User: OREILLY 
















Appealed To The Supreme Court Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate Lansing L. Haynes 
Public Defender 
Order for Appointment of State Appellate Public Lansing L. Haynes 
Defender 
Order RE: amended Notice Of Appeal Lansing L. Haynes 
Amended Notice of Appeal Lansing L. Haynes 
Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Lansing L. Haynes 
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\VILLIAM J. DOUGLAS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Govt. Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
DONNA GARDNER 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 














CASE NO. CRF 08-
COMPLAINT-
CRIMINAL 
REPORT #08-14587 KCSD 
De\-\-(_~s cr.-::> appeared personally before me and after being first duly 
sworn on oath, complains that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of 
RECEIVING OR TRANSFERRING STOLEN VEHICLES, a Felony, Idaho Code Section 
49-228, committed as follows: 
That the defendant, JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, not a law enforcement officer engaged 
at the time in the performance of his duty, on or about the 20TH day of June, 2008, in the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did possess a vehicle, knowing said vehicle was stolen or under 
circumstances that would reasonably induce him to believe said vehicle was stolen, all of which 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL: Page 1 
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is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against 
the peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. Said Complainant therefore prays for 
proceedings according to law. 
DATED this .;t ~~day of ~~~ , 2008. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to be£ e me this z;,_ day of d (A,vcf , 2008. 
M~~WOtf~ 
t 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL: Page 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO , ·'" 
COUNTY OF KOOEliA! {~J 
FlLED: 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 2108 JUN 23 AH 9: 37 
The above-named defendant having been arrested without a warrant for thELJfithW€(ml6f COURl 
L c.. . . -2. o t l.\q-
and the Court having examined the affidavit of ~- s. vneR?-v..-e.\"\ , the Court finds 
probable cause for believing that said crime(s) has been committed and that the defendant committed said 
crime(s), and that he/she may be required to post bail prior to being released. 
DATED this ],7 day of ~tJVl_._ 
TIME:~~ 
'20 t5f> 
SHR #9 Rev 07/06 
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145 <:;;.H SlATE OF IDAHO i -~ 
Departmental Report# OB ~ l o · ' COUNTY OF KOOTE!iA!?":J:, 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE t tvtST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF kc~Wi:23 AM 9.: 37 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
COURT CASE NUMBER r- 1 d--5 d-cr 
PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF WARRANTLESS ARREST AND /OR REFUSAL TO 





State of Idaho, 
County of k co._~ 
ss 
I, UE?. s .Vvwm.,,.e i.\ , the undersigned, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says 
that: (print) 
I. I am a peace officer employed by _\<::....::e;~s""-· D-------------
2. The defendant was arrested on occ.-'2-o ·o%' at l55o DAM :8l,PM for the offense (s) :t.c, ~-2-4<Yl0) 
GQ_~ '"nlte?'f. I.e. 4q .. ·22Jt s10<.~ \le;l-bu:G (~~i<t~) 
and /or of drivin while under the influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating pursuant to Section 18-8004 
Idaho Code. 
Second more DUI offense in last ten years? DYES DNO DFELONY DMISDEMEANOR 
3. Location of Occurrence: l"-K-6\) ,ev \;;>fl.. '}( \-\-e"'x:xns. ~-.1;;, 
4. Identified the defendant as: (print name) :r-~ A. DeN\"\'( by: (check box) 
DMilitary ID DState ID Card DStudent ID Card DDrivers License DCredit Cards 
DPaperwork found J2J¥ erbal ID by defendant 
Witness identified defendant. 
Other -------------------------------------
5. Actual physical control established by: ~Observation by affiant D Observation by Officer _____ _ 
0 Admission of Defendant to , D Statement of Witness: -----------D Other: __________________________________ _ 
6. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of the following 
facts: (NOTE: You must state the source of all information provided below. State what you observed and 
what you learned from someone else, identifying that person): 
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PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST: ·~c:.u;. 1/'r'\~ ~C.:~\ p~ t\.l <'JF ~ 
$"'t7> c....et-..1 .,.,) ~c. \..G ~ K cs 0 Di..S9~ 00 u \.SI?Q A- "t"E-Ai?E :c.. CoMe VA=\1-i'C fu .'2-
~0~ ~ \)C:fu_ c..\.\S ~1:\:\(,J,.\. ~'f'c'S. ~'-<:.,iid2 ~ ~ ~~11 ~ 9wz.b\~(;, l...d\ 
61V e~"(Ll.(;_ Pr.le: . 
Sobriety Tests Meets .decision Pts. 
everage 











Gaze Nystagmus DYes DNo 
Walk& Tum DYes DNo 
One Leg Stand DYes DNo 
Accident Involved DYes DNo 
Injury DYes DNo 
Drugs Suspected DYes DNo Drug Recognition Evaluation Performed DYes DNo 
Reason Drugs are Suspected ---------------------------------------------------------
Prior to testing, defendant was substantially informed of the consequences of refusal and failure of the test as 
required by Section 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
Defendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test (s) was/were 
performed in compliance with Section 18-8003 & 18-8004(4) Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted 
by the Department of Law Enforcement. 
BAC: by: DBreath Instrument Type:Dintoxilyzer 5000 DAleo Sensor Instrument Serial# ---------
DBlood And/Or DOrine Test Results Pending? D Yes D No (Attached) 
. Name of person administering breath test: Date Certification Expires: ______________ _ 
D Defendant refused the test as follows: ________________________________________________ _ 
By my signature and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I hereby 
solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and documents that may be 
included herein is true and correct to the best of my information and belief. 
Dated: Ob-'Z...O -o 5< Signed:~. S ,\I'V\.~b. 
(affiant) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on {/~6 / u R 
''''' \ II ''Cffi>/}te) .. ,, c..~p.NE ~ // ~-. ,, v • • • • • A A>. / ' ••. • .... '7'"o ~ ,_ 
~ .• No~r) ·. ?: e.t.e · <Le_ 
-PE_R_S_O_N_A_U_T_H_O_RI_Z_E_D_T_O _ ~...=--,: ::.....___.: ~,YJ- ·~ tH ARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
. '. . -
ADMINISTER OATHS. = tP ~ AU. , : :: . 
Title: _________ _..~7;_),"9<-· .... _'I!Jl.IC • : R~iding at: -=C=:(},-"='-'W~,---'-,/._'£7 __ ---r-:----:--~ 'YA ', • D C · · 7. 2/_,.;" //.'? ~,.,. ~ • .•.••. • • , .... y ommisswn expires: /V /./ c. 
,./,,0~ IOA'f\0 ,,,, I 7 
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COMPL. ~~T REQUEST AND COURT INFO.tuviATION 









[ ] MISDEMEANOR 
[] WARRANT kJ IN CUSTODY [ ] OTHER -----------
CASE AGENCY _,k'--"""'C...S=->-<0'----------
DATEffiMEOFOFFENSEC~b~-~·oc~·QB~·~·~---'=SS~o~·~~~~·----------------------­
LOCATION ~\(..B..)~;a_._; -~X. k'l'DCN -~ 
VICTIM/BUSINESS NAME -'R-'-=o'-"'\1=El2=f-=--'L,._,_ • .....,N._.\2..,:-;~et.:,_'-=----------------------
DEFENDANT: NAM
SS# ___ _ 
RACE \A.) SEX iiV\. HT (o -y WT G35 HAIR '11U\l EYES _,B=\.=~-"'-----
ADDRESS ']TZ.cS. L~\~ RJ,. ~~ ~n-. a.,<gz..()S 
TELEPHONE M\U\Sc~A~ 
BUSrnESSADDRESS ~'~~~\(_~~~~·~~~---------------------­
BUSINESS TELEPHONE \A..i~o!~c._.~ 
ATTACHMENTS 
P4. POLICE REPORTS [ ] 18-8002 ADVISORY [ ] BOOKING SHEET 
[ ] INTOX. PRINTOUT [ ] MIRANDA WARNING [ ] DRIVER'S RECORD 
[ ] DEFENDANT STATEMENT [ ] WITNESS STATEMENT [ ] CRIMINAL HISTORY 
[ ] AUTOPSY RESULTS [ ] SEE ATTACHED FOR FURTHER 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 
)4 DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT [ J CASSETTENIDEO [ J WEAPONS 
[ ] DRUGS/P ARAHERNALIA [ J SEX CRIME KIT [ ] VENOJECT KIT 
[ ] SEE ATTACHED FOR FURTHER 
ARRESTED '[><i YES [ ] NO DATEfriME!LOCATION (jo·:z..o·08/t.550~S 1 L.!D.\1.~~ o;L -A. 
\;\J&.-'-l \1()~ 'e,~~ • 
CIRCUMSTANCES OF OFFENSE/ARREST ARMED DURING OFFENSE [ ] YES JA. NO 
ARMED DURING ARREST [ ] YES }<! NO 
NO THREATS OR INJURY TO VICTIM OF OFFICER 1>4 YES [ ] NO 
NO ATTEMPT TO A VOID ARREST [ ] YES :Y'J-.. NO HAS DEFENDANT ADMITTED INVOLVEMENT kJ. YES [ ] NO 
IFYES,GIVEBRIEFDESCRIPTION ~"-l'-< .5.~ tS£ \vl'A-S ;,:...'G.A\'>~c:.)\~ JfltNO ~E:b 64 
<df'EP;@.o £>fr(o ~ -es- ~e:rtcu;:. WE:~~ * ~ ~ ~-a\hl<:J.z 
OTHEROUTSTANDINGCHARGES [] YES }>1... NO OFFENSE ----------------
SUMMARYOFCRIMINALHISTORY ~\.)J,-uiQ ~.L.J ~;::~-n:t~1 <:::>C?Z,-..a..v .. cn~ o~£\L6l... 
PHYSICAL ILLNESS/MENTAL ILLNESS p.4 YES [ ] NO DETAILS !N,~\\::A"vj t \bE\'gp;;t~~ 
REQUEST BOND [ ] YES pc{ NO IF YES, WHY? --------------------
SHR #41 REVISED 3/99 
LAW ENFORCEMENT DEPUTY 
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P'" ·BOOKING INFORMATION SHEf 
KOC . ..::NAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDII\Ju 
Accepted by: 2z?' 
Agency Report# o~- \ 4 S ~ry Pooking # ____ _ 




ARRESTEE: Prob. Officer 
Name ~N'\ 
Last First Middle Locker # 3 I '7 AKA. ________________________ __ 
Location 
Address c'l '2-D s , L.~\.(£ s;.~~s. RJ.. Hold For: For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
Was Call Made City 8Jal--'\C" ST \...)..)~ ~ Zip q 55 Z6.S 
Home Phone No~~ SS# 
City/State of Birth .&//zftj ._$!/ DOB Employer u N 1.:.-ru~...,'\ 
D.L. # DEroN\'"J'J.'"rz.qqc \-+ State WA . Occupation Lt.~"<-1\)~ Work Phone# iJJ..:l"'"""'"-"u.' 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
Height_k_• --=t_" Weight 2J 5 Sex M Hair b 1 t\) Eyes h\u.. 
Race W Glasses YIN Contacts Y I N Facial Hair No <Nt!"" 
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's L6Ts o\- '""'ilA'Ttt:nS 
Clothing Description ~lv.Q... JEY'rNS N" 6 bfu \liT l ~\\.L c:,Jecp 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION: 
Date 1 Time of Arrest D~-2o -0 q- I \55 0 Location L.io.i-£E\J~a.J \:)~1. X. ~"i Jeil\. A\Jl£ Dist 31 
Arresting Officer '{)eP.s.~.......e...N\ # 7,:~:3 i Agency kc..s \2 Arrival at PSB _ _.__ll"""'""'Z"""-"'2=----
Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect his/her safety or 
ability to be held without special attention by jail staff? 0 No, a Yes (Explain) f\MK\1::""""'1, \)~tc!.N 
VEHICLE INFORMATION: 
Vehicle Lie. k;,q t Ltq'--\ STJ:)?, YR 90 Make Jru Color(s) f2tJJ I_ 
Vehicle Disposition ~fb 'Jll (2._o . 
CITIZEN ARREST: I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge(s) indicated and request a peace 
officer to take him - her into custody. I will appear as directed and sign a complaint against the person I have arrested. 
Name: Phone: 
No 
Occu ation: Race/Sex Business Address: Bus. Phone: 
JAIL SHR# 355 Rev 3/06 
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KOOTENJ :OUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPAf .JIENT 
ADDITIONAL PROPERTY/ NARRATIVE CONTINUATION 
PE: 
NAME ON ORIGINAL REPORT 
Denny, Jeffrey Allan 
D LOST D DAMAGED D STOLEN ~ RECOVERED D OTHER 
REPORT NUMBER 
***Evidence*** 
1 1 Small ziploc type baggy containing cotton/ cloth material, unknown yellow and 
white powder/ paste. Approximately 1.6 grams including baggy. 
2 1 Syringe flush contents, " Sample. " Unknown contents. 
3 1 Methanol " Control " sample for lab use. 
4 1 Disc, containing photos of vehicle and scene. 
***Property*** 
PAGE 
2 OF 3 
DATE AND TIME IN EVIDEN E 
06-21-08 /1130 hrs 
1 1 Suitcase, black and grey. Lift handle with roller wheels. Containing misc. clothing 
4 hard drives{ computer. ) Mise toiletries, toothpaste, shampoo. 
2 1 Back pack, Burton brand, black and red, containing zero contents. 
***Supplemental Report*** 
1. M1- C.S.O. G. Shults, 2378, KCSD. 
M2- Deputy C. Case, KCSD, 2311. 
M3- Detective R. Knight, SCSD, Ph# 509-477-3339. 
2. On the east side of Lakeview Drive x N. Friar Drive, in the City of Hayden, Kootenai County, State of Idaho, 
83835. 
3. On 06-20-08 at approximately 1720 hours, I responded to the above mentioned location reference a stolen 
vehicle. Central Dispatch aired a traffic offense of a vehicle matching the description of an earlier aired ATL 
out of Washington State. Central Dispatch advised the vehicle may have been involved in a strong arm 
robbery and was last known to be traveling east on Trent Avenue. M1- CSO Shults advised he had located the 
vehicle in the area of Hayden Avenue and Strahorn Road. As I was traveling north on Lakeview Drive, I located 
the vehicle parked and running at a wide spot on the east side of the road. I observed a male, later identified 
asS- Jeffrey A. Denny. Denny had stepped out of the vehicle and was entering a Honey Bucket porta potty. 
M2- Deputy C. Case arrived on scene, and we ordered Denny to exit. Denny complied and was placed into 
custody and read his Miranda Rights. 
I located Evidence items 1 and 2 of 4 in Denny's left front pant pocket. I asked him what was in the small 
baggy and he responded," You' II need to ask Kelly Anderson." Denny had this same response when asked 
about the vehicle as well. Denny stated he was Diabetic regarding the located syringe, and said someone 
stole his Insulin. KCSD Public Safety medical personnel advised Denny told them he was Diabetic as well, 
however he stated he had not taken his Insulin for 10 days. 
Denny was difficult to talk too and at times was hard to understand. I asked him to tell me how he was found 
driving the vehicle. He stated I would have to ask Kelly Anderson and said she was his Fiance. Denny told me 
she left him in the Albertson's parking lot 2 days prior. She had left him there and told him to " Figure things 
out." Denny stated he did not know what that meant. He then told me he needed a sleeping bag and 
discovered one located in the red jeep. 
Dep. S. Maxwell 
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KOOTENj .";QUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPAf .JIENT 
ADDITIONAL PROPERTY/ NARRATIVE CONTINUATION 
NAME ON ORIGINAL REPORT 
Denny, Jeffrey Allan 




3 OF 3 
DATE AND TIME IN EVIDENCE 
Denny said because Kelly Anderson abandoned him, he took the vehicle because she told him to figure things 
out. He also made unusual comments such as, " I'm going to cash in on the check Kootenai County gave me 
last time. " He also stated I was trying to steal what was in his mind. Denny told me he suffered from anxiety 
as well as depression and had not taken any medications for two days. 
M3- Detective R. Knight arrived on scene and stated Denny and vehicle matched the video of the earlier 
robbery which occurred in Washington, reference report # 08-180230. 
Based on the above listed information and Denny's admittance, he was transported to PSB and booked for 
violations of I. C. 18-2407(1) Grand Theft and I. C. 49-228 Possession of a Stolen Vehicle. 
Evidence items 1-3 were submitted to ISP Lab for further testing. Property items 1 and 2 were placed into 




Dep. S. Maxwell 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: W A YMAN062308I 
Session Date: 06/23/2008 
Judge: Wayman, Scott 
Reporter: 











Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant( s): 




16:07:27 Judge: Wayman, Scott 
ARRN 
Court Minutes Session: WAYMAN0623081 
Division: MAG 
Session Time: 13:32 
Courtroom: CourtroomS 
Page 70, ... 
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16:07:55 READS ALLEGATIONS 




16:08:30 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
I DONT WANT AN ATTY 
16:08:45 Judge:VVayrnan,Scott 
REVIEWS CASE 
16:09:13 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
I DONT WANT AN ATTY 
16:09:51 Judge:VVayrnan,Scott 
SET PH 
16:09:55 State Attorney: Studor, Josh 
35,000BOND 
16:10:05 REVIEWS DEF HISTORY 
16:10:09 REVIEWS TIES TO THE COMMUNITY 
16:11:13 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
REVIEWS TIES TO THE COMMUNITY 
16:12:04 Judge: VVayrnan, Scott 
5,000 BOND SET WITH CONDITIONS 
16:13:05 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: WAYMAN0623081 Page 71, ... 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff CASE NO. CR- 0 B - I ?-_s- z-z:... 
ORDER SETTING BAIL or V. 
RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE and 
CONDITIONS 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in I.C.R. 46, now therefore, _.- __ '\ 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that bail be set in the amount of$5, 0 0 U 
and the following are established as the conditions of release: 
~/~~~~---------
THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
1. r;( Commit no new criminal offenses greater than an infraction (a finding of probable cause on a 
subsequent offense is sufficient to revoke bail); 
2. ¢_.Sign waiver of extradition and file with the Court; 
3. ~Make all court appearances timely; 
4. ~Do NOT consume alcohol or controlled substances; · 
5. ~Promptly notify the Court and defense counsel of any change of address; 
6. 0 Maintain regular contact with defense counsel; 
7. 0 Do NOT drive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vehicle without a valid license and 
insurance; 
8. 0 Obtain a Substance Abuse/Batterer's Evaluation from an approved evaluator by: ______ _ 
9. 0 Submit to urinalysis testing times monthly through [ ] Global (address/phone below) 
[ ] Other and authorize results to be provided to 
0 Court, 0 Prosecuting Attorney's office 0 Public Defender/Defense Attorney ________ _ 
I 0. 0 Report to Pre-trial Services, I 06 E. Dalton A v~., Coeur d'Alene, IJ?, 446-I985; 
II:p{Other: 7u'zM.krnJ ~-4rC ~;2~ · fceqCJ:Ztq 
ORDER SETTING BAIL AND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE PA0-1001 4/08 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: STOW070308A 
Session Date: 07/03/2008 
Judge: Stow, James 
Reporter: 













Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 







Court Minutes Session: STOW070308A 
Division: Div1 
Session Time: 08:43 
Courtroom: local 
Page 14, ... 




















Judge: Stow, James 
Calls case, DF in custody pro se, Ms Gardner for 
state. PH. 
Comments to DF 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Yes, asking for PD. 
Judge: Stow, James 
Comments to DF regarding PH. 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Not really clear. 
Judge: Stow, James 
Do want a hrg today or do you want an atty? 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Want an atty. 
Judge: Stow, James 
Explains 
Swears DF to FS. Reviews FS. 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Is there any possiblility I could be released. 
Medical issues. 
Judge: Stow, James 
Review of file. 
Comments to PA re: bond reduction. 
State Attorney: 
Looks like the vehicle came from a robbery in 
W A. Appears he fled from W A 
with that vehicle. Flight risk. 
Review of record. 
Oppose any reduction of the bond. 
Judge: Stow, James 
Comments, bond will remain at $5000 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
I have some medical conditions that need to be 
seen. If I have to report to 
someone everyday, that wouldn't be a problem. 
Court Minutes Session: STOW070308A Page 15, ... 









Judge: Stow, James 
Comments. 
Bond will remain as set. 
Appoints PD in this matter. 
PH will be reset in 14 days. 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Waiver of speedy PH. 
Judge: Stow, James 
Comments. 
Defendant: Denny, Jeffrey Alan 
Understands. 
Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: STOW070308A Page 16, Final page 
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MUST BE COMPLETED TO BE CONSJJ'E:RED 
Filed /-3 -o 8" AfJciJf:4 m. 
CL K OF THE~RIC~1 COURT 
B ~0~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
§TATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
/.)£,.fJJJY ~/.-f/11} JEFf flJ:Y 
APPLICATION FOR: ~1-?p/ /f77"aK_J-It{J/ ) CASE NO.~V8- /d5c)d:( 




BY _______________________________________ ) FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR ) 
DOB __________________________________ ) 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose a~~) 
say in support of my request for court ap.£ili~ counsel: ._,. ~ 
My current mailing address is:~ 0 Sqq{/;> LAs~b.Df.< i f.d 4 •A ?'1?-zt~s::---
street or P.O. Box City State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: _;:IJ=-o_P-.;;__-_.'ldl__,__· --=3''--'a"-')._____ ______________________ ___ 
Crimes Charged: · OS \/<....!' c.,...J a,_ 
I request the Court a oint ounsel at coun expense; and I agree to reimb rse e county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms a~ the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed: ___ yes _k_no B. Spouse Employed: ___ yes ___ no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment _____________________________ _ 
D. My employer is: _________________________________________________________ _ 
Address: ____________________________________________________________ __ 
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse): 
$ d. ?J-·d• c Wages before deductions a_ Other income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S.., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ Food Stamps, Etc.) 
Net Monthly Wages $ $ _______ _ 
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ Child Care $ 
Utilities $ Recreation $ -:f-":)·OC.o 
Clothing $ Medical $ 
Transportation $ -:t-r- -0 OJ Insurance $ 
School $ Other (Specify) $ 
Food $ /:::,0 
D,) 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 1 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: (cont.) 
DEBTS: Creditor __________ _ Total$ _____ _ $ ______ permo 
Creditor __________ _ Total$ _____ _ $ permo 
Creditor __________ _ Total$ _____ _ $ permo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks $ ______________ _ 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at $ ______________ _ 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at $ ______________ _ 
D. I (we) own real property valued at $ ______________ _ 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ ______________ _ 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Sfecify): _________ _ 
::z:_. kfM a. ~ / c P:. hg d<%ss.l <G hD ~g...., e 
6. DEPENDENTS: V:Self spouse Y children other (specify) ____ _ 
(number) ~ a_.(~ 
I~~ .. 
~ \. ,A 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this S day of -----""---V\;-----'__,~-----;;o.....---' 20 $ &'. 
The above named X defendant parent guardian appeared before the 
court on the aforesaid charge and requested the aid of counsel. The cou having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the applicant; Y.,. ORDERS DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay $ monthly beginning , 20 __ 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION OF TH';J(ASE; THIS AMOUNT MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTERED this S day of ... \\.);~ , 20 0~. 
Custody Status:~ In Out 
JUDGE 
Copies to: 
[ y.15"rosecuting Atto 
[ q..F'Ublic Defender 
7-3-06 b~k-421~0 
Date Deputy Clerk 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: SIMPSON071708A 
Session Date: 07117/2008 
Judge: Simpson, Benjamin 
Reporter: 













Case ID: 0009 
07/17/2008 
09:37:45 
Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant(s): 
State Attorney: Gardner, Donna 
Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
Case called 
Court Minutes Session: SIMPSON071708A 
Division: Div 1 
Session Time: 08:05 
Courtroom: local 
Page 18, ... 
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09:37:45 
Recording Started: 
09:37:54 Judge: Simpson, Benjamin 
CALLS CASE FOR PH 
09:38:12 Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
MOVE CONTINUE;SEEK DISC MED RECORDS 
09:38:34 State Attorney: Gardner, Donna 
NO OBI CONTINUANCE 
09:38:59 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
UNDERSTANDS ALL;W ANT CONTINUANCE 14 
09:39:16 Judge: Simpson, Benjamin 
GRANT MOTION CONT;WAIVES TIME;RESET 14 
09:39:34 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: SIMPSON071708A Page 19, ... 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: SIMPSON071708A 
Session Date: 07/17/2008 
Judge: Simpson, Benjamin 
Reporter: 













Case ID: 0001 




Session Time: 08:05 










Court Minutes Session: SIMPSON071708A 
Courtroom: local 
Page 1, ... 
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ADVISED BY CRT, RIGHTS ARE 
09:06:06 Judge: Simpson, Benjamin 
ADVISES DEFENDANTS OF RIGHTS AND PROCEDURE 
09:08:22 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: SIMPSON071708A Page 2, ... 
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WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Govt. Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
DONNA GARDNER 
2008 JUL 2 I AMI I: 02 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 















CASE NO. CRF08-12522 
AMENDED COMPLAINT -
CRIMINAL 
REPORT #08-14587 KCSD 
COMES NOW DONNA GARDNER and does here now amend the Compliant as 
follows: that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of COUNT I, RECEIVING 
OR TRANSFERRING STOLEN VEHICLES, a Felony, I.C. §49-228, and COUNT II, 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, a Felony, I.C. §37-2732(c)(l), 
committed as follows: 
COUNT I 
That the defendant, JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, not a law enforcement officer engaged 
at the time in the performance of his duty, on or about the 20TH day of June, 2008, in the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did possess a vehicle, knowing said vehicle was stolen or under 
AMENDED COMPLAINT- CRIMINAL: Page 1 of2 
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circumstances that would reasonably induce him to believe said vehicle was stolen, and 
COUNT II 
That the defendant, JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, on or about the 20TH day of June, 2008, 
in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly and unlawfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, all of which is 
contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against 
the peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. Said Complainant therefore prays for 
proceedings according to law. 
DATED this __ /_~y of-+-""'----.:,___ __ ,. 2008. / 
-~~~~~A~G~Mm~~~~ER~=====­
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the'3"'-'-'-l ___ day of July, 2008, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be mailed to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE, I.O.M. 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL: Page 2 of 2 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: MARAN0072908A 
Session Date: 07/29/2008 
Judge: Marano, Eugene 
Reporter: 












Case ID: 0006 




Session Time: 08:47 





State Attorney: Gardner, Donna 
Public Defender: Siegel, Val 
Recording Started: 
Court Minutes Session: MARAN0072908A 
Courtroom: local 
Page 11, ... 
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09:33:43 
Case called 
09:33:45 Judge: Marano, Eugene 
CALLS CASE 
09:33:48 Add Ins: PRELIMINARY HEARING 
09:33:49 State Attorney: Gardner, Donna 
09:35:06 Public Defender: Siegel, Val 
09:35:11 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY ALAN 
PRESENT AND IN CUSTODY 
09:35:17 Judge: Marano, Eugene 
GRANT THE MOTION TO CONTINUE- ORDER 18-210 
EVALUATION-
09:35:46 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: MARAN0072908A Page 12, Final page 
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~7/30/2008 WED 9'13 FAX 4461702 KC PUBLIC DEFENDER ••• Marano 
Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender 
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 6154 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 









CASE NUMBER CR-08-0012522 
Plaintiff, Fel 
V, ORDER 
JEFFREY A. DENNY, 
Defendant. 
--------------~----------~) 
This matter having come before the court this 291h day of July, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Codes§ 18-210, 18-211, and 18-212 the 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare evaluate the defendant's fitness to proceed. 
ORDERED this 6() 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE{ OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy oft~e f6 oing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same in the inter office mailbox on the da of July, 2008, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender · . 
Kootenai County Prosecutor \ 
Marie Parkman 208-769-1430 
ORDER Page 1 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: STOW080808A 
Session Date: 08/08/2008 
Judge: Stow, James 
Reporter: 













Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 







Court Minutes Session: STOW080808A 
Division: Div1 
Session Time: 08:31 
Courtroom: local 
Page 6, ... 
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09:16:25 Judge: Stow, James 
PRE LIM HRG- DEF IN CUSTODY- PRESENT WITH MR. 
RUETER-DAVE WHIPPLE FOR 
09:17:08 STATE 
09:17:12 Add Ins: RUETER, DENNIS 
WAIVE READING OF COMPLAINT 
09:17:41 LEGAL ISSUE ON WAIVING DUE TO OTHER CHARGE WITH 
JUDGE MARANO ON THE 11TH-
09:18:16 ASKFORCONT 
09:18:20 Add Ins: SWENSON, BLAKE 
NOOBJ 
09:18:24 Judge: Stow, James 
WE WILL CONT THIS HRG - TO BE RESET AFTER AUG 
14TH EVAL DATE 
09:19:05 Stop recording 
~-------------------------------------------·------·----
Court Minutes Session: STOW080808A Page 7, ... 
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WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
DAVID C. WHIPPLE fjrvl 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
:.i iATt. UF ilJAHC •.. · 
:OUNTY OF KOOTt14;:;l(J' 
FILED: 
2008 AUG 21 PM 3: 24 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 










WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County ofKootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse JEFFREY ALAN 
DENNY of the crime(s) of COUNT I, RECEIVING OR TRANSFERRING STOLEN 
VEHICLES, Idaho Code §49-228, and COUNT II, POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE (METHAMPHETAMINE), Idaho Code §37-2732(c)(l), committed as foliows: 
COUNT I 
That the defendant, JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, not a law enforcement officer engaged at 
INFORMATION: Page 1 
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the time in the performance of his duty, on or about the 20th day of June, 2008, in the County of 
Kootenai, State of Idaho, did possess a vehicle, knowing said vehicle was stolen or under 
circumstances that would reasonably induce him to believe said vehicle was stolen, and 
COUNTTI 
That the defendant, JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, on or about the 20th day of June, 2008, in 
the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly and unlawfully possess a controlled 
substance, to-wit: Methamphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance, all of which is contrary to 
the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and 
dignity of the People ofthe State ofldaho. 




FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
2 ~+-I hereby certify that on the _f_ day of , 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing and the Order Holding was caused to be mai to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE, I.O.M. 
JEFFREY DENNY, KCPSB 
INFORMATION: Page 2 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: FRIEDLAN0821 08A 
Session Date: 08/2112008 
Judge: Friedlander, Penny 
Reporter: 
Clerk(s): Mollett, Charmaine 
State Attorney(s): 
Public Defender(s): Taylor, Anne 
Prob. Officer(s): 
Court interpreter(s): 




Case number: CR-08-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 







09:26:14 Judge: Friedlander, Penny 
Division: Div1 
Session Time: 08:05 
PRELIM HRG. DAVE WHIPPLE PA. STACI ANDERSON DA. 
DEF IN CUSTODY. WAIVE PRELIM 
09:26:41 HRG.ASSIGN TO JUDGE HAYNES. 
Court Minutes Session: FRIEDLAN082108A 
Courtroom: local 
Page 12, ... 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
324 W. GARDY"' . VENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D'ALENE, liJ.UIO 83816-9000 g 
..ED K:cz!-!J AT __ .m. 
VS. 
JEFFREY ALAN DENNY 
C~~ISnr; COURT 
BY{110&M~~t»EPUTY DOB
FELONY CASE## CR-2008-0012522 ORDER b.d"f~OLDING 
( ] DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- VEHICLE-RECEIVING OR TRANSFERRING STOLEN VEHICLES- 149-228 
COUNT 2- CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE-POSSESSION OF- 137-2732(CX1) 
Amended to: __________________________________________________________________ _ 
[ ] Dismissed- insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). []Bond exonerated. []NCO Lifted. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) 
~reliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has I have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of $ and is 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such baiL 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that not later than 14 days after the date of this order, Defendant shall enter and file a 
written plea which states: the Defendant's true name, age, education and literacy levels; Defendant's rights to trial and counsel and 
any waiver of such rights; the offense or offenses of which Defendant is charged together with the minimum and maximum 
sentence for each charge; and Defendant's plea to each charge, the estimated time necessary for trial, if any; Defendant's current 
custody status; and Defendant's current physical residence address, mailing address and telephone number. A copy of the 
Defendant's written plea shall be delivered to the assigned judge's resident chambers. Failure to timely file a written plea shall 
be a basis to revoke bond or release, and issue a bench warrant. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE ----+J/ar»f1'-""=7t-~'f>,...:J...........,_/ ____ _ 
ENTERED thi' day of ~ot2l. /:J 
~~­
 
ioefendant J ~CA Office at fax 446-1224 
[\AJail (if in custody at fax 446-1407) 
[ ] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) 
Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case Rev 9/07 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HA YNES092208P 
Session Date: 09/22/2008 
Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
Reporter: Johnson, Laurie 
Clerk(s): Taylor, Suzi 










Case number: CR200812522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant(s): 
State Attorney: Gardner, Donna 
Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
15:35:44 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
Division: DIST 
Session Time: 03:00 
CR2008 12522, DEF IN CUSTODY. CR08-20207 WAS 
GIVEN TO ME TO BRING INTO COUR 
15:36:25 ALSO. READS PTSO. POSSESSION OF METH, MAX 
PENAL TIES GIVEN 
Court Minutes Session: HA YNES092208P 
Courtroom: Courtroo10 
L 
Page 1, ... 
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15:39:11 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
UNDERSTANDS. 
15:39:24 TRUE NAME, DOB AND SS #. 
15:39:34 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
RIGHTS 
15:39:39 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
UNDERSTANDS 
15:40:28 37 YOA, 6TH GRADE EDUCATION. SOME THING IN THIS 
CASE I DON'T UNDERSTAND. 
15:40:50 READY TO GO FORWARD. 
15:42:26 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
READS INFO 
15:42:29 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
NOT UNDER INFLUENCE, TAKING MED. 
15:43:09 Public Defender: 
AGREES WITH GP 
15:43:15 Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
15:43:33 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
GUILTY TO POSSESSION OF METH 
15:43:42 Other: CLERK 
SWEARS 
15:43:45 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
GP FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY. NO PROMISES OR 
THREATS. DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS METH, 
15:44:43 THOUGHT IT WAS CLOUDS WITH FACES ON IT. HAVE 
ANOTHER CHARGE IN WASH. DON'T 
15:45:01 WANTTOSITINCOUNTY ANYMOREANDWANTTOGET 
THE BALL ROLLING. THIS SEEMED 
15:45:15 LIKE BEST OFFER. 
15:47:47 Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
WOULD PREFER TO DO THIS AS ALFORD PLEA. IT WAS 
IN HIS POCKET. 
15:48:28 State Attorney: Gardner, Donna 
ACCEPTABLE. CR08-20207 IS DUPLICATE CHARGE. 
Court Minutes Session: HA YNES092208P Page 2, ... 
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WILL DISMISS. 
15:48:35 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
EXPLAINS ALFORD PLEA. 
15:49:37 ACCEPTS GP. ORDERS PSI. ORDERS EVALS. SET 
SENTENCING 11/10/08 AT 3:30P.M. 
15:52:16 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HA YNES092208P Page 3, Final page 
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INTtiE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
State of Idaho 
vs. 
DEPUTY 
Case no. CRF 08- i2 .. ~ 2 2-
PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER 
OFFER EXPIRES -~~fM. BAlE-
or other ( 't / vz (or ) 
The State offers that in exchange for Defendant's guilty plea(s) to: 
~ ~ StltutQa Mlximum ~ol!ltx 
1[. Pes C ~-ih-) J IAfJ'- I/ HIS: lA}t> _, 
f I 
and Defendant's agreement to: 
0 't\'8ive 8!9!9e8l as of rigl'lt as te eefl¥ietiefl afle sentence. 
,.,/ • f) I .._I) fJI ~ .... -~ .-,--\{) / A.n ftll)) 
1:::r Pay restitution: """t"'D 1<-u l--..v1-:A f'-l.?w-vvt (::C: '1 1 C:. t..c:.. • > ~) A- ---4- J r ~.,...-.,.. o -, 
li1l Other agreements: Waive Prelim. Hearing -fv;]; k :.J2..itf/--~ 
It will agree and recommend as follows: ~ 
D }greed sentence recommendation: 
~~me~ereoomm~d~~n:~~~~~~~~f_r~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
D To dismiss/not file sentence enhancement/habitual ~ 
~To dismiss: C-t' -:[ - k.G-eq.A .. -=J S:blv-.. l/...(__,k 
l ~ I 
D Other agreement: -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
NOTE: THE STATE'S SENTENCE RECOMMENDATIO I 
PRE-SENTENCE INTERVIEW) AND NO NE IMINAL 
Dated: c:z /7A-- [.; '¥ 
Dep. Pros 
REJECTION OR ACCEPTANCE OF PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER 
0 I REJECTTHE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER. 
)£1 ACCEPTTHE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER AND WAIVE THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS: 
1. The right to a jury or court trial. 
2. The right to be presumed innocent unless proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
3. The right to confront and question the witnesses against me. 
4. The right to compel witness to come to court and testify for me. 
5. The right to remain silent. 
· 8. The Fight te appeal as of rjght as to comtictjon and sentence. 
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State of Idaho 
Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, c/2J~- I d Sd.,;), 





ORDER FOR EVALUATION(S) 
AND SETTING SENTENCING 
In Custody [~es 
[ ] No 
The above named defendant having- f<t'pled guilty in this matter, [ ] been found guilty by jury trial 
to: fbsSessb~ <9+ (Yl-e ~ 
M. 
IT IS ORDERED that not later than the next business day after the date of this order you must physically 
report to Probation & Parole, 202 Anton, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho (208/769-1444) and comply with conditions of 
the presentence investigation. The presentence report is due seven (7) days prior to the sentencing hearing. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your continued release is conditioned upon your making and keeping all 
appointments with Probation & Parole, complying with all conditions of the presentence investigator, and 
obtaining any or all of the following evaluations. You must obtain any evaluation checked below. 
X Substance Abuse Evaluation ...... ... l)q} Pursuant to I. C. 19-2524, to be paid for by 
---.,~X.__ Mental Health Evaluation ............... [ ] the Dept. of Health & Welfare subject to 
___ Psychosexual Evaluation 
___ Domestic Violence Evaluation 
reimbursement by the defendant. 
N 0\len--.ber I 0 , 2ot2K at 3 !3 {) YOU ARE ORDERED to appear for sentencing on 
DATED this d.,&., '20..Q9_. 
l4AA.$=::J L. W 4 no10 
Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the J.). day of <::::;; ot' , 2o.Ql_ copies of the foregoing Order 
were delivered in court, mailed-postage prepV.nt by facs1m1le or mteroff1ce ma1l to: 
Defense Attorney: D.enn)s. {k:u .kr ~Court o Interoffice o Faxed ____ _ 
Defendant:--------------
Probation & Parole: -=-------fc--.:...__--,---
Prosecuting Attorney:......,])~· """'[)0._.. . .. · .._00--"""".___..\Si.,p..<=r_.:d"""'-~-~N~r'--
other: ______________ _ 
ORDER FOR EVALUATION(S) AND SETIING SENTENCING 
~In Court 0 Interoffice 0 Mailed 
0 In Court 0 Interoffice ~axed (208) 769-1481 
~n Court 0 Interoffice 0 Faxed (208) 446-1833 
0 In Court 0 Interoffice 0 Mailed 0 Faxed 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT KOOTENAI COUNTY 
~ ~~ 
BY: A n , ) C£.c,t tg 
De uty 
DC 010 Rev. 6-08 
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~FD/SEP/24/2008 09:12AM KO CO PROSECUTER 
WILLIAM J. DOUGLAS 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Govt. Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Telephone: (208) 446ft1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
DAVID C. WHlPPLE 
FAX No. 208-446-1841 P. 001 
ZOOB SEP 2 4 AM 9: 35 
CL _f·~l\ 0\STRICT COURT 
~:::-U(-->-~.~ r b 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST TIIDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, ) 
) 
Defendant ) __________________________ ) 
CASE NO. CRF-08-12522 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COUNT! 
COlv.lES NOW, DAVID C. WHIPPLE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an order dismissing COUNT I, RECEIVING 
OR TRANSFERRING STOLEN VEWCLES, Idaho Code §49M228, in the above-entitled matter. 
This motion is based a plea agreement . 
..., t,rL 
DATED this L day of 
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT I 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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WFD/SEP/24/2008 09:12 AM KO CO PROSECUTER FAX No. 208-446-1841 P. 002 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the;{.L/ day of ~ . 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was caused to be faxed and/or hand delivered an~by regular mail., postage prepaid to: 
PUBUC DEFENDERS OFFICE, LO.M. ~In 
MOTION TO DISMISS COUNT I 
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WtD/~tf/i4/LUU~ U~: 12 AM KO CO PROSECUTER FAX No. 208-446-1841 P. 003 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
GOUNTY OF KOJ),TEN/l.J SS 
FILED: '1 < J.._ <{ ( 0 7 
AT b: <-t) O'CLOCK~M 
.K, DJSTi=ilCT COU . 
1. 'A 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE DEPUTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, 
CflFog- tJ.5d .J 
CASE NO. CRF gg Hl§j:.1: ~ 













The Court having before it the above Staters motion, and good cause appearing now, 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that COUNT I, RECEIVING OR TRANSFER.RING 
STOLEN VEIDCLES, Idaho Code §49~228, in the above-entitled matter are dismissed. 
ENTERED this~ day of S£ rr~· , 2008. 
JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the _jd_ day of M/ f , 2008, that a true and conect 
copy of the foregoing were mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, Interoffice 
Mail, Hand Delivered, or Fruted to: 
Prosecutor f~C.... Ut-{6 ~t?i~ 
KCPSB ____ _ 
446 ~t7o( 
Defense Attomey f D Defendant~---
Auditor Police Agency ____ _ 
Bonding Co. ______ _ Other --------------------
DANIEL ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY: 2v-~ it::vv- t, ,Deputy 
ORDER TO DISMISS COUNT I 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HAYNES Ill 008P 1 
Session Date: 11110/2008 
Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
Reporter: Johnson, Laurie 













Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant( s ): 
State Attorney: Wick, Ann 
Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
Court Minutes Session: HAYNES111 008P1 
Division: DIST 
Session Time: 15:35 
Courtroom: CourtroomS 
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16:00:33 Add Ins: SENTENCING 
16:00:39 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
DF IS PRESENT, IN CUSTODY 
16:01:48 HAVE REVIEWED PSI 
16:02:03 Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
NO CORRECTIONS TO PSI 
16:02:09 State Attorney: Wick, Ann 
NO CORRECTIONS TO PSI 
16:02:24 NO EVIDENCE 
16:02:28 Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
NO EVIDENCE 
16:02:36 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
APPOLOGIZE TO STATE OF IDAHO FOR THIS 
16:02:46 State Attorney: Wick, Ann 
STIPULATION IN AGREEMENT TO RESTITUTION 
16:03:34 3 PLUS 4 TOTAL 7 YEARS, RETAIN JURISDICTION, 
100 ISP LAB 
16:04:01 ANOTHER PENDING MATTER SET FOR NOV. 18TH. THAT 
WILL BE A RECOMENDED RETAINED 
16:04:24 JURISDICTION 
16:04:28 Public Defender: Reuter, Dennis 
RESTITUTION IS SUBJECT TO DETERMINATION AT LATER 
DATE 
16:05:35 TREATMENT IS RECOMENDED FOR INPATIENT. DF HAS 
FELONY MA TIER PENDING IN 
16:05:55 WASHINGTON. CONSIDER GETTING HIM TO WASHINGTON 
FOR TREATMENT. 1 YEAR FIXED 
16:06:14 WITH 0 INDETERMINATE. HE IS WASHINGTON 
RESIDENT. IF KEEP IN IDAHO, WE 
16:06:46 REQUEST RETAINED JURISDICTION. UNDERLYING 
SENTENCE NOT MORE THAN 3-4 YEARS. 
16:07:27 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
FIND YOU GUILTY. FACTORS OF SENTENCING 
REVIEWED, PROTECT SOCIETY, DETOUR, 
16:08:05 PUNISHMENT, REHABILITATION 
16:08:18 ORDER RETAINED JURISDICTION, DEFER RESTITUTION 
UNTIL RETURNED FROM RETAINED 
Court Minutes Session: HAYNES111008P1 Page 5, ... 








PRIOR RECORD REVIEWED 
UNIFIED SENTENCE 7 YEARS 3 PLUS 4, ORDER 
RETAINED JURISDICTION. 143 DAYS 
ALREADY SERVED. 6 MONTHS SERVED PRIOR TO THIS 
ALSO 
REMAND TO SHERIFF 
Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HAYNES111 008P1 Page 6, ... 
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FILED \\~\l\ )p]) AT \ ;jD p .M. 
STATE OF IDAH , COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
CLERK F THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY DEPUTY 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Defendant. 
DOS: 












Case No: CR-2008-12522 
JUDGMENT- RETAINED 
JURISDICTION 
On Monday, November 10, 2008, before the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, 
District Judge, you, Jeffrey Alan Denny, personally appeared for sentencing. Also 
appearing were Ann Wick, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho and 
your counsel, Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, and 
the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence 
report and review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to 
explain, correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and you having been given the 
opportunity to make a statement, and recommendations having been made by counsel 
for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment 
and sentence should not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its 
sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you having been advised of and having waived your 
constitutional rights to a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, and 
thereafter having pled guilty to the criminal offense(s) charged in the Information on file 
herein as follows: 
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Idaho Code §49-228 Receiving Or Transferring Stolen Vehicles, a 
Felony 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2513, you are 
sentenced as follows: 
For a total unified sentence not to exceed seven (7) years, commencing 
with a fixed term of three (3) years, to be followed by an additional four (4) 
year(s) indeterminate sentence. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are committed to the custody of the Idaho 
State Board of Correction on Monday, November 10, 2008. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court shall retain jurisdiction for one 
hundred eighty (180) days pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2601. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall be immediately remanded back to the 
custody of the Kootenai County Jail upon program completion. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your Jurisdictional Review Hearing is 
scheduled to be heard on April 13, 2009 at 3:30pm. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are remanded to the custody of the 
Kootenai County Sheriff pending transport to the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 
§19-2923. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine 
the amount of restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 
19-2923. 
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of 
the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your 
right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this ~ :! day of M oV . , 2008. 
Lansing L aynes 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ...t.::l_day of NO~trY)ber, 2008, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment was mailed, postage prepaid, faxed, or sent by interoffice mail to: 
_ ...... /~Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (Fax 208-446-1833) 
_..£/""?',Defense Attorney: Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender- Fax: (208) 446-1701 
-=7""7" Idaho Department of Correction (Fax 208-327-7445) 
7 Probation & Parole (Fax 208-769-1481) 
~Kootenai County Sheriffs Department (Fax 208-446-1407) 
IEL ENGLISH 
C E OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 













Case No: CR-2008-12522 
JUDGMENT- RETAINED 
JURISDICTION 
On Monday, November 10, 2008, before the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, 
District Judge, you, Jeffrey Alan Denny, personally appeared for sentencing. Also 
appearing were Ann Wick, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho and 
your counsel, Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, and 
the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence 
report and review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to 
explain, correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and you having been given the 
opportunity to make a statement, and recommendations having been made by counsel 
for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment 
and sentence should not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its 
sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you having been advised of and having waived 
your constitutional rights to a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, 
and thereafter having pled guilty to the criminal offense(s) charged in the Information on 
file herein as follows: 
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Idaho Code §37 -2732(C)(1) Possession of a Controlled Substance 
(METHAMPHETAMINE) a Felony. 
THAT YOU ARE GUlL TY OF THE CRIME(S) SO CHARGED, and now, 
therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2513, you are 
sentenced as follows: 
For a total unified sentence not to exceed seven (7) years, commencing 
with a fixed term of three (3) years, to be followed by an additional four (4) 
years indeterminate sentence. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are committed to the custody of the Idaho 
State Board of Correction on Monday, November 10, 2008. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court shall retain jurisdiction for one 
hundred eighty (180) days pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2601. 
iT iS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall be immediately remanded back to the 
custody of the Kootenai County Jail upon program completion. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your Jurisdictional Review Hearing is 
scheduled to be heard on April13, 2009 at 3:30pm"' 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are remanded to the custody of the 
Kootenai County Sheriff pending transport to the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 
§19-2923. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine 
the amount of restitution you shall pay your victim(s) in this matter. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 
19-2923. 
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of 
the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your 
right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this 5 day of 'S),u.. , 2008. 
Lansingt1-iaynes ' 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the S day of fu 0 , 2008, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment was mailed, postage prepaid, faxed, or sent by interoffice mail to: 
_2s__ Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (Fax 208-446-1833) 
~Defense Attorney: Dennis Reuter, Deputy Public Defender- Fax: (208) 446-1701 
~Idaho Department of Correction (Fax 208-327-7445) 
----h Probation & Parole (Fax 208-769-1481) 
___..4. Kootenai County Sheriff's Department (Fax 208-446-1407) 
DANIEL ENGLISH 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By~~~~~~~T\~~~h~----
Deputy Clerk 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HA YNES041309P 
Session Date: 04/13/2009 
Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
Reporter: Johnson, Laurie 
Clerk(s): Taylor, Suzi 








Session Time: 03:00 
(-
Courtroom: CourtroomS 
::_~~ ~0 \ ----------------------------------------~~-?~~~--- -~~vr-~-




Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant( s ): 
State Attorney: Raap, Marty 
Public Defender: Nelson, Lynn 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
16:21:10 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
Court Minutes Session: HAYNES041309P Page 9, ... 
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JURIS REVIEW, DEF IN CUSTODY 
16:22:00 COURT HAS REVIEWED REPORT. 
16:22:19 Public Defender: Nelson, Lynn 
UPDATE TO REPORT. 
16:23:18 Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
THANKSCOURTFORPROGRAM. IGOTALOTOUTOF 
IT, A LOT OF THINGS I DIDN'T 
16:23:38 KNOW. 
16:23:43 Public Defender: Nelson, Lynn 
WASH GOVENORS WARRANT AND MISD WARRANT. 
16:23:54 State Attorney: Raap, Marty 
DIDN'T PARTICULARLY DO GOOD RIDER. DON'T OBJ TO 
PROB. DEF OBJECTS TO 
16:24:20 RESTITUTION AND REQUEST BE SET FOR HRG. 
16:24:28 Public Defender: Nelson, Lynn 
CONCUR FOR PROBATION. NO OBJ TO RESTITUTION AT 
LATER DATE. STRUGGLED WITH 
16:24:58 MATHINGEDBUTCONTINUEDFORWARD. MOSTLY 
COMPLIANT. PLOWED FORWARD AND 
16:25:49 APPLIED HIMSELF. EARNED OPPORTUNITY FOR PROB. 
16:26:27 State Attorney: Raap, Marty 
REVIEWING FILE, I SEE THAT RESTITUTION WAS 
EXPLICITEL Y AGREED TO. 
16:27:08 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
REVIEW PTSO. WILL GIVE YOU TIME TO WORK OUT 
RESTITUTION. 
16:27:21 3 YRS PROBATION. SUSP SENTENCE. 100 HRS C/S. 
IN 2 YRS. REST. OPEN 60 
16:30:04 DAYS. CC. 150 DC FUND IN 2 YRS. REPORT TOP & 
P NLT 72 HRS FROM RELEASE 
16:31:56 FROM INCARCERATION. 
16:33:11 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HA YNES041309P Page 10, ... 
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DATE: STATE V._~~----==-=---":-";;:::-'f"?ef--'-+--'-+-r_:.e-+~ ----'jk--'----'-----'Q,_._n-'-+f-· _ 
cAsE No. __ o='--'-1--'<::o-::r~-£-t-="---\t--c, '*-:=F=-'--:,.L..SC;)_~P----. ~------­
Pled Guilty to=---=--------------------------------------
Fonnd Guilty by Jury ______ ---:-:-==:-=--------:---:---:---:::-:-::---,--------------
DEFENDANT SENTENCED AS FOLLOWS: 
___ COMMITTED TO CUSTODY OF THE IDAHO STATE BOARD OF CORRECTIONS 
___ JURISDICTION IS RETAINED 
----'RETAINED JURIS IS EXERCISED & SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED 
RETAINED JURIS IS EXERCISED & SENTENCE IS MODIFIED ----
___ JURISDICTION IS RELINQUISHED & SENTENCE IS IMPOSED 
___ .PV FOUND 
-"""') __ YEARS FIXED_l{ ___ YEARS INDETERMINATE, NTE. __ ~ ___ YEARS UNIFIED SENTENCE 
ASTO~----~~~~=--------:~~---------~------
____ YEARS FIXED ____ YEARS INDETERMINATE, NTE. _____ YEARS UNIFIED SENTENCE 
ASTO~----~~~~=---~-~~~---------~------
YEARS FIXED--c-___ YEARS INDETERMINATE, NTE _____ YEARS UNIFIED SENTENCE 
----ASTO _________________________________ _ 
____ WITHHELD JUDGMENT FOR A PERIOD OF YEARS, PLACED ON SUPERVISED PROBATION 
_/OR A PERIOD OF YEARS n 
X JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE SUSPENDED & PLACED ON SUPERVISED PROBATION FOR__:; YRS 
RECOMMEND NEW DIRECTIONS PROGRAM 
----'RECOMMEND SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT/COUNSELING 
----'RECOMMEND THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY PROGRAM 
RECOMMEND COMMUNITY WORK CENTER 
------' TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION 
~Court Costs L$100.50~$110.50 __ $11("?;1.}rl!f> $300.50 (sex_offenses) 
~Addt'l Costs- Prosecut10n ___ Defense · D1st. Court ___ Comm. ServiCe 
L_IDOC Costs f2f\ 
~Restitution to Victims: Juris. Reserved; PA has~days to submit; Court orders$ ___ _ 
Local Jail imposed 
-- Days commencing'--,,-----------
---:Credit for time served 
___ Work release granted 
-.,.,--::-Treatment release granted 
In lieu of . days, serve"-<-:,--------:;-----::-;;------~---::-----::----------~--:----r:>r-7!-,.., 
~Community Service- ·· hours -__ days per month for __ consecutive months commencing~ _____ ,; complete by _ ____,_,c--'<'IH- --~ 
KC Sheriffs Labor Program- ___ days commencing ; complete by __________________ ----,,__ 
~Attend rehab, educational & vocational pr~ 
~Obtain and maintain full time employmen and/or ducational program 
~Undergo substance abuse evaluation if reques e by P &P 
+. Complete substance abuse/mental health counseling if requested by P&P Comply with rules and regulations of !DOC Supervision at any level deemed appropriate by P&P 
=x::No violations of laws of State, City, U.S., etc. 
~Consume rio alcohol during probation 
"1C- Enter no establishment where alcohol sold J Enter no home, business or oth,:~ premises containing drugs or occupied by drug users 
No association with individuals specified by P&P 
No contact with victim or victim's family . 
~ Consent to analysis of blood, breath, urine at own expense (P.O.'-/... Officer __j 
____:;:6_Don't purchase, possess or use substances which alter testing for alcohol/drugs 
~Consent to searches of property, car and residence (P.O. L Officer __j 
~Waive extradition to the State of Idaho 
-'i::,._Submit to Polygraph at own expense 
~Reside in Idaho · 
~90 days discretionary time at discretion ofP&P 
Bond Exonerated 
No Contact Order terminated __ No Contact Order continues until ____ _ 
SEX OFFENSES 
__ Submit to polygraph exam at request oftherapist/P&P 
Sex Offender Program 
--No association with juvenile Not intimate with a parent of a minor child 
--Not intimate with juvenile or parent of juvenile 
Do not possess pornography or sexually explicit materials 
thru any means, including computers 
_· _Comply with sexual offender registration laws 
DUI OFFENSES 
__ Driving privileges suspended for _years 
__ Permission to apply for temporary privileges 
after ___years __ Surrender driver's license 
__ Complete Victims Panel by-:-::------
__ Interlock device on any vehicle operated 
for ___years/or until expiration of probation term 
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State ofldaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. CRF 0~- jJ,S' d.J. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
~effr~y V-enn¥ . 
DOB e dant. 
TYPE OF HEARING 
ORDER TO REPORT TO 
PROBATION 
In Custody f~ Yes 
[ ] No 
~RETAINED JURISDICTION 
D SENTENCING 
D PROBATION VIOLATION ehJ 
7~ \-.rs. ~""'-~!o.v-u~J... 
IT IS ORDERED that you physir.ally rApnrt to Prohation ::~nd P::~role no later than the next business day ft'\_t.a.vC. 
after the date of this order, or if currently incarcerated, the next business day after your release. 
Probation & Parole 
202 Anton 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 769-1444 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your continued release is conditioned upon your making and keeping all 
appointments with Probation & Parole and complying with all conditions. 
DATED this _ _.,L_'S""'--- day of --'-~---l--F-'-'1_,_\-'-\ ___ , 20Q1. 
Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the I J day of .(\? ;:, I , 20.{f1 copies of the foregoing Order 
were distributed as follows:ll} /_ 1 
Defense Attorney: L'fo n lJL R._;Q.Oh 
Defendant: _____________ _ 
Probation & Parole: ------::--c,.------+------rr------
Prosecuting Attorney:----'\Ybl--'-. ~d---'-+Y--+~"'~-Q....._,Qf.L---
Other: _______________ _ 
ORDER TO REPORT TO PROBATION 
'~In Court 
~In Court 
0 In Court 
Jif\n Court 
0 In Court 
0 Interoffice 0 Faxed 
0 Interoffice o Mailed 
0 Interoffice ~axed (208) 769-1481 
0 Interoffice 0 Faxed (208) 446-1833 
0 Interoffice 0 Mailed 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Defendant. 
DOB: 












Case No: CRF 2008-12522 
JUDGMENT ON 
RETAINED JURISDICTION 
On November 10, 2008, you were convicted of the following crime and sentenced as 
follows: 
Possession of a Controlled Substance {Methamphetamine), Idaho Code §37-
2732{c){1), a felony, for a total unified sentence not to exceed seven {7) years, 
commencing with a fixed term of three {3) years, to be followed by an additional four 
{4) year indeterminate sentence. 
The Court retained jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2601. 
The Court having received and considered evaluation reports concerning you and 
your proposed probation plan at the jurisdictional review hearing held on April 13, 2009, 
and it appearing therefrom that further execution of your sentence should be suspended; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that execution of your previously imposed sentence be 
suspended and you are placed on supervised probation for a period of three (3) years 
commencing on April 13, 2009, upon the terms and conditions set forth below. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that on the next business day following your release 
JUDGMENT ON RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 
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from custody, you shall report in person to the Office of Probation and Parole of the State 
Board of Corrections at 202 Anton, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814. Your failure to so report 
will be considered a violation of your probation conditions and will constitute good cause to 
apprehend you and require you to serve the balance of your sentence. On a certified copy 
of this order, you shall endorse your receipt of a copy of said order and shall have initial 
your acceptance, agreement, and consent to each of the terms and conditions contained in 
this order. The State Board of Corrections shall return to the Court the certified copy which 
contains your endorsement. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you comply with each of the following TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
1. That you shall pay court costs of $110.50 
2. That you shall pay additional costs, fees, fines and reimbursements as 
previously imposed as follows: 
a. Reimburse the District Court Fund 
b. Community Service Fees 




3. All of the above sums shall be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse, in monthly installments to be determined by your probation 
officer, based upon your ability to pay. Based upon a periodic review of your financial 
circumstances, your probation officer may increase or decrease the amount of your 
monthly payment, it being the intent that your financial obligations under this sentence be 
paid in full within two (2) years from the date of this order. All payments shall be made 
in the form of cash, cashier's check or money order. The clerk shall distribute the 
payments in the priority set by the Idaho Supreme Court. 
4. That you shall pay to the Idaho Department of Corrections its costs of 
JUDGMENT ON RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 2 
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supervision of your probation, in an amount not to exceed the maximum allowable by Idaho 
Code §20-225. 
5. That you shall perform and complete one hundred (1 00) hours of community 
service by April 13, 2011. 
6. That the Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine the amount of restitution 
you shall pay in this matter. The amount of restitution shall be determined from time to 
time by stipulation of the parties or pursuant to filings by the State, which must be filed 
within sixty (60) days from the date of this order. Once determined, restitution shall be paid 
on a schedule to be determined by your probation officer as a term of your probation. 
7. That you shall attend and complete any rehabilitation, educational, and 
vocational training programs as your probation officer may designate. 
8. That you shall make every effort to obtain and maintain full time employment 
and/or be enrolled in a full time educational program satisfactory to your probation officer. 
9. That you shall undergo at your own expense a substance abuse evaluation if 
requested by your probation officer, and you shall attend and successfully complete any 
substance abuse and mental health counseling which your probation officer may 
designate. 
10. That you shall comply with all of the rules, regulations and requirements of 
the Idaho Department of Corrections. 
11. That you will be supervised at any level deemed necessary by the 
Department of Correction, including the use of an electronic home monitoring device or 
interlock device. 
12. That you shall commit no violations of any law of the United States of 
America, or of any law of any other country, or of any law of any state county, city, or other 
JUDGMENT ON RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 3 
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political subdivision. 
13. That you shall not consume or possess alcohol beverages during the period 
of your probation. 
14. That you shall not enter any establishment wherein the primary source of 
revenue is the sale of alcoholic beverages. 
15. That you shall not associate with any individuals specified by your probation 
officer. 
16. That you shall consent to analysis of your blood, breath or urine at your own 
expense at any time at the request of your probation officer. 
17. That you shall not purchase, possess, or use any substance intended to alter 
the results of urinalysis testing for the presence of controlled substances or alcohol. 
18. That you shall consent to searches of your person, personal property, 
automobiles, and residence without a search warrant at any time at the request of your 
probation officer. 
19. By accepting this probation you do hereby waive extradition to the State of 
Idaho and also agree that you will not contest any effort by any State to return you to the 
State of Idaho. 
20. That you shall, at the request of your probation officer, submit to a polygraph 
examination at your expense. 
21. That you will be required to reside within the State of Idaho unless your 
probation officer expressly approves the transfer of your residence to another state. 
22. That in addition to any other local incarceration you are given ninety (90) days 
in the county jail to be served and imposed at the discretion of your probation officer and 
JUDGMENT ON RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 4 
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upon the written approval of the District Court. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that as long as you abide by and perform all of the 
foregoing conditions, execution of the original judgment and sentence will continue to be 
suspended. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be 
brought before the Court and may face execution of the balance of your sentence. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated, 
provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code§ 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of the 
entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this ~ ~ day of ----~:::4~x-iL.l..~---' 2009. 
Lansing t. aynes 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the cl_day of ~r; l , 2009, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment were mailed, postage prepaid, faxed, or s nt by Interoffice mall to: 
__ ./7" Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County- faxed 446-1833 
__ 7_. Defense Attorney Lynn Nelson- faxed 446-1701 
__ v/" Idaho Department of Correction -faxed 208-327-7 445 
__ 17
7
( Probation & Parole- faxed 769-1481 
7 Kootenai County Sheriffs Department -faxed 446-1407 
JUDGMENT ON RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 6 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
DAVID C. WHIPPLE 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STATE OF IDAHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAifSS 
FILED:. 
~::og APR 29 Prl 3: 33 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-F08-12522 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION 
COMES NOW, DAVID C. WHIPPLE, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and hereby requests in the following additional amount(s) to be paid to the Kootenai County 
Clerk, 324 West Garden, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 in the form of cash, certified check or money 
order: 
ChaseR. Newell 
14754 North Donart Court 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 1 
$4,626.36 
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r ~ 
DATED this ft day of A J , 
nn Jh2 :7J£J1 
DAVID C. WHIPPLE 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the _:i:!j day of ~11-. A ~.2009, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was hand delivered to: ~:, 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE ~ 
FAXED ~- ~-
·-----:(Tr---T-....... ~ ~~.-~~ 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 2 
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PROPERTY TAKEN (Include bad checks, fraud, forgery, etc.) 
*Market Purchase Date Replacement Covered by 
ITEMS Value and Cost Cost Insurance (Yes or No 





. []YES []NO 
[]YES []NO 
[]YES []NO 
*Market Value is your estimate of what the item could have been sold for at the time it was taken, damaged or destroyed. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE (Broken Window, damaged automobile, etc.) 
Covered by 
ITEMS : Describe Damage Cost to Repair Insurance (Yes or No 
f'J<i:w iRA.~'-'~IJ\\.S' IC•J ~ CL.'\1\."'tC'"' - 1?,cTti s~~v:.~J-J $ i'~b :t :::!. -f\"t,'tl []YES~ 
,Nt~ v->'fc~ 5w 'tc.·\1 - ~~~\<.(.fV 0~~ Jl 4 5 l:. !J..S .... FA\l' []YES ~NO 
.,-c~.r-S 5£..A\ ... IOlO !.."" fS'T. []YES ~NO 
gQo\tc. J-.J L~C-'<:- S:TA ~·\'-f\.. V.: ct. Y jf .'100~ cg.'T. []YES M.No 
JV'i,w Si't~' l.) \)~(5 NeT w~vt - f\\...~\N E:. ~ I &b_O!! c ~rr []YES Ct4No 
TO W\.N \- - S 'VI.,_; $ (. T "1-o ·w ',.., \,- _j '8'1 :.:. ft\ d> []YES }<LNO 
1X,...-f4_!) r~~ o£.R- btl 566!.. €~1 []YES ~NO 
~~ LO V'( ~)( \. Q(..k, ~~k£. IJ J/Jo~ c:z ~' []YES fi.No 
MEDICAL EXPENSES 
Covered by 









PLEASE ATIACH COPIES OF BILLS, RECEIPTS OR ESTIMATES 
Note: If you are the victim of a violent crime, the Crime Victim Compensation Program may cover all or part of your expenses. You may wish 
to contact: The Victim/Witness Administrator for the ProsP.r.l 1tinn AttnrnP.vs Offir.P. ~t l?nA\ .<1<1~'>-1 Ann 
) 
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LOST WAGES 
If any time was lost from your work and it was directly related to the criminal act, please complete this form. 
Employer: ________________________________ _ 
Address: ________________________________ _ 
City: _______________________ Phone: ________ _ 
Job Title: _______________________________ _ 
Wages: $ ________________ per _________________ __ 
Supervisor or person to contact for verification: (Please include an address or phone number where he/ 
she may be reached). 
Please complete this section if you have been or will be covered by insurance for any part of your loss. 
Address: _____________________ Phone: ________ __ 
What is the amount of your deductible? $ _____________________ _ 
What payment have you or will you receive from your Insurance Company? $ _________ _ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY UNDER THE PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE ABOVE IS TRUE AND 
CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
DATED this ··~Li day of ~Vi. L y , 20 0'2 
NAME 
l 41 s, 4 ,,-J . "0 c t.J f\'tL'-1 CT 
\4A-'1' 0 f_I..J I\'J ? ~ Y 3 ~-
ADDRESS 
HOME AND WORK PHONE 
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USED CAR ORDER 
Date ____ ___:_ ___ 20 _-_-__._ 
.--:. 
. ~'· -
Dealer .:-.-- · i-;-
Purchaser _____ ~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ENTER MY ORDER FOR ONE ____________________ CAR AS FOLLOWS: 
YEAR MAKE MODEL BODY LIC. H. P 
:F .. \/ SERIAL NO . COLOR STOCK NO. MOTOR NO. 
MILEAGE< -. ' . '· i " .. ·t· 
CAR SALES PRICE $ \ 'Vt: TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE $ 
TAX DOWN PAYMENT 
FILING ' USED CAR ALLOWANCE $ 
LIC. PLATES '. NET SALES TAX $ 
DELIVERY GET READY LESS LIEN $ 
DOC. STAMPS & PROC. HELD BY 
EQUITY 
CASH ON DELIVERY 
TOTAL PAYMENT $ 
BAL. FINANCED BY 
INSURANCE 
TIME SALE CHARGES 
TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE $ . i AMOUNT OF CONTRACT $ 
Contract to be Paid in __ Payments of $ ____ Each. 1st Payment Due ----------- ____ _ 




Q SOLD AS IS 
D SOLD WITH WARRANTY 
MODEL BODY LIC. H. P. 
SERIAL NO. COLOR STOCK NO. 
' 
.· ' . 
I hereby make this purchase knowingly wiJboui any g!-fara.nte\:!', expressed or implied, by this dealer 
or his agent. . / f / . ~i? /' n 
· · Customer's Signature------"---------··-------------------------
We the dealer warranty this car for 3Q'days after date of delivery on a 50-50 retail basis of parts and 
labor used. (Owner pays half and dealer pays half of total retail cost of parts and labor used). All repairs 
must be made in our service shop. We do not warranty speedometer reading, tires. battery, glass, radio 
or heater. 
Customer's Signature -------------
1 have read tile face of this order. and agree to this purchase contract. I herebl' certify that I am 18 years of age or older and acknowledge receipt of a copy 
of this order. The figures in this order are predicated upon actual cost oi Insurance and the correct amount of the lien due on the tmded 1n motor vehicle. 
The owner of the 'lellicle may be required to spend up to (i968-80) $100.00 or (1981-newer) $150.00 (RCW .70.120.070) for repairs if tile vehicle does not 
meet the vehicle emission standards under this chapter. Unless expressly warranted by the rnotor dealer. tl1e dealerils. not warranting that this vehicle will 
pass any emission tests required by Federal or State Law 
I agree to accept delivery-------'----- Buyer's Signature--'---'----------
Address ______ _ Telephone 
.. -\ \ . 
THIS ORDER IS NOT VALID UNLESS SIGNED AND ACCEPTED BY DEALER. . 
Salesman __ . ---------- Acr:eptecl by ----------------· ___ _ 
- · --- ~-·· ~· '" IA,,,,r,nw cF,~r,;, HlP THiS vi'.HiCl.E lS !'-'/ART CJF' THIS CONTFIACT. 11\JFORM/\T!OI\1 01\: THE WINDOV' 
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LLOYD'·S .AUTONOTIUE 
3025 U GOVERHNENT WAY 
COEUR D AL, ID 83815 
'208--667-9757 
TERIHIIAL ID.: 088690 
MERCHAII1 ": 88'160184080 
AI·IEX 
************1003 EXP:XX/XX Sti!PED 
SALE 
BAlCH: OOOorl HW: 000010 
Jui az, GB 17~50 
RRII: 00320009 AUT H: 540990 
AP 
TOTAL $1862.41 
T HAliK YOU I 
PLEASE COME AGAIII 1 
CIJSTOI'IER COPY 
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·, ~. ·$ • ' 
'·,·:·. 
;; .. ·;s:u.J.:s:EI;m't~iaiNiG·f& JA:XI 
• / . . . :2a.o"w.;:kau1ree~· 
... , l6~~~l=~~::1e'···;.;..-,...,...;,.;--,..;.. _ __.,..,..,.;....;._;..; 
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Office: david 7-1-08 
Email: 
Type Description 
WIPER SWITCH -Remove & 
Labor Replace- Windshield,w/o air 
Cond 
WIPER MOTOR SWITCH -
Part Windshield,w/lntermittent 


































Page 1 © 2005 Mitchell Repair Information Company, LL 
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I nerer:y cuthor tze the repa1r \\'Off'. liSted neretn 1ncludtng sublet work to be done along wu:·~ 
necessary m . ..:~enals You and your employees may operate the nPscnbed veh1cle for the 
our;,~J·5&S o~ testing u1specuon or ae11ver~' at my nsk An expre · ts acknowledged on satd 
\' _:; ucle to secure the amoum of repatrs tr.ereto Lloyd's Autom, 11li not be held responsible 
for los:; or damage to vehtcle or arttcJes teft m vehtcle tn case of fire theft. acctdenl or any other 
cause beyona our control Customer agrees to pay all collection costs and /or attorneys fees 1n 
the event that aeiaul! IS made tn any payment aue If vehtcle IS returned to customer wtthout 
reparr ser~·:ce oetng pe1crmed. a d1agnostt2 an'j handling tee (inc:ua!r.g reassembly) may be 
chargee I have raac ana unaerstand the above ana acknowledge recetpt of an estimate 
X 
Terms CASH unless arrangements made pnor to authonzauon Vehicles left afte· repa1r Js 
completed may be subJeCt to a storage fee 
LLOYD'S AUT0MOTIVE 
3025 N GOVER, ... vJENT WAY 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
(208) 667-9757 
Robert Newell 
14754 N. Donart Court 
Hayden, ID 83835 
1990 Jeep Wrangler 
VIN: 2J4FY19E4LJ554085 





Repair Order# 48224 
lnv Date: June 23, 2008@ 12:03pm 
Promised: July 1, 2008 @ 5:00pm 
(208) 819-9424 cell 
(208) 772-7334 Business 





Service Writer: David Powell 
Status: WORK FINISHED 
Driver: Newell, Robert 
Price Disc. Ext 
Customer states that: The Clutch needs repair or replacement VEHICLE WAS STOLEN. CUSTOMER BELIEVES SHIFTER IS BENT AND CLUTCH IS 
BAD. CAN NOT SHIFT OUT OF GEAR THEREFORE TIRES ARE LOCKED UP. 
Labor Service- Labor- INSPECT AND INFORM ON CUSTOMER CONCERN 40.99 
JOHNNY INSPECTED VEHICLE. FOUND TRANMISSION STUCK IN GEAR. 
REMOVED SHIFTER TO FURTHER INSPECT AND UNFORTUNATELY CAN NOT 
· SEE ENOUGH TO DETERMINE PROBLEM. TRANSMISSION WILL NEED TO BE 
REMOVED FOR FURTHER INSPECTION. JL 
Labor Service- TRANSMISSION REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT. JL 
New REAR MAIN SEAL 
Rebuilt Transmission-reman 
New NEW CLUTCH KIT 
New Resurface Flywheel 
New NUTS, BOLTS 
New gear oil- pint 
Labor Service - Oil Change Service. Up to 5 qts quality oil and oil filter that meet or 
exceed manufactures specifications. Includes our 21 point preventive maintenance 
inspection: that includes inspection of fluid levels, lighting, gauges, wipers, belts and 
hoses, operation of heater, defroster and or air conditioning systems, inspect tires for 
wear and condition. (MOST CARS AND LIGHT TRUCKS) JL 
New S.P. 5W30 MOTOR OIL 
New OIL FILTER 
Revisions of Original Estimate - Original Estimate of Services and Parts 
Rev# Date and Time Who Contacted Method Contact # Cont. By 
1 612512008 12:37PM Newell, Robert By Phone (208) 819-9424 DAVIDP 
2 710212008 8:17AM Newell, Robert By Phone 
X~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~ Customer accepts rev1ston to the invoice and agrees to pa~~ rev1sed amount. 
Recommended Repairs and Services: 
Battery service 7-2-08 DP/JL 
REPLACE ALL BELTS 7-2-08 DP/JL 
(208) 819-9424 DAVIDP 
WIPER SWITCH AND HANDLE NEED REPLACED 7-2-08 DPIJL 
valve cover gasket leaking 7-2-08 DP/JL 
Page 1 of 2 
418.10 
1.00 29.50 29.50 
1.00 725.00 725.00 
1.00 394.53 394.53 
1.00 91.80 91.80 
4.00 2.80 11.20 
7.00 2.40 16.80 
7.66 
4.25 2.48 10.54 
1.00 2.93 1.18 1.75 
$0.00 
Revise By Total 
$1,790.00 $1,790.00 
$410.00 $2,200.00 
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111 CQpV 
VICTIM'S RIG#rs}NOTIFICA TIO~ FORM 
STATE OF IDAHOrVS.C?/ef{r'flV J.knnf 
cAsE No: Ft)o-- r~.s-aQ 
VICTIM: l((i 1J-e:;~J ,AJ.e.f A.J-t)Lf 
As a victim in the above-entitled case, I wish to be afforded the following rights: 
/ (1) To be permitted to be present at all criminal justice proceedings. 
/(2) To be entitled to a timely disposition of this case . 
./ (3) To be given prior notification of trial court and appellate proceedings . 
./(4) To be given information about the sentence, incarceration, or release of the defendant. 
/(5) To be heard, upon request, at all criminal justice proceedings considering a plea of guilty, 
sentencing, incarceration or release of the defendant--unless manifest injustice would result. 
/(6) To be afforded the opportunity to communicate with the prosecution and to be advised of any 
proposed plea agreement by the prosecuting attorney prior to entering into a plea agreement in 
criminal offenses involving crimes of violence, sex crimes or crimes against children. 
~7)To be allowed to refuse an interview or other contact with the defendant or with any other person 
acting on behalf of the defendant--unless such request is authorized by law. 
/(8)To have your stolen or other personal property held by law enforcement agencies returned to 
you as soon as it is no longer needed for evidence. 
/'(9)To be notified whenever the defendant is released or escapes from custody. 
I have checked those rights which I wish to be afforded. In order to have these rights made 
availabl o me, I shall notify the Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office if there is any change in 
my a c s ~e number. 
gnature) 
Send to: 
Name: R ci-C.n..-T j\)'(..w<f..L....... Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Address: IYIS'-1 !J. Ch)~-Jf\1'!.\ cT ~> 
City/State: 1,\AYuc.u ;:r-'C~\io 'P'Jt' P.O. Box 9000 
Home Phone: 'Z.cY,~'77J.-73 u3 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Work Phone: '2..cq--,7l--,33'-i 
c:\wp51 \forms\victim.not 
lfii'Tihft'C:: Plr::l-lTC: 1\lr'ITICII"'/\Tir'll\1 Cf'\D•A 
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\0 cur' 
VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT 
D I 1 'I 
VICTIM: (:£\l'.e/1 ;1- .{; t. .. -uu--c:_-~f' 
RE: STATE OF IDAHO VS. ~.c/f( -e y f)e 1'7/'> '/ 
Case No: 1t::-{){;- ld- 533--
,Q::· 
1. Please describe the impact of this crime on your life and/or the life of your family members. 
Indicate whether or not you or family members were threatened during or after the course of the 
incident. Special attention should be given to describing the physical and/or emotional impact 
resulting from this offense. 
Oocs 
C..R \ f"'\. \ IV ~r- Tt> C\<:. 'P <L. R.. S.o t-~ 1'\\.. f> A-i'<-~ .I ;..;u ·, \"ti C ·~ ~ 
A-1,) \J'Jt..(~ .5 + TC L c. F'i-\-o r> (.. tJ ~IV' ~ ( ~ s r 
H 1\ t s ~ CL e-'; \1... ct..-PA \ v: 1 --r-o '...,J ~ ....., L- > t.. o..r s o 1: 'v\. !::~ 
G c£-r of v ftM.I'\- (.-L r 14-»D Rt P'+' (l ..\ 11 ~f~O'){ . fJ SDDO ~ 
2. Did you require medical treatment for the injuries sustained? YES __ NO:!:___ 
If yes, describe the treatment received and the length of time treatment was or is required. 
Amount of expenses incurred to date as a result of medical treatment received: 
$ ______ _ 
Anticipated Expenses: $ _______ _ 
3. Were you psychologically injured as a result of this incident? YES X NO __ 
If yes, please describe the psychological impact which the incident has had on you. 
F ~A R. a 'F c.. ·Q._, (\'\ t tJ .-+.., /flTA-c v.: ',v j... ·\A .s fHJ-A 1 A) c N c. ct:... 
R (.\.~A--'(. o 
c:\wp51 \forms\victim .no 
\/1\.TIM'S RI(-;HTS NOTIFI\.ATION FORM 
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Have you received any counseling or therapy as a result of this incident? YES __ NO X 
If yes, please describe the length of time you have been or will be undergoing counseling or 
therapy and the type of treatment you have received: 
Amount of expenses incurred to date as a result of counseling or therapy received: 
$ ____ _ 
4. Has this incident affected your ability to earn a living? YES__ NO _){_ 
If yes, please describe your employment, and specify how and to what extent your 
ability to earn a living has been affected, days lost from work, etc.: 
5. Have you incurred any other expenses or losses as a result of this incident? 
6. 
7. 
YES __ NO __ If yes, please specify the amount and nature of any expenses or 
losses: 
Did insurance cxany of the expenses you have incurred as a result of this incident? 
YES __ NO l.f yes, please specify the amount and nature of any reimbursement: 
Do you have any thoughts or suggestions on the sentence which the Court should impose 
herein? Please explain, indicating whether you favor imprisonment: 
c:lwp51 \forms\victim.no 
\/1\.TIM'S RIGHTS NOTIFI\.ATION FORM 
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8. If possible, please attach copies of all records necessary to support the injuries and losses 
described before. This includes any medical bills, official records of days lost from your 
employment, any estimates of value of stolen or damaged property, and any receipts for 
replacement of stolen or damaged property. 
Date: 7/ d. '"I l Do Signature: -r-4k~_,___0_0__,_ ____ _ 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT: There is no statutory authority for the collection of this information. 
This information could be used for purposes of determining the full impact of a crime upon a 
victim, for the purposes of obtaining court-ordered restitution for the victim, and for assisting the 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office with your case. Disclosure of this information is 
voluntary. Failure to disclose may result in an inadequate assessment of victims needs for the 
application of court-ordered restitution. 
RETURN TO: Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Attn: Nancy Lee 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
VJ~TIM'S RJ(:;HTS NOTIFJ~ATJON FORM 
c:\wp51 \forms\victim.nc 
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Court Minutes: 
Session: HA YNES0611 09P 
Session Date: 06/11/2009 
Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
Reporter: V eare, Keri 













Case number: CR2008-12522 
Plaintiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: DENNY, JEFFREY 
Pers. Attorney: 
Co-Defendant( s ): 
State Attorney: Whippie, David 
Public Defender: Walsh, Sean 
Recording Started: 
Case called 
Court Minutes Session: HA YNES0611 09P 
Division: DIST 
Session Time: 03:30 
Courtroom: CourtroomS 
Pages, ... 
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16:16:01 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
RESTITUTION HEARING. DEF NOT PRESENT 
16:16:35 Public Defender: Walsh, Sean 
STATE IS PREPARED TO MAKE CHANGES TO MEMORANDUM 
OF RESTITUTION. 
16:17:05 State Attorney: Whipple, David 
THE AMOUNT 4,626.36 AMEND TO $2406.36. 
16:17:38 Public Defender: Walsh, Sean 
NO COMMENT 
16:17:42 Judge: Haynes, Lansing L. 
SIGNS ORDER TO PAY RESTITUTION IN THAT AMOUNT. 
NO INTEREST. 
16:19:02 Stop recording 
Court Minutes Session: HAYNES0611 09P Page 7, ... 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 








Case No. CROS-12522 
ORDER TO PAY RESTITUTION 
AS CONDITION OF PROBATION 
Order is hereby entered against the defendant, Jeffery A. Denny, in the amount(s) that follow. 
Such amounts to "beftf statute£)' iBte:r:e~t from the date imlicate~shall be paid to the Kootenai 





14754 North Donart Court 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
.Amount 
-~4,626.3() 
2..,l{ 1) lA. 3lA. 
TOTAL: $4,626.36 
2., Ll,ok!. '!.(Q 
Section 19-5304 and 2 
include tatutory intere t pursuant to ldah Code 28-22- 04(2) accruing 
shall 
da of --
( , 20 together w· all post judgmen ttorney' s es and costs extended in 
thlcollection of this judgmen 
ORDER TO PAY RESTITUTION 
AS A CONDITION OF PROBATION: Page 1 
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0The defendant shall pay a minimum sum of ____ per month commencing 
______ and continuing on the __ day of each month thereafter until the entire 
restitution amount has been paid in full. 
l;lJ The defendant shall pay court ordered restitution at a rate to be determined by your 
probation officer; 
victim recover on t e Civil Judgme , the Defend 
Ci 
IFIS FURTHER ORDERED that th~ Jadgm.ent shall be entered t~pon the reemds Kootenai 
ConR~' as a pablie record. 
Entered this _jJ__ day of_~:J~u..=\t-...A-==----' 2009. 
JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of , 2009, that a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, Interoffice Mail, Hand 
Delivered, or Faxed to: 
Prosecutorfl...(_, f/!-16-{~rJg 
KCPSB ____ _ 
Bonding Co. ___ _ 
ISP 208-884-7197 
f u ':fLfb-( ?c)( 
Defense Attorney Defendant ___ _ 
Auditor ~ PoliceAgency _______ _ 
Other ftf ?bCf r-(t.{~J 
DANIEL ENGLISH 
CLERK i ~ ~TRICT COURT 
BY: 0, f~n ,Deputy 
ORDER TO PAY RESTITUTION 
AS A CONDITION OF PROBATION: Page2 
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:-~ ~----
. -1 
.. .....__. IDAtfO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTioN 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY CORRECTI0~1E OF IDAHO TENAI }SS 
Probation and Parole, District No. 1 ~0\.,~TY OF KOO 
202 Anton, 1st Floor t-ILEJ j <) / 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 lOll OCT-? PM 2: ~ 1 
(208) 7 69-1444 . 
"'LERK 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION v 
DATE: October 7, 2011 
TO: Honorable Lansing Haynes 
Judge, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
NAME: DENNY, Jeffrey Alan 
ADDRESS: Unknown 
IDOC#91393 
OFFENSE: Possession of a Controlled Substance (Methamphetamine) 
DATE OF SENTENCE: 04/13/2009 SENTENCE: 3 years 
DATE OF PROBATION: 04/13/2009 
CASE#: CRF 08-12522 
COUNTY: Kootenai JUDICIAL DISTRICT: First 
RULE VIOLATED 
Court Order Condition Number Twelve (12), which states: "That you shall commit no violations of any law of the United 
States of America, or of any law of any other country, or of any law of any state, county, city or other political subdivision." 
ALLEGATION ONE 
Mr. Denny violated the law by being a Felon in Possession of a Firearm. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION ONE: On 10/03/11 during a home visit, Mr. Denny was arrested by Spokane Police for 
being in possession of a firearm. 
RULE VIOLATED 
Court Order Condition Number Five (5), which states: "That you shall perform and complete 100 hours of community 
service by April13, 2011." 
ALLEGATION TWO 
Mr. Denny violated this condition by not completing his community service hours. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION TWO: 
On October 4, 2011, I checked the Idaho State Judiciary website and discovered that an Affidavit of Failure to Complete 
Community Service was recorded on 4/27/2011. 
RULE VIOLATED 
Court Order Condition Number Twenty-One (21), which states: "That you will be required to reside within the State of 
Idaho unless your probation officer expressly approves the transfer of your residence to another state." 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 





Mr. Denny did not receive permission from his probation officer to reside out of the State ofldaho. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION THREE: Mr. Denny was apparently released from custody in Washington State on 
07/01110 and was placed on probation. He failed to notify probation and parole or reported to the state ofldaho. 
RULE VIOLATED 
Agreement of Supervision Number Nine (9), Controlled Substances which states: "That the defendant shall not use or 
possess any illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or possess any paraphernalia for the purpose of ingesting any illegal drug. 
The defendant shall not use or possess any controlled substance unless lawfully prescribed for him/her by a licensed physician 
or dentist. The defendant shall use medications only in a manner prescribed by their physician or dentist. 
ALLEGATION FOUR 
Mr. Denny used an illegal drug, Methamphetamine. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION FOUR: During the home contact on 10/03111, Mr. Denny admitted to Spokane Probation 
Officer, Scott Hepler that he used methamphetamine earlier that morning. A glass pipe was found at the residence but it does 
not appear that Washington charged Mr. Denny with possession of paraphernalia. 
RULE VIOLATED 
Court Order Condition Number One (1), which states: "That you shall pay court costs of$110.50" 
ALLEGATION FIVE 
Mr. Denny has failed to pay Court costs. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION FIVE: 
On April13, 2009, Mr. Denny was ordered by the Court to pay a total Court cost of$110.50. Mr. Denny has failed to pay any 
of the Court ordered costs. 
RULE VIOLATED 
Court Order Condition Number Two (2), which states: "That you shall pay additional costs, fees, fines and 
reimbursements as follows: (A) Reimburse the District Court Fund $150.00, (B) Community Service Fees $60.00, (C) 
Community Service Sign Up Fee $20.00." 
ALLEGATION SIX 
Mr. Denny has failed to pay Court-ordered additional costs. 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION SIX: 
On April13, 2009, Mr. Denny was ordered by the Court to pay a total of$230.00 in additional costs. All costs were to be paid 
in full within 2 years of being placed on probation. Mr. Denny has failed to pay any of the Court ordered additional costs. 
RULE VIOLATED 
Court Order Condition Number Seven (7), which states: "That the Court shall reserve jurisdiction to determine the 
amount of restitution you shall pay in this matter. The amount of restitution shall be determined from time to time by 
stipulation of the parties or pursuant to filings by the State, which must be filed within sixty (60) days from the date of this 
order. Once determined, restitution shall be paid on a schedule to be determined by your probation officer as a term of your 
probation." 
ALLEGATION SEVEN 
Mr. Denny has failed to pay Court-ordered restitution. 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: DENNY, Jeffrey A. 
DATE: 10/7/2011 
IDOC: 93393 
SUMMARY OF ALLEGATION SEVEN: 
Page 3 
On July 11, 2009, Mr. Denny was ordered by the Court to pay restitution to the victim in the amount of$2,406.36. As of that 
date, no restitution payments have been made. 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS I TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Mr. Denny has failed to report to Idaho after his release from custody in Washington State for the offense of First Degree 
Robbery. Therefore, no sanctions or treatment interventions were imposed. However, I have attached Chronological report 
from PO Hepler as well as certificates from his inpatient treatment. It appears Mr. Denny absconded probation supervision in 
Washington 12/2010 and located and incarcerated for 10 days in 03/2011 and was transported to Snohomish County, 
Washington until 04/13/11. On 04/21111, he failed to report to probation and once again was taken into custody at a home visit. 
At his hearing on 05/05/11, he entered treatment with American Behavioral Health Systems until his completion on 06/07/11. 
On 06/15111, Mr. Denny again failed to report to PO Hepler. On 07/22111 Mr. Denny was given 30 days jail for his failure to 
report with a release on 08/16/11. Then the above listed violations on 10/03/11. 
RECOMMENDATION I COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS 
On 04/13/09, Jeffrey A. Denny was before the Court for the offense ofPossession of a Controlled Substance, Methamphetamine 
in case CRFOS-12522. That sentence was suspended for seven (7) years with Three (3) years fixed followed by four (4) years 
indeterminate and afforded the opportunity of supervised probation for a period of three (3) years. Mr. Denny was transported 
to Washington for trial for the pending charge of First Degree Robbery. 
Therefore respectfully request that a bench warrant be issued for the return of Jeffrey A. Denny and a probation violation 
hearing be scheduled. Should Mr. Denny be found to have violated his probation, I respectfully recommend that his probation 
be revoked and that the Court impose sentence. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: DENNY, Jeffrey A. 
DATE: 1 0/7/2011 
IDOC: 93393 Page 4 
CERTIFICATION 
THE ABOVE DOCUMENTED INFORMATION, WHICH IS IN WRITING, IS KNOWN BY ME TO BE 
TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. ¥ 
~ 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME, A NOTARY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON 





Notary Public, Notary's name 
Residing at -1/_~  , Idaho 
My commission expires 1 d-- II-((, 





Arrost Drug /nvolll'ed, Gun 
Jnvolvod 
INCIDeNT CLASSIFIGA TION IJ1 
WPN-UNL.AW POSS 
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INCIDENT REPORT CONTINUED 
ATTEMP'Td) INC::l~ NUMBGR 
D 11"310905 ·. 
ON 100311, ABOUT 1130 HRS, I" RESPONDED TO 818 N ELM, REFERENCE ASSISTING 
OFFICERS. I AM CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS THE NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCE OFFICER 
AND KNOW THIS APARTMENT TO BELONG TO PAULA DENNY. 
PAULA DENNY HAS BEEN ARRESTED FOR NUISANCE lN THE PAST AND OFTEN HAS HER 
BROTHER, JEFFREY DENNY, STAYING WITH HER. JEFFREY IS ACTIVE DEPARTMENT OF 
CORRECTIONS AND IS ON CCO SCOTI HEPLER'S CASE LOAD. 
I CALLED CCO HEPLER ON MY WAY TO THE APARTMENT TO ADVISE-HIM OF THE CALL 
OFFICERS WERE HEADED TO. CCO HEPLER STATED HE HAD TALKED TO PAULA EARLIER 
IN THE DAY AND HAD CONFIRMED THAT JEFFREY WAS VISITING HER. 
I NOTED THE ORIGINAL CALL WAS ABOUT MALES FIGHTING IN THE FRONT YARD. I 
'ARRIVEO·AND OBSERVED OFFICER STROSAHL AND CCO HEPLER STANDING IN THE LIVING 
ROOM OF THE BASEMENT APARTMENT. 
A NIALE I RECOGNIZED AS JEFFREY DENNY WAS SIDING. IN HIS BOXERS ON THE LIVING 
ROOM COUCH. THE COUCH WAS AGAINST THE WEST WALL. JEFFREY WAS TWITCHY 
AND COULD NOT APPEAR TO SIT SILL. HE KEPT TALKING AND MOVING AROUND AND 
APPEARED TO BE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS. . 
I ASKED JEFFREY IF HE WAS HIGH OR HAD USED ANY DRUGS TODAY AND HE INITIALLY 
DENIED IT. IT IS COMMON FOR DOC THEN TO TAKE THE OFFENDER TO THE COP SHOP 
FOR A UA. CCO HEPLER WAS INTERESTED IN DOING THIS AND JEFFREY THEN CHANGED 
HIS STORY AND STATED 'CAN I TELL YOU THE TRUTH? I USED METH THIS MORNING.' I 
ASKED JEFFREY IF HE USED METHAMPHETAMINE IN THIS APARTMENT AND HE SAID 'YES'. 
I OBSERVED A GLASS PIPE WITH A BROKEN END AND BURNT MARKS ON IT SITTING ON 
THE END TABLE NEXT TO JEFFREY. JEFFREY LOOKED AT IT AND STATED 'THAT WAS ON 
THE FLOOR I PUT IT THERE'. 
OFFICER LAMANNA SPOKE TO THE UPSTAIRS TENANT WHO HAD CALLED IN THE FIGHT. 
HE CONFIRMED THERE HAD BEEN A FIGHT IN THE FRONT YARD. JEFFREY ALSO 
ADMITIED HE HAD BEEN INVOLVED IN A FIGHT IN THE YARD WITH A COUPLE OF MALES. 
HE HAD TOLD DOC HEPLER THAT HE WAS STAYING WITH PAULA FOR THE PAST SEVERAL 
NIGHTS. . 
BASED ON THE VALID NUISANCE PROBLEM WITH THE FIGHT IN THE FRONT YARD, I 
DETERMINED THERE WAS PC TO ARREST JEFFREY FOR NUISANCE. JEFFREY WAS 
HANDCUFFED (DL) AND GNEN JEANS TO PUT ON. 
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INClDENT REPORT CONTINUED 




A'I'TEMP'TI!!D INCIDENT NUI<\SER 
0 11-310905 
UPON DOING SO CCO HEPLER GRABBED A PAIR OF JEANS THAT WERE SITTING ON 
ANOTHER COUCH ABOUT 3 FEET FROM HIM. JEFFREY INITIALLY STATED HE WANTED 
.THOSE TO WEAR BUT THEN SAID 'THOSE ARENT MY PANTS.' CCO HEPLER SEARCHED 
THE POCKETS AND REMOVED A SYRINGE UPON DOING THIS JEFFREY STATED THAT HAD 
'BEEN ON THE FLOOR AND I PICKED IT UP AND PUT IT IN MY POCKET. THIS 
CONTRADICTED WHAT JEFFREY HAD ORIGJNALLYSAID ABOUT THE PANTS. 
JEFFREY WAS SAT IN ANOTHER LOCATION AND CCO HEPLER BEGAN TO SEARCH THE 
AREA AROUND THE COUCH. HE PULLED THE COUCH AWAY FROM THE WALL ABOUT 3 
FEET. OFFICER STROSAHL OBSERVED A BED SKIRT WRAPPED AROUND AN ITEM. CCO 
HEPLER PULLED THE ITEM OUT AND THEY FOUND IT TO BE A MARLIN 22 RIFLE WITH .A 
TASCO SCOPE. THERE WERE NO SERIAL NUMBERS TO BE LOCATED. 
THE RIFLE HAD BEEN IMMEDIATELY BEHIND THE COUCH IN WHICH JEFFREY HAD BEEN 
SiTTING. CCO HEPLER ADVISED JEFFREY WAS ON DOC SUPERVISION FOR A 2ND 
ROBBERY. . 
I DETERMINED THERE WAS PC TO ARREST JEFFREY FOR 1ST UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF 
A FIREARM. HE WAS ADVISED OF THIS CHARGE AND TRANSPORTED TO JAIL WHERE HE . 
WAS BOOKED. SEE OFFICER STROSAHL'S ADDITIONAL AND ATIACHED AFFIDAVIT. 
I TOOK PHOTOGRAPHS ON THE NRO CAMERA SINCE NO CPL WAS AVAILABLE_ OFFICERS 
STROSAHL PLACED THE RIFLE ON PROPERTY BOOK AS EVIDENCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY (OR DECLARE) UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF 
WASHINGTON THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT. -
OFFICER T~ DOUGLAS 
NUMBER: 405 
DATE: 100311 
PLACE: Spokane, WA 
1>nn · 1 
.I.~~M ~riO) W\f qv :r;n ~n1 llOZ-v0-1)0 








OCClJPAllON E!MPLOYiiR ~E 
ADOmONAL PHON!;S 
(Cell) (509) 217-6787, 
O'(HI!!RID 
(SPRS) 221!i776, (State ID No.) WA1580DB9B, (FBI No.) 
OCC\JPA110N 
AOOmON.AL P»QNES 
(Cell) (509) 217J6787 
cnn ·; 
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(Stittw ID No.) WA2321n59, (ID C~rd) D£NNYJC085Q6 
On 100311 at approx. 11;23 hours, Of c. Lamanna and I wars dispatched to a report of a fight 
outside 818 N Elm #1. While enroute, radio advised one of the males had left the scene in a vehicle 
and ths other white male participant had gone inside the apartment at the location. 
Upon arrival, I approached apartment #1 and saw the front door standing open. I went to the 
doorway and saw a white male, later identified as Jeffrey Denny,' inside the apartment. Denny told 
me he was temporarily living there with his· sister, Paula Denny. He said he was the only person 
inside the apartment. 
1 asked Denny if 1 could come inside and speak with him about the fight. He told me I could 
come inside to speak with him .. He told me the following: 
He has been staying at the apartment for the past few days due to problems where he had 
been living. His cousin, Jobe Denny; and Paula's boyfriend, Aaron Coats, had been stealing his 
social security checks and other things from him. 
Jobe and Aaron came to the residence that morning trying to get him to give them money 
saying he owed them money. When he refused to give them money, they beat him up. He believed 
Paula had told them to come to the apartment to rob him. · 
At that time, Ofc. Douglas and a DOC officer arrived at the residence. Ofc. Do!Jglas advised 
me this was a nuisance address and wanted to handle the call. llistened while Ofc. Douglas and 
DOC interviewed Jeffrey. 
I heard Jeffrey tell Ofc. Douglas he had used meth ins.ide the apartment that morning. Jeffrey 
would not say who he had used meth with. 
While Ofc. Douglas was interviewing Jeffrey, the DOC officer moved the couch Jeffrey had 
been sitting on. He lifted an item wrapped in a bed skirt up from behind the couch. He removed the 
bed skirt and discovered it was wrapped around a rifle. I looked at the rifle and discovered it was a 
Marlin 22 caliber single shot rifle. I could not find a serial number on ·it. Ofc. Douglas took photos of 
it. 
Jeffrey denied having any knowledge of the rifle behind the couch. He said it was Paula's 
. apartment and Coats often stays there with her. · 
Ofc. Lamanna and I took the rifle to property and put it on as evidence. 
A name check on Paula Denny and Aaron Coats showed they were both convicted felons and 
were not allowed to possess firearms. Neither of them could be located at the time of this incident. 
onn · J 
.l.~~M ~J01 W\f l.v :so ~Ol llOZ-vO-lJO 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT CONTINUED 
Spokane Police/$ okane Count Sheriff 
11\'CIDGNT CI.ASSPICAllC!II 
WP~UNLAW POS$ 
See other officers reports for more· information. 
.. 'ITI!MPTeO iNCIC9/T NUMH<.R 
0 11-310905 
D. Strosahl #565 
SPD E228 
t nn · ~ 
J\~M \~n') wv J.V: r-;n ~n.1. 11 n1-vn-.1.Jo 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
'""'"-... "okane Coun 
SPD-
REPORT pURPOSe 






On 100311 at about 1123 hrs I responded to 818 N Elm with Ofc. Strosahl on the report of 
two males fighting in the yard. The caller advised that one male left in a vehicle and another went 
into apt#1. 
On arrival Ofc. Strosahl and 1 contacted a male identified as Jeff Denny. Denny appeared to 
be under the influence of some sort of drug. Ofc. T Douglas and a probation officer arrived on · 
scene. I went to apt. #2 to contact the complainant. 
I contacted Kindra Smith in #2. Smith advised that she was in her apartment "and heard 
screaming and yelling outside.'' She said she saw a gray sedan from which a WM appeared to have 
exited and then confronted the other male. She said that males then began punching each other 
and wrestle on the floor. She said she did not know who started the fight, "but I heard someone yell 
that someone owed them money." She said that the male that arrived in the car got back in it and 
left the scene. She said a female that had been in #1 left the scene· on foot. 
I went back to apt #1. After Denny had been detained, the probation officer on scene pulle.d a 
couch ayJay from a wall and located a scoped bolt-action rifle. Ofc. Strosahl and l placed the rifle on 
property as evidence for Ofc. Douglas.· 
The other male and the female have not" been located at this time. 
nnn ·' t n 1 conr.cnr. 1 · v11 .1 
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SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 
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On 1 00311 at about 1123 hrs I responded to 818 N Elm with Ofc. Strosahl on the report of 
two males fighting in the yard. The caller advised that one male left in a vehicle and another went 
into apt #1. 
On arrival Ofc. Strosahl and I contacted a male identified as Jeff Denny_ Denny appeared to 
be under the influence of some sort of drug. Ofc. T Doug.tas and a probation officer arrived on · 
scene_ I went to apt. #2 to CC?ntact the complainant. 
I contacted Kindra Smith in #2. Smith advised that she was in her apartment "and heard 
screaming and yelling outside." She said she saw a gray sedan from which a WM appeared to have 
exited and then confronted the other male_ She said that males then began punching each other 
and wrestle on the-floor. She said she did not know who started the fight, ''but I heard someone yell 
that someone owed them money." She said that the male thai arrived in the car got back in it and 
left the scene. She said a female that had been in #1 left the scene on foot. 
I went back to apt #1. After Denny had been detained, the probation officer on scene pulled a 
couch ayvay from a wall and located a scoped bolt-action rifle. Ofc. Strosahl and I placed the rifle on 
property as evidence for Ofc. Douglas.· 
The other male and the female have not' been located at this time_ 
rnn · 1 JnJconr.c:nr.J ·v\IJ 
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SPOKANEPOUCEDEPARTMENT 
CHARGING REQUEST AND WITNESS LlST 
Superior C~urt State of Washington 
DATE: 100311 REPORT NUMBER: 11310905 
CHARGES REQUESTED: 1st Unlawful Possession of f7irearm 9.41.040 
DEFENDANT: Denny, Jeffrey A 020871 
STATUS:In Custody 
VICTIM(S): 
DATE!IlME OF CRIME: 100311 1115 hrs 
LOCATION OF CRIME: 818 N Elm Spokane, Wa 99201 
INVESTIGATOR T. Douglas #405 
APPROVED BY: 
WITNESSES 
Officer T. Douglas #405 





1901 W Boone 
EVIDENCE CONSISTS OF: Statements, Rifle, 
PHONE# 
509-625 3342 
509-242-8400 Ext 20565 
509· 568 3209 
SUBMITTED TO PROSECLJTORS OFFICE 
RECEIVED BY: ________ DATE: ______ TIME: ___ _ 
nrn ·r Jnrconr.r::ncr ·vuJ r~>JM ~~n'l rtnr ~~:r;n >Jn.l. Jln7-tn-J)O 
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STATEMENT OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER 
AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS 
STATE OF WASHINGTON' 
COUNTY OF SPOKANi:: REPORT NUMBE~ 11-310905 
DEFENDANT: Denny, Jeffrey A 020871 
The undersigned, a law enforcement officer, competent to testify,. states as 
follows: That he/she believes a crime was committed by the above named 
defendant/defendants in the City and County of Spokane, State of Washington, 
because: . 
-ON 100311, ABOUT 1115 HRS. RESPONDED TO 818 N ELM #2, SPOKANE 
COUNTY STATE OF WASHINGTON, REFERENCE A POSSIBlE FIGHT CALL 
-ARRIVED AND OBSERVED OFFICER STROSAHL IN THE BASEMENT 
APARTMENT #2.. 
-DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS OFFICERS. HEPLER WAS ALSO INSIDE THE 
BASEMENT APARTMENT SPEAKING TO DEF WHO IS ON ACTIVE SUPERVISION 
WITH DOC. 
-HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH THIS PROBLEM APARTMENT IN REGARDS TO 
DRUG NUISANCE. 
-HEARD DEF ADMIT TO BEING INVOLVED IN A FIGHT IN THE FRONT YARD.-
OBSERVED DEF WAS NOW SITTING ON A COUCH IN THE LIVING ROOM. 
-DEF ADMITTED TO USING MET_HAMPHETAMINE IN THE LIVING ROOM OF THE 
SAME APARTMENT THAT MORNING_ 
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-DUE TO THE TYPE OF CALL AND THE NUISANCE ON THE APARTMENT ! 
DETERMINED THERE WAS PC TO ARREST DEF FOR NUISANCE. . 
-OBSERVED A GLASS TUBE WITH A BROKEN BOWL AND BURNT MARKS ON A 
END TABLE NEXT TO DEF. 
-DEF STATED IT HAD BEEN ON THE FLOOR AND HE PICKED IT UP AND PUT IT 
ON THE TABLE. 
-DEF REQUESTED JEANS AND DOC HEPLER FOUND JEANS LYING ON 
ANOTHER COUCH ABOUT 3 FEET FROM DEF. 
-DEF STATED THOSE ARE NOT MY JEANS. 
-DOC HEPLER REMOVED A SYRINGE FROM THE JEANS. 
-DEF THEN STATED I PICKED THAT SYRINGE UP OFF THE FLOOR AND PUT IT IN 
MY POCKET_ 
-1 ADVISED DEF. HE WAS UNDER ARREST FdR NUISANCE. HE WAS 
HANDCUFFED (DL) AND SEARCHED. . 
._WAS ADVISED A RIFLE WAS LOCATED BEHIND THE COUCH WRAPPED IN A . 
B~D SKIRT_ 
-DOC ADVISED DEF WAS ON SUPERVISION WITH DEPARTMENT OF. 
CORRECTIONS FOR 2ND ROBBERY. 
-TOOK PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE LOCATION OF WHERE THE RIFLE WAS 
LOCATED BY DOC HEPLER. 
-ADVISED DEF HE WAS UNDER ARREST FOR 1ST UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF 
FIREARM. 
-OEF TRANSPORTED TO SCSO JAIL AND BOOKED. 
~OFFICER STROSAHL CAN TESTIFY TO THE FOLLOWING: · 
-RESPONDED TO 818 N ELM, SPOKANE COUNTY, STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR 
A FIGHT IN THE FRONT YARD CALL. 
-ARRIVED AND SAW THE FRONT DOOR OPEN. 
-IDENTIFIED HIMSELF TO DEF WHO INVITED HIM IN . 
. -WAS CONTACTED BY DOC HEPLER AND OFFICER DOUGLAS. · 
71 n · 1 
-OBSERVED DOC HEPLER MOVE THE COUCH FROM WHICH DEF WAS SITIING 
ON OUT AWAYFROM WALL ABOUT 3 FEET. 
-OBSERVED A WRAPPED UP ITEM INSIDE A BED SKIRT. 
~DOC HEPLER .REMOVED THE.ITEM AND HE FOUND IT TO BE A MARLIN 22 RIFLE 
WITH A TASCO SCOPE. NO SERIAL NUMBER LOCATED. 
-DOC HEPLER GAVE RIFLE TO OFFICER DOUGLAS FOR NEW CHARGES. 
DOC HEPLER CAN TESTIFY TO THE FOLLOWING: 
-RECEIVED A TELEPHONE CALL FROM OFFICER DOUGLAS ABOUT OFFICERS 
RESPONDING TO 818 N ELM. 
~DEF IS AN OFFENDER ON SUPERVISION WITH DEPARTMENT OF 
CORRECTIONS AND IS ON HlS CASE LOAD. 
-KNOWS THE APARTMENT'S TENANT IS DEF'S SISTER PAULA DENNY AND THAT 
THE APARTMENT IS A DRUG NUISANCE APARTMENT. 
-SPOKE TO DEF WHO ADMITTED TO STAYING AT THE LOCATION OVER NIGHT 











c r n · J 
.. 
-OBSERVED DEF TO BE HIGH AND THAT THE DEF ADMITTED HE HAD USED 
METHAMPHETAMINE THAT MORNING IN THAT APARTMENT. 
-HEARD THE DEF ADMIT TO BEING INVOLVED IN A PHYSICAL FIGHT IN THE . 
FRONT YARD OF THE APARTMENT WHICH ENDED HAVINGA NEIGHBOR CALL 
THE POLICE. 
-WAS ADVISED BY OFFICER DOUGLA~ THAT DEF WAS GOING TO JAIL WITI-i A 
NEW CHARGE OF NUISANCE. 
-DEF-.WAS HANDCUFFED AND SAT IN NEW LOCATION. 
~OBSERVED A SYRINGE IN THE POCKET OF JEANS DEF WAS GOING TO PUT 
ON. 
-OBSERVED A BROKEN METHAMPETAMINE PIPE ON END TABLE NEXT TO DEF 
AND BELIEVED DEF TO BE HIGH. . 
-MOVED THE COUCH AWAY FROM WALL TI1AT DEF HAD JUST BEEN SITTING 
ON. , 
-LOCATED A BED SKIRT WRAPPED AROUND AN ITEM. FOUND THE ITEM TO BE 
A22 RIFLE. 
~ADVISED OFFICER DOUGLAS DEF WAS ON SUPERVISION OF 2ND ROBBERY. 
~THE ABOVE OCCURRED AT 818 N ELM, SPOKANE COUNTY, STATE OF 
WASHINGTON. . 
-GAVE EVIDENCETO OFFICER DOUGLAS FOR NEW CHARGES: 
I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 
Washington that the foregoing ls true and correct. (9A.72.085) 
DATE: \O\)~ '"PLACE: SPOKANE. WASHINGTON SIGNATURE: ~b w .g u.r ~ oj 
4 
'\ 
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AMERICAN 
HEHAVlORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 
************ 
Discharge Summary/ Continuing Care Plan 
WAC 388-BOli-315 (2c,d) (1,8,9) 
Demographic Information_; WAC 3sa-so~1s (Ba, sa) 
Patient Name: Jeffrey Denny DO OC# 332969 Date: 6!7 /2011 
Admission Date: 5/1212011 Type of Discharge: Completion 
Discharge Date: 6/9/2011 LOT: 2B days Counselor's Name: Jim Perkins, COP 
Current Address: 618 North Elm, Spokane WA 99201 
Mailing Address: SBme 
Phone#: (509) 327-0131 Fax#: 
Diagnostic Assessment Statement: wAC 388-805-315 (Bb-1) 
Page 1 of5 
Client meets §.nf 7 diagnostic criteria for chem!CfJ! dependency jn accordance wittJ.. pSM-11{ 
DSM-IV Dlagnosis(-es): 
Chemical dependency: 
303.90 Alcohol Dependence, Severe 
304.4D Amphetamine Dependence, Severe 
304.00 Opioid Dependence, Severe 
HN Education: WAC 388...805-315 (Bb-11) 
Patient received HIV/AID Brief 
5/13/2011 
Dete of Intervention 
TB Test Result: WAC 388 o 
Patient's TB test resul ar~ atta~;hed. Yes~ NoD 
Comment: Had TB test done on 3/28/2011 and results were negative. 
Client Received Completion C~rtificate: Yes [gl NoD. 
Copy of certificate to be Included In client file? Yes!Z! NoD 
(Note: attach copy of cerlificate to summary when faxed or mailed) 
!. ! (\ ' I 
I'ROHIBIDON ON B~Qigl..OSIJBE: Thl~ infonnBiioo 1111!: ban disclosed ro yon from records \llhose coofldentl3lity is protcaed by 
~ law. I' eden) Regulations {42 CfR, Pllrt 2) prohibit! you from making ll!lj' further disc!= of it with out the wrinc:n consent of til• 
persol'l to '0/hom It pertains. or t.$ otharwisc pcrrnltted by such rcgullltiolll!. A eeneral C!lllhorization for lho rei~ of medical or othor 
ln!ormatlOtl b not sufficient for U, is putp05C. · 
1 n 1 rnnrcnr 1 · v1-1.1 






BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 
************ 
Prior treatment history (Including Detox); WAC 388:-805-315 (8b--HI) 
Page 2 ofS 
Agat~cy Name: City Date Completed? # of Days 
None 
:I 
If Being Transferred, Reason Based on PPC: WAC 3SB-805-315 (8b-il) 
Agancy Recommended or Court-Mandated Follow-up Treatment including modality (ASAM 
Level): WAC 38B-805...315 (Sirv) LOC JL1. 
Areas for Continued Improvement: 
Jeffrey is recommended to work on marriage relationshiJ:> and assertiveness skllls with friends who use. 
Discharge & Continued Treatment (Outpatient, AAJNA and/Q! §elf Help Program): 
Jeffrey is recommended to attend 2 Self-Help groups weekly. 
List of All Interested Parties that Must be and Have Been Notified of Discharge: 
Nama of Contact Agency: Date Copy Sent: Phone#: 
Scott Hepler ooc, ceo 6/912011 (509) 568-3209 
Summary of Patient's Progress and ASAtyl Level of Severity at Disx_harge 
WAC 388-805-315 (7, 8, 9b) 
Dimension 1: Acute Intoxication and /or Withdrawal Potential: 
a) Problems: Jeffrey reports no withdrawals symptoms at the time of discharge. 
b) ASAl\11 Level at Discharge and Recommendations: No services needed in this dimension. 
c) Continuing Care Plan: lt is recommended that Jeffrey abstain from use of mind attering 
substances to avoid symptoms of withdrawals In the future. 
Dimension II: B!Qmedical Conditions/Complications: 
a) Problems: Jeffrey reports no medical fssues at this tlme. 
b) What are recent medical changes In the resldenfs condition? None. 
c) How have these changes affected the status of the resident's discharge? None. 
d) What provisions have been made for the resident's medical needs after discharge? None. 
e) ASAM Level at Discharge and Recommendations: No services- recommended. 
f) Continuing Care Plan: Jeffrey is recommended to follow up with his regular physician 
r 1 n · r 
periodically in order to attend to his medical needs. 
PROHil.lill(lli ON .BEPI~CLOSUHE: This infonn.atian hilS bcxln disclosed to you fton'l l'llcord& whose confldemiality [5 protcc!Cd by 
federal IIIW. Ftdernl Rcgulmioos (42 CfR. Pmt 1.) proluoits you .from mmd~~g any funlu:r discloturc of it with out the wriii.Cl consent of the 
pc:T50n to whom it pertnins, or 110 otherwise permitted by such n:gulatioru. A gen~rnl ll1llllorization for the releas<> of medic::al or athor 
lnfo!TilAtlon !s nolSufficlent for this purpa~c:. 
lnTronr:cnr:T·v',/J 
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AMERICAN 
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 
************ 
Dimension Ill: Emotional/Behavioral Conditions: 
Page 3 of5 
a) Problems: P1) Jeffrey reports."would like to Increase self-worth as not valuing/esteeming himself in 
a positive way has led to using." P2) Jeffrey reports, llMy Bi-Polar Personality Disorder allows me to 
not have control over my thoughts_• 
b) Has the resident had any sulcldal ideation, gestures, or attempts while at this facility? No 
c) Has the resident had any Psyctllatric Interventions by a Psychiatric ARNP, Psychologist, 
Psychiatrist, Designated Community Mental Health Specialist, Psych-triage, or Psychiatric 
Hospitalization while at this facility? Yes, Jeffrey wss seen at Sacred Heart Hospital Psych 
Triage because he was hearing voices that bothered liim and his medication was reviewed. 
d) What are, If any, recent emotional changes In the resident's condition? Jeffrey appears to 
have identified more of hls own vatue system and the value of healthy relationships, snd has used 
ABC's to identify some of his irrational beliefs. 
e) How have these changes affected the status of the resident's discharge? None. 
f) What provisions have been made for the residenf.s emotional/behavioral needs after 
discharge? Jeffrey Is scheduled to attend outpatient treatment. 
g) ASAM Level at Discharge and Recommendations: Level 11.1. 
h) Continuing Care Plan: Jeffrey is recommended and; strongly encouraged to continue to work on 
Problems #1 and #2 In outpatient treatment with the assistance of mental health professionals. 
Dimension N: Treatment AcceJ2!a.nce!Resistance to Change: 
a) Problems: P3) Jeffrey reports,~Belng able to forgive·others and having more confidence in myself 
would bs helpfuL • 
b) Progress In Treatment: Jeffrey did address this during group discussion, utilizing ABC's which 
assisted him in understanding the value of forgiveness and relationships in his life. Jeffrey is 
maintaining that change with new recovery tools. 
c) ASAM Level at Discharge: 11.1. 
d) Continuing Care Plan: Jeffrey is recommended to address Problem #3 on an ongoing basis in 
outpatient treatment -
Dimension V: Belapsa Potential 
a) Problems: P4) Jeffrey reports that his relapses are caused by, "Being haunted by my past has led 
to my relapses." · 
b) Progress In Treatment: Jeffrey did address Problem #4 in group and utilizing ABC's, Jeffrey was 
able to identify more effective ways to live in the present and plan for his future. 
c) ASAM Level at Discharge: 11.1. 
d) Continuing Care Plan: Jeffrey is recommended to address Problem #4 more extensively in 
outpatient treatment 
() I () ' I 
PROH!BmON Ot! R€Dl.$CLOSURE; This informlltioo has b""' disclnsed to you from r=rd.'l whose oonfi~ent~llty Is prot«:red by 
fcdcrnllaw_ fedml R.egulllricns (42 CFR. Part 2) prohibi~ you from malcing I!TlY further di5closum of it w1th out the writum consent of the 
p=on to whom It perlllins, or as otherwl~e pcnnltted b.'.l such rcgulllliOllS. A gr;neml alnhori2Ation for the release of mc<liC4.1 or oth<r 
informatlon iB not rufflclent for lhls pUIJlO!Ie.. 
lnTrnnr:cnr.J·vuJ 
~~~~M ~Jn'l w11 ht:hn >~nJ Jln?-vn-.JJo 
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AMERICAN 
BEHAVlORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 
************ 
Qimenslon VI: Re((overy Envirgnmenj 
a) Problems: No problems reported. 
b) Progress In Treatment: Jeffrey Is looking forward to •living in Spokane WA-
c) ASAM Level at Discharge: No services recommended. 
d) Continuing Care Plan: 
Page 4 of5 
The Outside World/ Recovery Envitonment: Jeffrey is highly recommended to continue to challenge 
his irrational beliefs with ABC's in order to help him secure his Quafity World. 
Legal Issues: Jeffrey will check In with his DOC, CCO Scott Hepler within 24 hours of discharge, owes 
approximately $2,500 in fines, and follow all recommendations and stipulations that he may have 
for him in order to stay in compliance with his legal obligations of supervision. Jeffrey will attend his 
outpatient appointment that has been scheduled for him at the Spokane Community Justice Center 
and will follow all recommendations that they may have for him. Jaffrey intends to dedicate himself 
to probation terms. 
Relationships: Jeffrey will continue to utilize his sister for emotional support in times of need, keeping 
all of his relationships clean and sober, and to help hold him accountable until he can hold himself 
completely accountable, In the not so distant future. 
Employment: Jeffrey Is recommended to continue his imtsrest In someday becoming a Driver's 
Education Instructor. 
Comments: 
Jeffrey has made excellent progress and accomplished good work in all areas of his treatment. Jeffrey 
has developed a reasonable plan to surround himself with a clean and sober environment on the road 
to his Quality World. Jeffrey demonstrated a sincere willingness to look at the source of his criminal 
thinking and change his ways of thinking by utilizing ABC's to look at his irrational belief system. 
Jeffrey has an excellent 5- 10 year plan and is recommended for 11.1 LOG. 
Out Patient Follow Up Appointment: 
a) Appointment Dateffime: June 13, 2011 at 1:00 P.M. 
b) Service Provider: Spokane Community Justice Center (509) 363-2720 
c) Street Address: 715 E. Sprague, Suite #1 07, Spokane WA 99202 
If() 'T 
PRQHTBIT!QN ON EElll~;r,.QSUR'E;: This Jnforma.tion has b¢en disclosed to you from recardJ who:>e confidenti:llity i~ proto=d by 
federnli~w. 'f edr:nl .Reg\ll.lnlon.s (42 CFR, Prut 2) prohibits you ~torn making ~ 1\!nhcr disciostm: of it with out the written consent of th~ 
pen;on to 'lllhom ir ~rmins, or liS otherwl38 pe:rmitled by such rcgul~tions. A. ge:11eral authortzation for me relea:e of medlClll or othc;r 
informl!l.ion i1 not sufficie:nt for !his purpooe. 
1 n 1 r n n r r n r 1 · v \.1 .1 
w;u.A ~; 11 '~ w'tf n c : h n 'H) 1 1 1 n 7- b n- 1 ') n 
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BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 
************ 
Client Statement of Rec~igt~ WAC 3aa-go5-315 (7c) 
I understand that a copy of this will 
rdanoe with the Releases of 
e ke lth my file in the ABHS 
YROHmiDQ]'I ON B;tPISCLQSURE; This infbnnation bas been di.scl01cd to you fiom =~ whose coofidemiality is protc.ctr;rl by 
fc:d=ll law. Fedl:ral Regulaliom (42 CFR. Part 2) prohibits you from rnalcing any further di$CI());ur~ of it wlth out the writtert oonunt of the 
J>"nntl to whom it pcrralns, or It$ otherwise permiued by such r~latioiiB. A r:r:narel o.uth.Orization fOr t:ho rr.le~e of medical or otller 
information is not sufficient far this purpose. 
1 n 1 r n n r r n r 1 · v u .1 
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D 
6!7/2011 ate: ______ _ 
STATE: OF W ASHTNGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
PO BOX 41127• Olympia. Washinstoo 91!504--1127 
To: Jeffrey Denny DOC# 332969 
-------
As a condition of your supervision or a recent sanction imposed, you are required to 
complete all phases of treatment as recommended. As 'part of your current Chemical 
Dependency Treatment Plan you are required to participate in aftercare seJVices In the 
community. A failure to follow through on this aftercare portion of your treatment plan is 
a violation and may result in disciplinary action. Your ceo will be notified if you fail fo 
attend the scheduled appointment below. If for any reason you cannot attend this 
scheduled appointment i1 is your responsibility to notify the treatment provider and your 
ceo immediately. 
A referral for DOC funded outpatient services has been made to: 
N 
Spokane Community Justice Center 
Agency ame: . . 
Add 
715 E. Sprague, Suite #107, Spokane WA 99202 
ress=--------------------------------------------------------------
Ph 
1-509-385-2720 . 6/1312011 T' 1:00 P.M. 
one: ________ Appomtment Date:______ 1me: -----------
cc: Department of Corrections HQ CD Unit 
Assigned Community Corrections Officer 
Outpatient Services Agency 
"Working Together for SAFE Communities" 
J('ll('fl(\('('fl('l '\IV.I wJAA ~J(\'1 IAf\1 rc:hn >~nr rrn7-l7n-L')() 
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. Victim Sensitive: No 
County SO Lvl: 
Details 
Date & Time Created: 10/04/2011 08:28AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Oat~ & Time Of Occurrence: 10/04/2011 
DOC No.; 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler scott 
Events: )BRS Booking ( AE ) 
Date & Time Ueaced: 10/03/2011 03:51PM 
Offender Loc;:,tlon At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 10/03/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Evans Cly 
Events: Probable Cause ( PC ) 
Date & Time Creaced: 10/03/2011 01:05 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 10/03/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Heplu scott 
Events: Field Offender ( FP ) , 
Field Collateral ( FC ) 
Date & Time Created: 09/12/2011 10:52 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 09/12/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: H<!pler Scott 
Evencs: Field Offender ( FP ) , 
Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/24/2011 04:21PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/24/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender N<lme: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Auchor Name: Hepler Scott 
Age: 40 
Comm. Concern: No 
ESR SO Lvl: 
Text 
Body Scatus: Active Detained-Jail 
Loc<Jtion: Spokane COPS West 
CCjCCO: Hepfer, Scott A 
JBRS Booking W~tct\ Hit received from $pokane County Corrections on 
10/03/2011- Em11il notification sent to 
saheplerl@DOCl.wa.gov2300000l 
Appended Text:J6RS Event Action: Detain-DOC, Action Date = 
10/03/2011 
PROBABLE CAUSE APPROVED 
RESPONDED WITH SPD DOUGLAS TO 818 N ELM #1 SPOKANE, RES OF 
PAULA DENNY (P'S SISTER), ON A REPORT OF A FIGHT. P WAS THERE 
ALONE SITTING ON THE COUCH IN THE LIVING ROOM WITH ONLY HIS 
BOXER UNDERWEAR ON AND DISPLAYING BEHAVIOR THAT HE 
USUALLY DEMONSTRATES WHt:N HE IS USING M!;TH, VERY FIDGETY, 
ANTIMATED, EMOTIONAL, CRYING AND CLAIMING SOMEONE STOLE 
ALL HIS PERSONAL BELONGINGS. AFTER SPEAKING WITH P HE 
ADMITTED USING M!:TH THIS MORNING AT THE 818 N ELM # l RES, 
SAID HE HAS BEEN STAYING THERE FOR A FEW DAYS BECAUSE HIS 
OTHER SISTER LORI PETERSON KICKED HIM OUT OF HER PLACE. 
SEARCHED THE RES LOOKING FOR DRUGS AND FOUND BEHIND THE 
COUCH THAT P WAS SITTING ON WRAPEO IN A SHEET/MATIRESS 
COVER A BOLT ACTION 22 RIFLE WITH SCOPE. RIFLE TURNED OVER. TO 
SPD TO CHECK FOR STOLEN AND CHRG P WlTH FELON IN 
POSSESSION. P TRANS TO JAIL SY SPD, FAXED DETAINER TO JAIL FOR 
US~POSS METH AND POSS FIREARM. 
MR- SAID STILL WORKING ON GElTING SSI STRAIGHTENED OUT.UA 
FIELD TESTED NEG FOR ALL DRUGS ON TEST. GAVE P RlDE DOWN 
TOWN TO THE POST OFFICE. 
TWO BEDROOM SECOND FLOOR APT, P SLEEPS ON COUCH. NO SIGN 
OF VIOLATION. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 2 of19 
Events; Home Offender ( HP) 
Date & Tirne Created: 08/22/2011 12:31 PM 
Offer\der Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/22!2011 
DOC No.: 33:2969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott· 
Events; Telephonl! Offender ( TP ) 
Date & T1me Created: 08/16/2011 01:06PM 
Offender Locotlon At Occurrence; Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/16/2011 
DOC l~o.: 332969 
Offender Nome: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/16/2011 12:47 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Oat~ & lime Of Occurrence: 08/16/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender N<:>me: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: JBRS Release ( AF ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/08/2011 03:38PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/08/2011 
DOC No_: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Al21n 
Author Name: Barnes Wendy 
Events: Tolling Entry ( TL ) , 
5891 Review (AT ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/05/2.011 09:05AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/05/2011 
. DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Mayeda :Jeffrey 
Events: Hearings Officer ( HR) 
Date & Time Created: 08/01/2.01111:03 AM 
Offender Location Ar Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/01/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: JBRS Booking ( AE ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/28/2011 07:44AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/28/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Douglas lynd<J 
Events: 5891 Review (AT) 
Date & Time Created: 07/27/201112:23 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
CALLI"D IN SISTER LOR! PETERSON'S CEL 2.17-6787, HM 484-9966. 
SAID WILL BE STAYING THERE UNTIL GETS HIS SSI CHECK THE FlRST 
OF SEPT THEN WILL LOOK FOR AN APT. (:2528 N COLUMBUS ST 
SPOKANE) 
MR- REPORTED UPON RELEASE FROM BENTON CO JAIL, SAID STAYS AT 
HIS SISTERS 818 N ELM #1 OR OTHER S!STE!R 2528 N COLUMBUS ST. 
SAID HAS CELL# 232-9989 THAT WILL REACTIVATE WHEN HE GeTS 
MONEY. 
JBRS R~l<!llse watch Hit received from B<!nton County )all on 
08/16/2011. Email notification sent to Sllh~pler1@DOCl.wa.gov 
Appended Text:JBRS Event Action: Report~cl, Action Date = 
08/16/2011 
5891 scre<!neCl tor tolling. Cau:>e AA not eligible for closure with SeD 
S/9/12. 
Negotiated Sanction, 2011-08-04, BO(Teleconference, Heorlng Officer: 
M.!iye:da, Jeffrey C, Presenting Offic~r: Kinner, David M, ASsigned CCO: 
Hepler, Scott A l) Abscond Since 07/27/2011, C. use (AA), Gulley, 2) 
F11ilure to Pay LFO's Since 07/27/2011, C11use (AA), Guilty, DePT SANC 
(CONF DOP FAOLITY), As Directed, Sonction dur11tion: 30 day(s). 
S~rting on 07/27/2011. FOLLOW All FAOLITY RULES, AS Directed. 
Starting on 07/27/2011. REPORT WITHIN 1 BUSINESS DAY, As 
Directed. St11rting on 07/27/2011. ADDEO: HNV/3RD HRNG 
W/ABSCOND BEHAVIOR. SANCT APPRO 
JBRS BooklniJ Wacch Hit received from Spol<.ane County Correcclons on 
07/27/2011. Email notification sent to Sllheplerl~DOCl.W<J.gov 
Appended Text:JBRS Event Action: Detain-DOC, Action Date"' 
07/'2.7/'2.011 
5891 Sc:reener Tolling Rev - Cmt AA remain; on ;upv witl'l SED S/10/12 
+tolling. 
t..r+--1/,-.,._.,....,; ,,... __ ; /,...h----r/,....h-.................... '""P.....: ..... t h~0.-h,..-,...nr..D......;""'+'T'<IT'\P.=:!C'.;1"'\fY1P.(').ff':_,l,..., nPtRr.Rrn~nt A 1n1.:1nn11 
77n ·r JnTconr.cnr.T·vi!J wv Jc;:Rn ~n.r. IIn7.-vn-.IJO 
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Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/27/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offendl::!r Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Emineth Christine 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Cmated: 06/21/2011 11:08 AM 
Offeiider Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
DCite & Time Of Occurrence: 06/21/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hartung Niccil!! 
Events: Chemical Dependency Issues ( CD ) 
Date & Time Created: 06/17/2.011 0:2:49 PM 
Offencler Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/17/2011 
DOC NO.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny JeN'rey Alan 
Author NamE!: Evans Cly 
Events: Probable Cause ( PC) 
Dare & Time Created: 06/16/2011 05:09AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of OcCllrrence: 06/16/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: waltet"5 Amber 
Events: Records Issues ( RC) 
Date & Time Created: 06/15/201110:20 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/15/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
OffendN Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepl~r Scott 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 06/14/2011 01:03PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/14/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Autl1or Narne: Ht!plt!r Scott 
Events: Field No Contact ( FN ) , 
Telephone No Contact ( TN ) 
Date & Time Created: 06/13/2011 01:58PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/13/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Johnson Laura 
Events: Chemical Dependency Issues (CD) 
Date & Time Created: 06/09/2011 03:37PM 
Off<:nder Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/09/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Office Collateral ( OC) • 
r7n · 1 
APPReHeNDED SPOKANe COUNTY )A!L.WACIC/NCIC CLEARED 
CD REFERRAL CLOSED THIS DATE DUE TO P FAILING TO ATTEND 
SCHEDULED ADMIT ON 6-13-11 AND NO CONTACT SINCE. CCO HePLER 
NOilFIED. 
PROBABLE CAUSE APPROVED 
WANTED PERSON ENTRY REQUEST RECEIVED 6/lS/ll E:NTERED INTO 
WACIC/NC!C. TOLLING & WARRANT STATUS UPDATED. 
P'S WHEREABOUTS ARE UNKNOWN AND HE HAS FA!LED TO MAKE 
HIMSELF AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT WITH CCO/DOC SINCE ON OR 
ABOUT 6/9/11. WILL REQ DOC WARRANT THIS DATE. 
ATT'EMPTED TO LOCATE PAT SISTER PAULA'S 818 N ELM #1 SPOKANE, 
NO ANSWER AT DOOR. AND PHONE 327-0131 NO ANSWER AND NO 
VOICE MAIL 
P/0 failed to ~ttend scheduled CD int~k~ on 6/13/2011 at 1:00pm. ceo 
notified via emaiL 
MR- DISCHRGW TODAY FROM A6HS. REPORTE'D WITH SISTER PAULA, 
PAULA SAID P NOT GOING TO BE ALLOWED TO LIVE WITH HER. P SAID 
HOMELESS UNilL FINDS A PLACE, HASNT HAD ilME TO CONTACf 
ANYONE YCT. WILL KEEP ME INFORMED. 
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Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Created: 06/09/2011 10:29 AM 
Offender Loc.:n:ion At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/09/2011 
DOC No.: 332.969 
Ol'i'ender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Narne: Hovey Sandra 
Evencs: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Dace & Time Created: 06/09/2011 09:55 AM 
Offender LOcGition At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/09/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender N21me: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hov~y Sandra 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Creat~d: 05/26/2011 03:33 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Dace & Time Of Occurrence: 05/26/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hutung Nicole 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Dilte & Time Created: 05/1.9/2011 03:52PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 05/19/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Telephone Collateral ( TC) 
Date&. Time Created: 05/19/2011 03:47PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 05/19/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: JBRS Release ( AF ) 
Dace & Time Created: 05/05/2011 04:21PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 05/05/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Autllor Name; Clement Brion 
Events: Hearings Officer ( HR) 
Date & Time Created: 04/29/2011 10:05 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/29/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: D~nny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Beck Mamee 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/27/2011 OS: 02 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & lime Of Occurrence: 04/27/2011 
DOC No.: 332.969 
'···. 
J..7n ·' 
BF (ABHS DISCHARGE)SCANNED THIS DATE, HARD COPY DESTROYED. 
CONTACT CENTRAL REPOSITORY FOR FILE INFORMATION. 
BF (DfSCHARGE INFO)RECEIVE:D (§) CENTRAL REPOSITORY FROM 
ABHS. 
BF RECEIVED AT SPOC THIS DATE FROM ABHS AND FORWARDED TO 
CDP JOHNSON FOR lNTAKI: ON 6-13-11 AT l:OO PM. 
WITH Jf!RRY 32.5-6800 @ SPOKANE COSSA ABHS, P ENTERED CD 
INPATifrNT TX THERE 5/12/ll. 
JBRS ReleM~ Watch Hit received from Benton County Jail on 
05/l2J20ll- email notification :>enc to saMplerl@lOOCl.wa.gov 
App~:nded Text:JBRS Event Action: Report~a, Action Date"' 
05/12/2011 NarTatlve Text: TO ABHS UPON RELEASE 
NegotiMed Sanction, 2.011-05·05, BO/Teleconference, Hearing Officer: 
Clement, Brian R, Presenting Officu: Hills, Patrick R, Assigned CCO: 
Hepler, Scott A 1) Failure to Rt!port On or About 04/2.1/2011, Cause 
(AA), Guilty, DEPT SANC (CONF DOP FACILITY), Daily, Sanction 
duration: 32 Clay(s). Starting on 04/Zll2011. A8HS CD INPATIENT 
TREATMENT, AS Directed. Starting on 04/21/2011. FOLLOW ALL 
FAOLITY RULES, A:> Directed_ Starting on 0'1/:Zl/2011. REPORT WITHIN 
1 BUSINESS DAY, M Directed. Starting on 04/:Zl/2011. 
REC'D SO INMATE REQUeST Sf2NT BY P ON 4/22/ll. RTD TOCCO. 
Met with P this Cll'lt~ at the BO Violator Program and serveel paperwork 
1 ()/til'/() l l 
l~'i!M ~~()') wv 7~:r;n 'iln.l. lln7-vn-.JJO 
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Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Brun~r Nicol" 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/25/2011 09:08 AM 
Offender Location At: Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/25/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: H!!pl!!r Scott 
Events: JBRS Booking ( AE ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/22/201110:42 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/22/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: EvMs Cly 
Events: Probable Cause (PC) 
Date & Time Created: 04/21/2011 03: OS PM 
Of(ender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/21/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Of1'ender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepl<!.r Scott 
Events: Office No Contact ( ON ) , 
Home Collateral ( HC ) , 
Home Offender ( HP ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/20/2011 01:45 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/20/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler scott 
Events: Office Collateral ( OC) , 
Offlce·offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/20/2011 01:39PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/20/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: JBRS Booking ( AE) 
Date & Time Created: 04/20/2011 12:28 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/20/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Autl1or Name: H!!pler Scott 
ror an upcoming DOC hearing. P sign!!Cl and .!lgrl!l!d to th!! NS. 
JBRS Booking W.!~tch Hit r~ceived from Spokane County Corrections on 
04/21/2011. Email notification sent to saheplerl@DOCl.wa.gov 
Appflnelell Text:JBRS Event Action: Detain-DOC, Action Date,. 
04/21/2011 
PROBABLE CAUSE APPROVED 
P HAD OFFICE APPT THIS DATE@ ll:OOAM TO FAOUTATE HIS 
ENROLLMENT INTO INPATIENT TX, NO SHOW NO CALL. WENT TO P'S 
LAST KNOWN RES 818 N ELM #1 ACOMPANlEO BY SOP DOUGLAS. P 
ANSWERED THF DOOR AND ALLOWED US ACCESS. THERE W!TH P 
WERE HIS SISTER PAULA D~NNY AND FIVe UNKNOWN !NDlVIOUALS 
ID'D 6Y SPD. TWO MALE ID'D AND RELEASED, NO WARRANTS AND 
NON DOC. ONE MALE ID'D AS ANTONIO MOSS (758863) RELEASED NO 
WARRANTS, CLOSED DOC. ONE FEMALE ID'D AS MEUSSA TEAL 
(727386) WITH DOC WARRANT. ONE MALE GREGORY SROWN WHO 
WAS IN THE UVING ROOM SEATED ON THE COUCH WITH SHIRT, 
BOXER SHORTS AND SOCKS NO PANTS, IN PLAIN V1EW STICKJNG OUT 
OF HIS LEFT SOCK A METH P!PE AND IN PLAIN VIEW STICKING OUT OF 
THE IUGHT SOCK A PRESCRJPTION BOTTLE. THE RESIDUE ON THE PIPE 
WAS FIELD TESTED BY SPD DOUGLAS AND WAS POS FOR METH. P 
TRANS TO JAIL FOR FAIUNG TO RePORT, PAULA DENNY TO JAIL FOR 
NUISANCE, MEUSSA TEAL TO JAIL FOR DOC WARRANT, GREGORY 
BROWN TO JAIL FOR PCS METH. 
WITH NEICE AUSHA, REPROMAND AND WARNING FOR NOT 
REPORTING UPON RELEASE 0111 4/13/ll. P SAID HE ARRlVED IN 
SPOKANE ON OR ABOUT 4/15/ll AFTER RELEASE FROM SNOHOMISH 
CO JAIL. SAID WAS PREOCCUPIED AND NEGLECTED TO REPORT. P 
ALSO ADMITTED TO HEROIN AND METH USE, SIGNED DRUG USE 
ADMISSION AND STIP AGREEMENT TO ENTER INPATIENT CO TX 
WITHIN THE NEXT 14 DAYS AND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE TX.RES AT 
818 N ELM #1 SPOKANE 327-0131 WITH SISTER PAULA. 
J8RS 8ooklng watch Hit receivl!d from Snohomish County CorreaJonal 
Facility on 03/22/2011. Email notification sent to 
saheplerl!DJ DOCl.wa.gov 
Appended Text:JBRS Ev!!nt Action: Transfer, Action Date"' 
03/22/2011 NarratJV(>. Hxt: CONTACTED PAT LAST KNOWN PHONE 
AND HE REPORTED TO COPS WEST. WILL NOT REQ DOC WARRANT. 
JBRS ReleaM W.!~tch Hit received from Snohomish County Correctional 
F.!lcility on 04/13/2011. Email notil'ication sent to 
saheplerl@DOCl.wa.gov 
Appflnded Text:JE'>RS Event Action: FTR, Action Dat<! " 04/13/2011 
NarratiV!! Text: P HAS FAILED TO CONTACT/REPORT TOCCO/DOC 
http://omni/omni/chronoslchronos Pri nt.htm?chrono PrintTvne=sino-1 enf~11m Dt>t ~ ~-nrint A 1 ()/4/J() 1 1 
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Events: JBRS Release ( AF ) 
D<~te & 'Time Created: 04/11/2011 11:57 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Dace & Time OF Occurrence: 04/11/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler scott 
Events: Comment ( CM) 
Date & Time Created: 03/22/2011 11:04 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time OF Occurrence: 03/22/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Heplt!r Scott 
Events: Comment ( CM) 
Date & Time Created: 03/16/2011 04:45PM 
Offer1der Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Dare & Time Of Occurrence: 03/16/2011 
DOC No_: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Esparza Rosendo 
Events: Telephone Collateral ( TC) 
D<Jte & TiTT1e Created: 03/10/2011 01:41PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/10/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Garcia Stacil! 
Events: Hearings Officer ( HR) 
Date & Time Created: 03/02/2011 09:19AM 
Offender LOC<'ltion At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/02/2011 
DOC No_: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: JBRS Booking ( AE ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/01/201102:50 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/01/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
AUEhor NZJme: H~plt!r Scott 
Events: Field Collateral ( FC ) , 
Field Offender ( FP ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/01/2011 09:34AM 
Offender Location At OccurretKe: Not Unique 
Dare & Time Of Occurrence: 03/0l/2011 12:00 AM 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: SYSTEM LAW ENFORCEMENT 
SINCE LAST RELEASE 4/13/11. WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN_ WILL REQ 
DOC WARRANT THIS DATE. 
P REMAINS IN THE SNOHOMISH COUNTY JAIL ON LOCAL CHARGES. 
DOC SANC110N SERVED AS OF TODAYS DATE. P REMAINS IN CUSTODY 
IN TRANIT TO SNOHOMISH COUNTY ON WARRANTS FOR 2008 
UNLAWFL POSS DRUG PARA, DUI AND DWLS 2ND. 
'n Duty Officl!r ._ At Kennewick Field Unit, l received a TP from .! 
p<erson who ictl!ntifi~d herself as offender> sister, she request€d phon!! 
numbt!r to hi~: gsigned DOC Officer and approximate release date. 
Full Hearing, 2011-03-10, 60/Te\econrert!nC<!:, HI!Ming Officer: Garcia, 
Stacie A, Presenting Officer: Hills, P.!ltrick R, Assigned CCO: Hepler, 
Scott A l) Fell to Complst<!: CD TX as Directed On or About 07/16/2010, 
cause (AA}, Guilty, Abscond On or About 12/10/2010, Cause {AA), 
Guilty, Using Conrrolled Substllnc! On or About OZ/27/2011, Cause 
(AA), Guilty, Consuming Alcohol On or About 03/01/2011, cause (AA), 
Guilty, DEPT SANC (CONF DOP FACILITY), As Direm:d, Sanction 
duration: 30 day(s). St.!lrting on 03/01/2011- ENTER/COMPLETE OCTO 
BEGIN IWHTIN 3 BUS DAYS OF RELEASE, ABIDE 8Y ALL RULES 
DETAINING fAOLn' AND REPORT TO CCO IN PERSON WITHIN 1 BUS 
DAY OF RELEAES 
JBRS Booking Watch Hit r!cl!ivect from Spokane County Sheriff's Orl'ice 
on 03/01/2011. Email notification sent to sahepler1@DOCl.wa.gov 
Appended Text:JBRS Evi!nt Action: Detain-DOC, Action Dat<! • 
03/01/2011 
SPD COLEMAN BROUGHT P BY COPS WEST AS HE WAS ARRESTED 
NEAR BY WALKING DOWN THE STREET. SPOKE WITH PAS HE SAT IN 
THE REAR OF THe PATROL CAR. ADMffiED METH USE AND ALCOHOL 
USE WITHIN THE LAST TVVO DAYS. 
ReportM by WSP - Offender Arrested on 03/01/2011 for 00 
COMMUNITY CUSTODY VIOLATION CLASS C FELONY by SPOKANE 
County Sherriff's Office 03/01/2011 OMNI SYSTEI-1 
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Events: Arrest ( AR ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/01/2011 08:40AM 
Orfender Loc01tion At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/01/2011 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Nichols Muhammad 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 12/27/2010 02:49 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/27/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author N<.lme: Hepi@Or Scott 
Events: Comment ( CM) 
Dare & Time Created: 12/10/2010 01:40PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/10/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name· Evans Cly 
Events: Probable Cause ( PC ) 
Date & Time Created: 12/10/2010 01:27PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/10/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny J~rrrey Alan 
Author Name: Woods Bruce 
Events: Telephone Collateral ( TC) 
Date & Time Created: 12/10/2010 01:22PM 
Offender Location Ac Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/10/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Woods Bruce 
Events: Comment ( CM ) , 
Telephone Collateral ( TC ) 
Date & Time Created: 11/15/2010 10:16 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 11/15/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey A/1m 
Auli10r Name: H<!pler Scott 
!::vents: Office Offender ( OP ) , 
Office Collateral ( OC ) 
Date & Time Created: 11/08/2010 10:15 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of OccL•rrence: ll/08/2010 
Apprehended; 20110301, Spok<!n~ County Jail, WACIC/NC!C cleared. 
UNABLE TO PERFORM OFFICE AND OR FIELD DUTIES AS I WAS AWAY 
ON ANNUAL LEAVE, DAYS OFF AND TLO/FURLOUGH 12/7/10 THRU 
12/24/10. 
PROBABLE CAUSE APPROVED 
After I requestM the Sec. Warrant today, I received a coil from P,s 
g/rrleM, Miro!IM.!I P.!lyne.She said she wanted to apologize for lying to 
me about she .!lnd P, st:aylng with her aunt end uncle and w11nted m~ to 
Know that sM is no long~r with P and was not sure where t1e could 
be. She said that sh~ !lid p st.!lyed Wed. night at the Selecr Jnn,in 
downtown Spoki!lne,but checked our. 
P,s girlfriends mother,Terl Payne, called from her res. in Wellpinit and 
said that ~he does not want P :st.!lying at her res.any longer.She did not 
like his attitude.! con!:o!l.:ted P on his g/frlend, Mlranda,s cell phone Md 
told him he could not s!:o!ly at Teri,s res.Miranda, took the phone and 
said that She .!lnd P could stay with her aunt and uncle in thl! Wellpinit 
area .!lnd provid~d the add/phone.! lnstr. P to report to m~ in person on 
12/09/10, .!It 1:30 p.m. When he failed to report, I call~d him and he 
claimed tMt he was sick.! then told him to report today at 10:00 a.m. I 
called Teri P.!lyn~ again to verify the Aunt and uncll!s .!idd/ and she said, 
"they (Mirando!~ .!lnd P) were lying to you. The Aunt and Uncle no longer 
live In the are11."'P fo!lil~d to repon: today as direaeCl and Ms made no 
effort to con!:o!ICC me.I requested a Sec. warrant today.! contacted Adept 
CD tre<!tm~nt and they repon:ed that P showl!d up twice to check In 
(11/17/10 aM ll/24/10) anCl has not been bllck since and will need to 
be referred back to DSHS. 
MR· WITH GF MIRANDA, SAID STAYED OUT AT WELLPINET LAST WEEK 
AND WILL BE THERE THIS NEXT WEEK. HAS A?PTS 11/17/10 W/DSHS 
FOR ASSISTANCE AND WILL 6E CHECKING IN WITH ADEPT. P AND GF 
ARE LOOKING FOR APT IN SPOKANE OUT OF W CENTRAL. PHONE AT GF 
(509)258-7204. UA FIELD TESTED NEG FOR ALL DRUGS ON TEST. 
CAME lN WITH GF MIRANDA, JUST LEFr THE DR AND TOLD HAS 
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DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Nan1e: Hepler Seen 
Events: Office Collateral ( OC ) , 
Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Ti:ne Created: 11/04/2010 02:42PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 11/04/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Evems: Home Offender ( HP ) 
Date & Time Created: 10/19/2010 04:52PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Tim<:: or occurrence: 10/19/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offend<i!r Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Na~me: Hepler Scott 
Evems: Home Offender ( HP ) , 
Office Collateral ( OC ) , 
Office Offender ( OP ) , 
Home Collateral ( HC ) 
Date & Time Created: 10/19/2010 04:37PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 10/19/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Home Collateral ( HC) 
Date & Time Created: 09/23/2010 01:28PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 09/23/2010 
DOC No.; 332969 
Offend'er Narne: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created· 09/09/2010 03:42 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time or Occurrence: 09/09/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Home Offender ( HP ) 
Date & Time Created: 09/01/2010 09:38AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occ•1rrence: 09/01/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Event~: Office Offender ( OP) 
Date & Time Created: 08/19/2010 04:50PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/19/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
PHENMON[A AND GIVEN ANTIBIOTICS AND TO REST. SAID WILL BE 
STAYING AT GF IN WILPINIT FOR THE NEXT WEEK. ALSO BROUGHT IN 
VERIFICATION LETTER FROM DSHS FOR REFERRAL TO CO TX THROUGH 
ADEPT. 
NO SIGN OF VIOLATION. 
MR· RES ADDRESS AND PHONE SAME AS BEFORE. SAID HASN'T 
OBTAINED CD EVAL YET DUE TO FtNANOAL REASONS AND PLANS ON 
GET11NG ONE AT NEW HORJZONS 11/4/10 RIGHT AFTER NEXT 
PAYCHECK. EXTENDED STIP REQUIREMENT DATE TO ll/8/10 ONE 
MONTH. REQ TP/ISSUED TO VISIT AND WORK AT GF MIRANDA 
PAYNE'S PARENTS CATTLE RANCH 7056 WYNECOOP CAYUSE MT RD 
WELLPINIT, WA 99040 (509)258-7204. MAY STAY OVERNIGHTS WHEN 
NECCASSARY. UA FIELD TESTED NEG FOR ALL DRUGS ON TEST. MET P 
AND HIS GF AT THE 818 N ELM ADDRESS, NO SIGN OF VIOLATION. 
SPOKE WITH SISTER PAULA, SAID POUT WITH GF. 
NO OFFICE WORK OR FIELD WORK COMPLETED 9/24/10 THRU 10/8/10 
-ANNUAL LEAVE. 
THERE ALONE, NO SIGN OF VIOLATION. 
MR- R.ES ADDRESS AND PHONE SAME AS BEFORE. RECEIVING lll4.00 
SSA. ADMITTED METH USE ON 8/29/10. SIGNED DRUG USE 
ADMISSION FORM AND SITP AGREEM!;NT, TO OBTAIN A CD EVAL AND 
ENTER TREATMENT WITHIN 30 DAYS AND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE 
T)(. 
THERE WITH SISTER AND HER FRIENDS, NO SIGN OF VIOLATION. 
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OMNI: Chxonos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 9 of 19 
Author Name; Hepler Scott 
Ev<?nt.s: Home Ol'feneler ( HP ) , 
Home Collateral ( HC ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/05/2010 02:58PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date &. Time Of Occurrence: 08/05/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey AIM 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Letter Collateral ( LC ) , 
Chemical Dependency Issues ( CD ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/05/2010 08:02AM 
Ol'fender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/05/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Auttlor Name: Mitch<!ll N11ncy 
Events: Records Issues ( RC) 
Date & Time Created: 08/03/2010 01:54 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence; 08/03/2010 
DOC No.: 3.32969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Brown Debra 
Events: Records Issues ( RC) 
Date & Time Created: 08/03/2010 11:07 AM 
Offender LocatJon At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/03/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Aurhor Name: Hepler scott 
Events: Field Offender ( FP ) , 
Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Creared: 07/20/:2010 04:19PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/20/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Al~n 
Aucllor Name: Ht!pler Scott 
Events: Home Offender ( HP ) , 
10 Day Home Visit ( ZH ) , 
Home Collateral ( HC ) , 
Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/20/2010 09:48AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/16/2010 
DOC No.; 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jel'l'rey Alan 
Author Name: Hepler Scott 
Events: Chemical Dependency Issues ( CD ) , 
Letter Collateral ( LC ) 
Dare & Time Created: 07/16/2010 10:12 AM 
Offe11der Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & ·nme Of Occurrence: 07/16/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
EMAIL FROM NICOLE HARTUNG CD COUNSELOR AT SPOKANE ClC; Due 
to the DOC trill'ill!, this offender is unlikely to qualify (or DOC CO 
Treatment ~ervlces. There may M putllicly funded trelltment services· 
(not DOC fundec.l), such as ADATSA, ror which the off~nder may qualify. 
Please direct the orfender to utilize tht!St! rt!sources by applying at the 
local DSHS orflce. ThanK you ror tM referral. Referral closed. 
M/F rec'd at: ESl, SpoK!Ine Rt!cords, from AHCC, via AHCC Transport. 
1 vol mr s~nt to spoKMe records from ahcc medical via cerl transport 
team on 8/4/10. 
MR· RES ADDReSS AND PHONE SAME AS BEFORE. SHOULD 6E 
REINSTATED ON SSI THIS WEEK. UA FIELD TESTED NEG FOR ALL 
DRUGS ON TEST. TRANS TO HOME, NO SIGN OF VIOLATION. 
818 N ELM #1, BASEMENT APT ENTRANCE ON WEST SIDE OF 
BUILDING. CLEAN TWO BEDRM APT P SHARES WITH SISTER PAULA 
DENNY (739025). NO SIGN OF VIOLATION. TRANS P TO COPS WEST. 
MR- WENT OVER CONDITIONS OF SUPV AND REPORTING 
INSTRUCITONS. REFERRED P TO CD PROVIDER LJST TO 06TAlN EVAL 
SINCE OC FULL, TO OBTAIN AN EVAL WITHIN THE NEXT 60 DAYS. UA 
FIELD TESTED NEG FOR ALL DRUGS ON TEST. 
EMAIL FROM NICOLE .HARTUNG CD COUNSeLOR SPOKANE OC;Dut! to 
our treMment groups being at full Cllpllcity and/or the lack of av~il~ble 
~ppointments, we are unable to provide treatment for the offt!nder at 
this time. S/he will be plllced on a waltlnQ list for 21 Clays. By the 21st 
day you will either be notifit!d with an appointment dati!: ~~nd time OR 
you may need to refer ol'fl!nder to DSHS for public funding if we have 
been unsuccessrul in placing this offender. 
Intake has been completed, signed all the documents; I have referred 
him to the open enrollment to ClC for his Drug/Alcohol Evaluation 11nd 
follow up any recommenced Treatment, he needs to be there on 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 10 of 19 
Offender Name: Denny Jerfrey Alan 
Author Name: Kinner P<>trlcla 
EVQ'>nts: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/08/2010 08:12AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/08/2.010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Aui:hor Name: Kooncz Michelle 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Creared: 07/07/2010 11:50 AM 
Offender Location Ar Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/07/2010 
DOC No_: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: KinMr Patricio 
Events: Letter Offender ( LP ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/06/2010 01:53PM 
Offender Location Ar Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Ocwrrence: 07/06/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: T<>ylor Suzanne 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/06/2010 12:27 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/06/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hewson Roberta 
Events: Comment ( CM) 
Dare & Time Cre21ted: 07/02/2010 09:31AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Dare & Time Of Occurrence: 07/02/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Autllor Name: G~rth Stephen 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/01/2010 12:19 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/01/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
AutllOr Name: Kinner D<>vld 
Events; Office Offender ( OP ) 
Date & Time Created: 06/21/2010 08:31AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/21/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Klme Jerry 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 06/17/.2010 01:06PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/17/2010 
07/20/10 at 10:00. His cast! will be supervise by DOC due co HNV score, 
flle will be transrer to CCO Hepler to be supervise per assignment 
officer_ 
rec'd cf In ESl Spokane R.ecoros from AHCC 
An appointment lnt<>ke letter sent to p, his appointment has b<!:en set 
tor July 16th/2010 <>t 9:00AM with CCO P. KiMer. 
Cree ted 1'ie\d l'il~ for Cmt AA 081021905 routed to CCO Kinner for 
Intake. 
G.!iinl!d causes AA and AB to the field, closed AB due to monetary 
rl!lease. Sent emoil to Pat Kinner, cc support staff, regarding Intake 
assignment for AA_ 
CF sent to N ERl Spok.!lne Records on the next CERl transport 
00 MATTER: P REPORTED AFTER AHCC RELEASE, riLE WILL NEED TO 
8E REQUESTED, AND UPDATED, UPDATED OMNI WITH ANY NEW INFO. 
Release Tronsporc neeos: Received kite today from P stating he will 
need a ride (from custOdy) to the Spokane Transit Authority st<>tlon In 
downtown Spokane on his PRD of 07/01/10. I sent rt!vis~d e-m<>ll to 
~aft' to notify tht!m_ 
This afi:emoon at 12:51 p.m., I received an e-mail rrom Dal<! Llanto, 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 11 of19 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Autl1or Name: Klme Jerry 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Creared: 06/17/2010 10:25 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/17/ZOlO 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Klme Jerry 
Events: Rele~se Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Created: 06/15/2010 09:10AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 06/15/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Llanto Dal<!: 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & T1me Created: 05/18/2010 09:29AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 05/18/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Kime Jt!rry 
Ev@nt$: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 05/10(2010 09:02AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 05/10/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Burgor·Giass L01ura 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 05/07/2010 11:33 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time or Occurrence: 05/07/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Hewson Robl!rta 
Ever1ts: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 05/05/2010 01:27 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 05/05/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Klme Jerry 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Dace & Time Created: 04/27/2010 02:07PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/27/2010 
DOC No.: 33:Z969 
Com~ctiono!ll Records Technician, the DeNNY '"IS not ~oing to the SO 
anymore, they reversed their decision as of this morning Clue to 
overcrowding. He will release homeless to Spokane-" 
Per Records Supervisor, Go!lil Clarke, offender DeNNY, Jeffrey A. 332969 
will release on 07/0l/2010, via SpoKAne County Jail, to detalners In 
Snohomish CountY. Notice sent to AHCC tn'lnking, property, medical, 
records-main, shift lieutenant distribution list, and R unit distribution 
Jist. Also, Release of Funds form forw.!lrded to CUS Rich Hewson. 
NCIC HIT: LYNNWOOD PO 11CS26 63 FTA DUI; DWLS 2--WJLL NOT 
CONFIRM PER SHELL@ SNOCOM. EVERETT #C705917, DUI··WILL 
EXTRADITE IF SHUTTLED THROUGH CHAlN 8US PeR KAREN, 
SNOHOMISH COUNTY JAlL 
Met with P durin~ opli!n c:loor sl!ssion. He 01sked for status of his request 
for Inmate to Inmate corrt!spondence with his ex-wife who is conl'inea in 
a California Correction31 f.!cility in Corona, California. I phOned K.!rolyn 
Holland who said sht! mailed the form to California on 0;(!02/10 and has 
not heard back. Separatl!ly, P stated he has also not hearc:l anything 
b01ck about the status or his 1290 application. He says he will writ<! to 
Crystlll Contrl!:ras, the AHCC coordinator. 
P will be extrlldit<!c:l on two misdeanor detalners, ont! out of Montlake 
Terrace and one out of Everett. Also, per the P1erce County Probation 
Dept, P is facing a felony Drug Charge with ll possibiliy of P beln!IJ held 
ror 1'1 year or so. 
Assigned notific~tion ORP to David Kinner. 
Sent ORP for Notification co Spokane .!lssignments. Though P c:loes have 
supervision upon release, he has misc:lemeanor detalners (with unknown 
lengths of jail time pending) in two jurisdictions and P has no release 
rt!sources. Therefore It is anticipated he will be released from pr1son, 
hom<!I!SS, on his Maximum Expiration (Max Ex) Date of 07/01/10. At 
tho!lt time the detalnlnQ agencit!s may take custody. 
Met with P during open c:loor session. I had already explained to P In 
response to a kite that with his open misdemeanor Cletaint!rs, and lack 
of rtlf"ase residence, It appe.!!r.s he will not be released unbl his 
Maximum Expiration Oate in July 2010. Though P qu<!llifies For ERO 
Housing Voucher, no 2ipprovable release resic:lence has accepted him 
due to tht! uncertaintY about wht!n the detalnln!IJ agencies will release 
him Mel allow him to cake resic:ll!nce. Without a firm date to begin 
resic:lencl!, the ERD Housln!iJ Voucher funds cannot be releasee:! for his 
use to secure a residence. This was all explainec:l verbally to DeNNY 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 12 of 19 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Klme Jerry 
Events: Relei!lse Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/14/2010 01:53PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/14/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offenc!er Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Narne: Kim~ Jerry 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 04/14/2010 01:50PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/14/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Off~nder N<~me: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Kime Jerry 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 04/12/2010 03:10 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/12/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender N21me: Denny Jeffrey Al<!ln 
Autllor Name: Kime Jerry 
events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Created: 04/06/2010 09:46AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 04/06/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Deshazer Brenda 
Events: Classification Action ( CA ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/31/2010 12:57 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence; 03/31/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Deshazer Brend:!l 
Events: Classification Action ( CA ) 
today, at gr~:!lt J~ngth, by CC2 Klme and CC3 G. Burk. P admits he r1as 
no release resources on his own, no pi:!!Ce to go, and no funds of his 
own nor rrom family or rriends. ~SiCillly he 1S stuck w211tmg for the 
detalnln~ a~encles to act. FurtMrmore, neither of the detain in~ 
agencies (Lynnwood or Ever~tt) Mve been willing to state that they will 
detain P for 180 days or mor<!, in order to trigger dlnect release to one 
of the detalners rrom prison before P's Max Ex date. 
I phoned CCO Laura Burgor·GIMS at (509) 323·7361 to touch bases 
and see whet sl'1e may have l~amed from Snohomish County. She 
replied that she is awaiting furth~r information from the Prosecuting 
Attorney (PA). CCO Bur~or-GJass told me that Sht! will update me once 
she hears back from the PA. 
Williams Biggs (C), Re-entry person ror Oxford Houses In Spokane, 
returned my phone call. C explained tMt though the Oxford House has 
screened and Is otherwise willing to accept DENNY (P), the complicating 
factors at this time are that P hils outst:!lnding warrant(s) from 
Snohomish County. At this point it is not clear whac actions Snohomish 
County will t~k~. Therefore, P could release from prison only to be jailed 
at snohomish County and I~ Is not clear how long P would be kept In 
jail. M~anwhile, P's only source for funding is DOC's ERD Housing 
vouchtr progri!lm. The problem Is that the voucher funds are only 
available for inmates past Earned Release Datt'l (ERD) but not yet to 
M:!!ximum Expiration Date (Max. Ex.). In P's case tht Mllx Ex is about 2-
1/7.. months from now on 07/01/2010. Also, P's c:!ls~ r~quires 35-day 
advance notification. Mr. Biggs explained that Oxfo;d House needs clear 
~ssurMce of what date P would be rel~as~d from Snohomish loll to take 
residence at an Oxford House. Additionally, Oxford House would need 
verification that P has funding for deposit and first month rent. All of 
this Is currently up in the air until/unless Snohomisl'1 County provides 
clarification :!I bout how long P will be kept in thi!ir j:!iil (once released 
rrom prison). Mr. Biggs said ceo Laura Burgor-Giass has contacted 
snohOmish County officials and Is aw:!liting cl~rificatlon from them. 
l made phone c~ll lit 3:10 p.m. today to Wlliiem (I .'1st n21me- not known) 
at Spokane Oxford House at 509·362-4542 co check on status of 
Interview and screening. Got only volcemail, so left voice message 
8Sking for retum call. 
Received call from Willi~m at Spokane Oxford Hous~ and he thinks 
Denny would be 8 good fit for Oxford. He has 8n in~rview Sunday and 
Is supposed to call mt'l Mond21y morning with an answer. 509-362-4642. 
Still waiting for returned call. Also received 1nformat1on rrom records 
regarding warrants ana tM county cannot conrlrm Mw long they will 
hold him on the warrants .. Emaili!d ceo to see what the n~xt step is. 
Received call from Nicki Cook at me ASenoa hOuse 220-0432. She 
stat<!S they have an opening for P i!lt this house. left message for ceo co 
see If this would be appropriate for p. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 13 of19 
Date & Time Created: 03/29/2010 02:47PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date S. Time Of Occurrence: 03/29/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Al"n 
Author Name: D~sh11zer Brenda 
Events: Classification Aci:ion ( CA ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/23/2010 12:47 PM 
Offender LOCi!ltion At Occurrence: AHCC 
Dare & Time Of Occurrence: 03/23/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 03/23/2010 12:43 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/23/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: L\anto Dale 
Events: Records Issues ( RC) 
Date & Time Created: 03/23/2010 10:14 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & T1me Of Occurrence: 03/23/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name>: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/22/201011:03 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/22/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Burg or-Glass laura 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 03j:22/2010 09:13AM 
Offender Location At Occurrer1c:e: AHCC 
Dar.e & Time Of Occurrence: 03/22/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author NCime: Grimes Justin 
Evems: Cl.,ssification Action ( CA ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/11/2010 09:55AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/11/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 03/09/2010 02:29PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/08/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
P spoke co me about receiving an appilciltion from Oxford lind that they 
completed a phone Interview. Advis~d P to let me know If he hears 
anything from Oxford. 
P will requirl!l a 35 day notification upon approval or his ORP. His max 
date Is 7/01/10. 
Wllrrant extraclltlon :otatus: 08/06/09 MI MTLAKE TERRACE 11'C526 63 
FfA DUI; OWLS 2 --- Extracllteble 08/07/09 MI EVERETT »C705917 DUI 
-·· Non-e:xtradltable 
Teleconruenc~ with William 8\ggs (509) 362-4542 Md P, concerning 
placement in Oxford House of Spoksne (10: 10-10:40). I inquired of 
mentlll health concerning any mental heO!llth concerns surrounding 
community p\~c<tm~nt 11nd Inquired or recorel~ of whether P will be 
extradit~d for the two misdemeanor detain!rs Mel whether P has a 15 
dlly or 35 day notification. 
Case Update: Releo!ls~ pl11n to P's ex-wife, Karen Webstl!r lind her 
husband at 5809 N. Division, #23, Ph: (509)483-5169, 2.16·4769, has 
been revlewea but aoes not appear to be a good placement at this time. 
Karen states shs has just found sobriety and resls h~r sobriety Is still 
pretty rragile. Sh~ w11s hoping P could rind &omething else. The plan to 
P's sister, Paula Denny, end her daughter at 818 N. Elm, #1, Ph:327-
0131 is still p!nding. Paula's MH counselor, Nick Ladeau has not callea 
bllcK. Another message has been left on his VM. 
A/CUS concurs with counselor's recommendation. Demot~ to meclium 
custody cncl retain &t POl. No other tcrgets due to tim~ left to serve 
and lack of points. 
M~t with P today and prov\aaa :!n llpplicctlon for Oxford House, as 
Ol<fOrd House of Spokane had not received one from P and P stated ., 
couple clays e~o that he sent it to hi:. mother to mail out and Is not sure 
If she forwarCIM it on. 
3/08/10: Met with P today conc~rning release planning. I askecl him 
how commlttecl he Is to sobriety (referring to my kit~ response thct 
Ox(ord House looked like tne best relellse option for him). P StMer::l that 
he isn't going to do dru<;Js: or drink but doesn't w<>nt the hassle from 
othc!:r Oxford House residents et the meetings that resJden~ are 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 14 of 19 
Offender N;:;,me: Denny )effrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Relei!lse Planning/Issues ( R.P ) 
Date & Time Created: 03/09/2010 10:38 AM 
OffendN Loc.otior1 At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 03/09/2010 10:36 AM 
DOC No.; 332969 
Offender Nc.me: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Smith Gi!offrey 
E:vents: PREA HOUSING ( PH) 
Dat8 & Time Created: 02/22/2010 01:33PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Dati!! & Time Of Occurrence: 02/22/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Firearm Criminal Enforcement ( FE ) 
D<!lte & T1me Created: 02/16/2010 09:44AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
D<lte & Time Of Occurrence: 02/16/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 02/11/2010 11:12 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 02/11/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Narne: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Created: 02/11/2010 08:27 AM 
Off«nder Loc~tion At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 02/11/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 02/05/2010 10:24 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 02/05/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Anderton Cleo 
Events; Classification Action ( CA) 
D<Jte & Time Created: 02/02/2010 10:27 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 02/02/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name; Grimes Justin 
Events; Legal Issues ( LI ) 
Date & Tin1e Created: 01/26/2010 01:04 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
required to attend. P stated that he would go the meetings 11nd follow 
their house rules "If that Is what I 90t to do." I asked him if he h.!ld 
another address to submit. He provided his SISter's address ,n Spokane, 
which I will rorward to ceo Burgor-GIZJ.ss. 
Compatibility review complete 
Reviewed P's crimin<'ll history and do not find him eligible for a FACE 
referraL 
!290 referTal packet forwarded to AHCC-1290 designee_ 
P requested a 1290 packet. I issued him one today and Instructed him 
to return It to me when h~ Ms compli!!ted it and to contact me If he 
required assistance. 
Met with P concerning <'l r~ll!!ase address. He does not have an address 
to submit at this time. P stZJted he sent letters of Interest to Oxford 
House (chap. 17), AScenda Md Brownstone- He has not received a 
response. 
Promote to Mil custody and transfer to Brownstone! WR 
Submitti!!d Offender to Offender corr<!spondence request form 21-746 
ror Superint~nct~nt rl!!view_ P requests to correspond with Patricia Denny 
(ex-wire) at the C3lifornla Institute ror women in Corona, CA- Her CDC 
1f IS NA0137. This pertains to ongoing litigation regarding their common 
child Jeffrey T. Denny. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 15 of 19 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 01/26/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Classification Action ( CA) , 
PREA Screening ( PS ) 
Date & Time Created: 01/20/2010 03:05PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 01/20/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offend!!r N<Jrne: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Cl!ame: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) , 
ERD Housing Voucher ( AD ) 
DDte & Time Created: 01/20/2010 01:02PM 
Offender Locanon At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 01/20/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Ali!in 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( R.P ) 
Date & Time Created: 01/08/2010 02:00PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 01/08/2010 
DOC No.: 332.969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Rickard Nichoel 
Events: Risk Assessment Issues ( RA ) 
Date & Tirne Created: 01/08/2010 11:51 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence. 01/08/2010 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny J,erfrey Alan 
Author Name: Cham Tamrah 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Crei!lted; 12/31/2009 03:21PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
D<lte & Time Of Occurrence: 12/31/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Nome: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Anderton Cleo 
Events: Classification Action ( CA ) 
Date & Time Created: 12/29/2009 03:41 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/29/2009 
DOC No.: 3n969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( R.P ) 
D<1te & Time Created: 12/29/2009 03:38PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/29/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author N<Jme: Grimes Justin 
During P's regularly sch~Clul~cl classification review, P answered "No·· to 
all thrl!~ policy 490.820 mandated questions. 
HouslnQ Vouch!:r Crit!!ria Worksheet scanned ancl sent to ERDVoucher. 
OR.P updated. 
Met with P for a plan change requestln~ promotion to Mil for referral to 
Brownstone W/R. Preview and signed the Housing Voucher Criteria 
Workshl'!~t. I will scan and submit to ERDHousingVoucher, as he Is 
within 30 clays of his ERD: 2/09/10. After submitting th~ Housing 
Voucher Criteria Worksheet, I will update the ORP. 
HQ CCR Audit complete, RLC remains HNV. Resource materi~ls have 
been routed to records dept. 
New ld with signature crl!atl!d and printed. 
A/CUS concurs with counselor's recommend:!ltion. Demote to medium 
custody and retain at POl. No other targets due to time frames. 
ORP submitted for plan clevelopmem;/Homeless to Spokane. 
Offender Denny is to have no contact with Andrew Wardrip, Robert 
N!!well or Zip Trip for 10 Y<!MS, per J&S 08-1·02190-S sec. 4.5, dated 
8/05/09, Spokane County. Source: Liberty. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 16 of 19 
Events: No Contact ( NC ) 
Date & Tirne Created: 12/29/2009 11:09 AM 
Offender Loci!Ition At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/29/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grime,; Justin 
Evems: Release Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & TimE! Created: 12/22/2009 09:28 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AI-ICC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/22/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author N~me: Grimes Justin 
Events: Release Planning/Issues ( RP ) 
Date & Time Created: 12/21/2009 10:47 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/21/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Austin Ryan 
Evems: Comment ( CM) 
Date & Time Created: 12/16/2009 09:38AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/16/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Austin Ryan 
Events: Field No Contact ( FN ) 
Date & Time Created: 12/10/2009 01:52PM 
Offender LOC<ltion At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 12/10/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Nelson Mary Lou 
Events: Classification Action ( CA ) 
Date & Time Created: ll/19/2009 03:30PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 11/19/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Visiting Issues ( VI ) 
Date & Time Created; 11/18/2009 02:52PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date &.Time Of Occurrence: 11/18/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: PREA HOUSING ( PH ) , 
PREA Screening ( PS ) 
Date & Time Created: 11/18/2009 02:49 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of OcClJrrence: 11/18/2009 
Met with P to demote to Medium custody. P Cloes not heve e proposed 
rei@:M@: address. He requests an ORP for homeleso;/Pian Development. I 
provided him an llpplic~tion ror the New Washington Apartments on 327 
1/2 w. 2nd, Spokene, WA. 
Met with P and Informed him his ORP w11s denied. He stated he wasn't 
surprised. He does not have an alternate addri!SS to submit at this time. 
He Is currently Mil custody with a trensrer to BSWR in the requested 
stl!ge. I informed I would see what I could do about getting him to 
BSWR. 
Sponsor has ~~iled to cont<~ct me and phone number has been 
disconnected. Will be cl!!nying orp due to no contact with sponsor and 
resid..:nc~ not tleing a .!!pproprlatejpro soci<JI place ror p to release to. 
Residence is locO!Ited in a high crime neighborhood and has been a hOt 
spot ror criminal activity. SPD records show et least 35 calls to servic~ 
at the residence over the past few years. In addition, sponsor is ex DOC 
end has an extensive criminal history. Denied electronic portion ol ord 
this dBte. 
ceo Griffin Md I conducted a field visit at proposed residence in orp. 
Knocked on the door, but recleved no response. l.el't card on the door. 
Attempted to contact sponsor via phone, but phone disconnected. 
Sponsor is ex DOC and address Is very question.!!ble .!IS it is well known 
toLE Md has been a place or high criminal activity. Will wait for 
response from sponsor and Investigate O!ldclress a little more before 
making decision. 
FRMT held 10/13/09. R<!view committee held 12/10 concurs 
recommendations to promotf!: in custody based on recommendations 
listed In Initial plan thllt st3tes "direct referral to Brownstone". 
Recommend~tions were supported by HQ. Continue with ~II other 
<!Xp!!:d:Ations and referrals as listed In facility pl.!!n. 
Forwarded visitor application for K~ren Webster OOB: 7/03/69, to 
visitation. 
PReA screening (initilll) today: P scores low (0) ror predlltion and low 
(2) for potential victim. 07·019 form sent for scanning. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 17 ofl9 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Risk Assessment Issues ( RA ) 
Date&. iime Created: 11/18/2009 08:57AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 11/18/2009 
DOC No.: 332959 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Autllor Name: Llanto Dafe 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 11/17/2009 08:55AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurren,:e: 11/17/2009 
DOC No.: 332959 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Rele~se Planning/Issues ( RP) 
Date & Time Created: 11/10/2009 01:16PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 11/10/2009 
DOC No.: 332959 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Grimes Justin 
Events: Rele:!lse Planning/Issues ( RP) 
DG~te & Time Created: 10/29/2009 11;08 AM 
Offend8r Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 10/29/2009 11:08 AM 
DOC No.; 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: SYSTEM 06TS 
Events: Unspecified Goal/Action ( JX) 
Date & Time Created: 10/21/2009 03:24 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 10/21/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Rollins Jaml!s 
Events: Legal Issues ( LI ) , 
Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 10/05/2009 07:37AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 10/05/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: RobertS Amber 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 09/23/2009 03:24PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: AHCC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 09/23/2009 03:15 PM 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jet1'rey Ali!m 
Autho1· Name: Dl!t'r<! Janelle 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 09/23/2009 02:55PM 
CCR conversion complete. RLC: HNV. Resourc<! m!lterial roJWarded to 
records. 
CONFIRMED 2 WARRANTS: MTLAKE TERRACE #CS26 63 FTA DUI, 
OWLS 2. AND EVERETI IIIC705917 DUL THEY WILL EXTRADITE PER 
OPERATOR #89 BRI. 
ORP submitted for invesriglltion to Spokane. 1 lnquirl!d of Records If P 
will be extr<!ldit<!d for eitner of the two misd<!m<!!lnor detalners. 
End of Sent~nc<! Review determined not neeel<!d. 
Appc:nded Text:APPROVED: RIGHT LIVING, ENROLL BY 10/29/2009, 
PRIORITY 3A, STAFF: MARY LOU NELSON 
)erry Lema Idaho Community Correction at (208)759-1444 ext 240 
would like to be notified when P ri!I<!M<!S to the community. He still 
owes parole to the State of Id21ho. 
OFFENDER NOT LOCATED HERE, FORWARDING SS APPL1CATION TO 
AHCC FOR APPROVAL. WCC RECORDS 
CF RECVD AT AHCC RECORDS MAlN FROM WCC. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 18 of 19 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 09/23/2009 02:00PM 
DOC No.: 33:2969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffray Alan 
Author Nome: Roska Sher~~ 
Events: Records lssues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created; 09/23/2009 07:51AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC-RC 
D<JtCO> & Time Of Occurrence: 09/23/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
OfFender Name: Denny Jeffrey Al~n 
Author Name: Montalvo Jenelle 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 09/04/2009 02:17PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC-RC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 09/04/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Strit~ Sh11Wndale 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 09/04/2009 10; 10 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC·RC 
Date & Time Of Occummce: 09/04/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Madill Pamel<'l 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Dare & Time Created: 08/31/2009 10:09 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC-RC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/31/2009 10:09 AM 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Narne; Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Narne: SYSTEM OBTS 
Events: Unspeciried Go~ii/Actlon ( JX) 
Date & Time Created: 08/20/2009 08:26AM 
Offender Locatiort At Occurrence: WCC-RC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/20/2009 08:25AM 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Dayton Arr~l 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/18/2009 10:43 AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC-RC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/18/2009 10:43 AM 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: SYSTEM OBTS 
Events: Mental Health (Historical) ( JF ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/13/2009 02:30PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC·RC 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/13/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name; Hewson Roberta 
Evencs: Comment ( CM) 
MF received at AHCC Mediczl rrom wee vlo transport bus. 
CF SENT FROM wee TO AHCC VIA OFFENDER. TRANSPORT. 
DV01 COMPLETED 08102.1905 LETTERS FWD TO HD AND MAILED 
VWR SPOI<ANE 081021905 DONE; VWR. LIST TO OA FOR DVOl ETC. 
SPD RPT TO OA TO SCAN INTO UBERTY. 
Appended Tcxt:REQUESTED: JOB HUNTER X, ENROLL BY 08/31/2009, 
PRIORITY 1A, STAFF: DAYTON, YVONNE 
lnltlol sentence structurl! r<!view completed at wce-RC. 
Appendttd T¢xt:SEE DT86 FOR MH INFO 
Assigned VWR for AA-081021905-Spokane to Pam Madill. 
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OMNI: Chronos Quick Search (Results) DENNY, Jeffrey Alan (332969) Page 19 of 19 
Date & Time Created: 08/07/2009 08:15AM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: WCC-RC 
D<!>tc. & T•rne Of Occurr~nce: 08/07/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender NC~me: Denny Jeffrey Al~n 
Author Name: Stigall Wendy 
Events: Records Issues ( RC ) 
Date & Time Created: 08/06/2009 07:52 AM 
Offender Location At Occurre,nce: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 08/06/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: vllar Christina 
Events: Comment ( CM ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/31/2009 11:12 PM 
Offender Location At Occurrence: Not Unique 
Date & Time Of Occurrence: 07/31/2009 12:00 AM 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: SYSTEM LAW ENFORCEMENT 
Events: Arrest ( AR ) 
Date & Time Created: 07/29/2009 01:36PM 
Offender Location At OccurrencG: Not Unique 
Dllte & Time Of Occurrence: 07/29/2009 
DOC No.: 332969 
Offender Name: Denny Jeffrey Alan 
Author Name: Bjordllhl SuSZJn 
!;vents: Comment ( CM) 
5990 in~ligiblt! dut! to th~ following criminal history: ROBBERY 2ND 
C~uSt! OB-1-02190-5 gaint!d by ;!JCCiMnt. J&S is 21 prison commit. Cause 
and notifications Clel~ted. 
Reported by WSP - Offender Arrt!Stt!d on 07/3112009 for BO 
POSSESSION OF A STOLEN VEHICLE CLASS B FELONY by SPOKANE 
Cour\ty SherrJrr·s Omce 07/31/2009 OMNI SYSTEM 
32/081021905 spd rpt/J&s sent to unit 182./cco b.l'lewson for vw 
llSSI~nm"nt. 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM6 o• ~110/2012 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey 20121210 First Appearance 
Judge Burton r 
Clerk Cassie Poole )_' 
1 
/\ " /) / (J ____ 
DefRights ./\....( kJ)._ (/~ ----






Bench warrant probation violation 
No bond 
HRG 1/3 at 9:30am 
Appoint pd 
Any questions 
I 02:07:48 PM I Def- Denny, Jeffrey I No 
02:07:49 PM ~=N=D==========='il==================ll 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
file://R:\LogNotes- HTML\Magistrate\Criminal\Burton\CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey... 12110/2012 
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MUST re COMPLETED 
TO BE CONSIDERED 
/Q-·JO'l~TCJVJ£. 
K OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR: ~ Q_~ . vtV\' CASE NO. 00 -(d-5a:t-




BY ______________________________________ ) FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR ) 
DOB ________________________________ ) 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please nswer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include informatio for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a min ), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and 
say in support of my ~qu;~t for court appointed counsel: 
My current mailing ~~~s is: M C,\11\ 4--;, h 1"""-t - 4 S,i2 t;~l<_eykC, l..A'~ l. '\·{_a) ~ 
Street or P.O. Bo l Cit~ State Zip cod'e 
My current telephone number or message phone is: ['o l 0 -... 7.. Z Y '-{) J-Y' r 
Crimes Charged: --:_;,P:-v---:----:------:---------::-:-------::---:--:---""":':"'"---:---=---::-------=-~-:---
1 request the Court appoint counsel at county expense; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed: ___ yes r:f..-. no B. Spouse Employed: ___ yes ___ no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment._....;-z..:::::..l....ooc...!O.L_t--'-------------
D. My employer is: ______________________________ __ 
Address: ________________________________ ___ 
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ 0 Other income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ e? Food StamP-S, Etc.) 
Net Monthly Wages $ 0 S. S 72 $--'Y;,.._,;;,~_D ____ ___ 
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ {_ Ou Child Care $ (j 
Utilities $ c:u Recreation $ () 
Clothing $ 0 Medical $ cf) 't l 
Transportation $ D Insurance $ 0 
School $ 0 Other (Specify) $ b 
Food $ 2. () \.) 
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3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: (cont.) 
DEBTS: Creditor \-"c..ofTe.._VJ ~ \ Total$ __ ?_tf_._O_tJ_ $ __ ~0~ ___ permo 
Creditor Total $ _____ _ $ permo 
Creditor Total$ ------ $ permo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks $ ~o 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at $ I o 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at 
D. I (we) own real property valued at 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ ~D 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): _________ _ 
6. DEPENDENTS: { self ___ spouse ___ children ___ other (specify) ____ _ 
(number) 
7 
J j A 
APPL~ n'-1.--.../ ,,,,, .. ,,,,,, 
~~::~~--~~:::~~;, 
~ ':).... ··. vo~ ( 
Subso~he' an"dCS'Va~J.n t~ li&re me this 0 = i ~':'J-~ ~ = day of. Dec:eCZ? 6-e_c ' 20 )"L_.-
-·~ ~·- -- .n-:. VBU0 : :::: · 
%:J;;·· ...... ~ .... ;~ ,f ?'~:-=-=:6"J!R;o:-Y~~iiii"I:..::C~/C~L:-:~=-=R====KI'-:-:-"Jc.:u'=-'-:::' ;;;POo-=-::__-___ _ 
,,,, OF \Q~ ,,,,, 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 
The above named _ defendant ...-----:---:-- parent guardian appeared before the 
court on the aforesaid charge a d requested th of counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the applicant; ORDERS DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay $ monthly beginning __________ , 20 __ 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION OF /f2 CASE; THIS W?U:T MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 




Custody Status:~ In Out 
~~ uty Clerk ~ 
Bond $~0 '9a-c\ 
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Log of lK-COURTROOM~ 1/3/2013 Page 1 of2 
Description CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey 20130103 Probation Violation 
Judge Haynes D. 
0 Clerk Suzi Sverdsten Court Reporter Valerie Nunemacher ~ 1 ALl~ 
lt-'tLu 1-' T Lcc~tion 111 K-COURTROOM9 D 
Time Speakei Note 
09:50:45 AM J ·s in custody. PD-Lynn Nelson KCPA-Art Verharen 
09:57:34 AM /11 Report of PV. 7 allegations. 
I 09:57:50 AM I Withdraw the written denials. PA to withdraw allegation #1 and we 
PD will admit to the rest. Ask to go to dispo today and impose another 
rider, rec TC program. 
I 09:58:42 AM Def Have seen-allegations, understands. 
'I 09:59:08 AM J. I Max penalties given. 7 yrs. 
109:59:19 AM EJ Understands. No promises or threats for admissions. Takes anti psychotic meds. Have a cold. Thinking clearly. 
10:00:31 AM PO I - - - - - - - - - - -No concerns with his clarity of thought. 
10:00:42 AM J Reads allegations 2-7. 
10:00:51 AM Def Admits 2. #3, I got released from here to there and repuncu ~""''"'· 
10:01:43 AM J II ~hn11lrl have gotten permission to leave in WA. 
10:01:53 AM 
Def Yes. admit 3-7. I'm on limitted income, $800 a month, ask you take 
that into consideration. 
10:03:25 AM PA ves to withdraw allegation #1. 
10:03:35 AM PD k for disposition today. 
10:03:59 AM I'm not a criminal, have drug addiction. I've had problems with 
drugs since 12 yrs old. I need help, asking for drug treatment. 
Def 
Completed 28 day program, but not enough. I'm a father of 4, I 
have 4 grandchildren. It's just myself that I harm. I had just done 14 




Revoke probation and impose sentence and retain jurisdiction. He 
has done substantial amount of jailtime. Restitution owing. 
10:09:03 AM Concur, ask rec TC Rider. Spent 30 days in KC before Spokane, 
spent 90 days and sent to Shelton then Airway Heights. He was 
PD arrested in 10/11 on Possession of Firearm, charge was dismissed 
a year later and they brought him in Idaho. He has been in custody 
since 1 0/11. 
10:11:48 AM Finds probation violated. 4 factors of sentencing given. Some basis 
J to support recs. Revokes prob, impose 7 yrs, 3 fixed. Recs TC 
Program. 
file://R:\LogNotes- HTML\District\Criminal\Haynes\CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey 20130... 1/3/2013 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM" , 1/3/2013 
~ 10:13:09AM ~ 
110:13:09AM !lEnd 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM~ 1/3/2013 Page 1 of2 
Description CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey 20130103 Probation Violation 
Judge Haynes 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten 
Court Reporter Valerie Nunemacher 
Date 111/3/2013 I Location 
I Time II Speaker I Note 
I 09:50:45 AM II J I Def is in custody. PD-Lynn Nelson KCPA-Art Verharen 










Withdraw the written denials. PA to withdraw allegation #1 and we 
will admit to the rest. Ask to go to dispo today and impose another 
rider, rec TC program. 
Have seen.allegations, understands. 
Max penalties given. 7 yrs. 
Understands. No promises or threats for admissions. Takes anti 
psychotic meds. Have a cold. Thinking clearly. 
No concerns with his clarity of thought. 
Yes. admit 3-7. 1•m on limitted income, $800 a month, ask you take 
that into consideration. 
gation #1. 
1•m not a criminal, have drug addiction. 1•ve had problems with 
drugs since 12 yrs old. I need help, asking for drug treatment. 
Completed 28 day program, but not enough. 1•m a father of 4, I 
have 4 grandchildren. lfs just myself that I harm. I had just done 14 
months on Possession ofStolen Property and 2nd Degree 
Robbery. 
Revoke probation and impose sentence and retain jurisdiction. He 
has done substantial amount of jailtime. Restitution owing. 
Concur, ask rec TC Rider. Spent 30 days in KC before Spokane, 
spent 90 days and sent to Shelton then Airway Heights. He was 
arrested in 10/11 on Possession of Firearm, charge was dismissed 
a year later and they brought him in Idaho. He has been in custody 
since 10/11. 
Finds probation violated. 4 factors of sentencing given. Some basis 
to support recs. Revokes prob, impose 7 yrs, 3 fixed. Recs TC 
Program. 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Defendant. 
DOB: 












Case No: CR-2008-0012522 
JUDGMENT ON PROBATION 
VIOLATION 
On January 3, 2013, before the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, District Judge, 
you, Jeffrey Alan Denny, personally appeared for a dispositional hearing on a probation 
violation as alleged in the Report of Violation dated October 7, 2011. Also appearing 
were Art Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho and your 
counsel, Lynn Nelson, Deputy Public Defender. 
The Court having found that you have violated your probation as alleged, and 
you having been given the opportunity to explain or comment concerning disposition 
and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by your attorney, 
the Court did then pronounce its disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that probation is revoked and your sentence is 
imposed as follows: 
Possession of a Controlled Substance (Methamphetamine), Idaho Code § 
37-2732(c)(1), a Felony, for a total unified sentence not to exceed seven (7) years, 
commencing with a fixed term of three (3) years, to be followed by an additional 
four (4) year indeterminate sentence. 
JUDGMENT ON PROBATION VIOLATION: CR-2008-0012522 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court shall retain jurisdiction pursuant to 
Idaho Code §19-2601. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall be immediately remanded back to the 
custody of the Kootenai County Jail upon program completion. 
THE COURT RECOMMENDS for the defendant the following retained 
jurisdiction sentencing option: 
[ ] Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) [RJCAPP]. 
[ ] Retained Jurisdiction (Traditional Rider) [RJTR]. 
[ X ] Therapeutic Community (TC Rider) [RJTC]. 
[ ] No Recommendation [RJNR]. 
[ ] Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) Followed by 
Problem Solving Court [RJCAPS]. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant is committed to the custody of the 
Idaho State Department of Correction and is hereby remanded to the custody of the 
Kootenai County Sheriff pending transport to the Department of Corrections. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of 
the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
JUDGMENT ON PROBATION VIOLATION: CR-2008-0012522 2 
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the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your 
right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
~ 
DATED this L{- day of 3" CAM.. , 2013. 
Lansing . aynes 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 4 day of f.t~--r~ , 2013, a copy of the 
foregoing Judgment on Probation Violation was emailed, mailed-postage prepaid, 
faxed, or sent by interoffice mail to: 
~Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAXED 208-446-1833 
~Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson, Deputy Public Defender 
[ ] EMAILED pdfax@kcgov.us 
M FAXED (208) 446-1701 
~Probation & Parole [ ]EMAILED dist1@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-769-1481 
~CCD Sentencing Team [ ]EMAILED ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-658-2186 
~Kootenai County Sheriff's Department FAXED 208-446-1407 
-:::piF __Community Service Department Fax 446-1193 
..A,Idaho Department of Corrections [ ]EMAILED centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov D<J]FAXED 208-327-7445 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By L-uau~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM2 or . 9/2013 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey 20130319 Jurisdictional Review 
Judge Haynes ) 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher 
13 tion 
Time Note 
Def is in custody, PD-Sarah Sears PA-Art Verharen 
Motion to continue, would like to look into drug court. Meds 
were just changed again. 
04:03:5 
04:04:09 PM 
04:04:10 PM End 
jection. 
·nue to 4/9 at 3:30 p.m. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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03:35:20 PM PO 
03:36:54 PM PA 
03:36:55 PM J 
03:37:29 PM 
03:37:29 PM End 
Note 
in custody. PD-Jed Whitaker KCPA-David Robins 
7/13 letter from I DOC with C-notes. 
Moves to continue. Defwas screened for MHC. Ms. Wolfinger 
went on vacation and is back tomorrow. 
No objection to short continuance. 
4/22/13 at 1:30 p.m. 
PiOduced by FTR GoldTM 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM9 or -t/22/2013 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2008-12522 Denny, Jeffrey 20130422 Jurisdictional Review 
Judge Haynes 
( 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten ', ·, 
WLY1/~ Court Reporter Val Nunemacher '. ; ' iX/\t~.. . .r 
I Datell4/22/2013 II Location jj1 K-COURTROOM9 
Time Speaker I Note 
02:03:12 PM J Def is in custody. PD-Chris Schwartz KCPA-Eileen McGovern 
I 02:03:57 PM II PO I Correction to IDOC letter. 









Sine 10/3/11 I've been incarcerated. Never had a chance for 
probation in 10. Would like treatment. 
Recs imposition, not a good candidate for supervision in the 
community. Didn't want medication management and then 
changed his mind, rude to staff at the program. 
Very clear that def had mental health issues. Meds changed at 
program, he got frustrated. Ask for probation, MHC as a 
condition. If not, ask modify sentence. 
4 factors of sentencing given. Reads priors. 19-2524 MH eval 
indicated not mentally ill, mailingering and meth dependant. 
Reviews history of case. Not an acceptable risk to the 
community. Relinquish juris, impose 7 yrs 3 fixed, 4 indet. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















Case No: CR-2008-0012522 
JUDGMENT AND DISPOSITION ON 
RETAINED JURISDICTION 
On January 3, 2013, you were found to have violated the terms of your probation 
and your probation was revoked and sentence imposed as follows: 
Idaho Code§ 37-2732(c)(1), Possession of a Controlled Substance, a Felony, 
for a total unified sentence not to exceed seven (7) years, commencing with a fixed 
term of three (3) years, to be followed by an additional four (4) year indeterminate 
sentence. 
The Court retained jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2601. 
Whereupon the Court having received and considered the report of the jurisdiction 
review committee and any offered evidence at the April 22, 2013 Jurisdictional Review 
hearing, and you, having been given the opportunity to explain or comment concerning 
disposition, and you having been given the opportunity to make a statement, and 
recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by your lawyer, the 
Court did then pronounce its disposition as follows: 
JUDGMENT AND DISPOSITION ON 
RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2601, the Court's 
retained jurisdiction is relinquished and your sentence is imposed as follows: 
For a total unified sentence not to exceed seven (7) years commencing with a 
fixed term of three (3) years, to be followed by an additional four (4) year 
indeterminate sentence. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall be given credit for time served on any 
sentence imposed on the above charge. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are committed to the custody of the Idaho 
State Board of Correction on April 22, 2013. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are remanded to the custody of the Kootenai 
County Sheriff, pending transport to the custody of the Idaho Department of Correction. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of the 
entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the 
appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to 
appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this 6ls day of---4/...L..\\"-.1.~'< ....... \_,_l _____ , 2013. 
JUDGMENT AND DISPOSITION ON 
RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 
Lansing . Haynes 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 2~ day of ~.)\.; 2 , 2013, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment were emailed, mailed-postage prepaid, fax d, or sent by 1nteroff1ce ma11 to: 
--+\Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (Fax: 208-446-1833) 
-A Defense Attorney Lynn Nelson, Deputy Public Defender 
[~MAILED pdfax@kcgov.us 
[ ] FAX (208) 446-1701 
X Idaho Department o~ Correction<'[\!EMAILED centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-327-7445 
---:;;(Probation & Parole l><JE~ILED dist1@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-769-1481 
CCD Sentencing Team EMAILED ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-658-2186 
Kootenai County Sheriff's epartment (Fax: 208-446-1407) 
Community Service Fax 446-1193 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
CLERco-; THE DIS~ICT COURT 
By ~\{~ 
Deputy Clerk 
JUDGMENT AND DISPOSITION ON 
RETAINED JURISDICTION: CR-2008-0012522 
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Defendant 
.\5'\ 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAITSS 
FILED: 
201:1 AUG -I AH II: 5 I 
,_, t-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ----=-!-__,_tf---'~"'"-'----- JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF b+eV\a..; 













COMES NOW, Jeffi-o/ ~v1t1f 
Case No.C.Bf 0~-12-~22 
MOTION FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
, Defendant in the above-entitled matter, and 
pursuant to Idaho Code 18-309 hereby moves the Court for an Order, as follows: 
That the Court issue an Order, granting the Defendant credit for all local, county and state 
time served in conjunction with this charge, and the resulting sentence imposed by the Court. 
Further that all time shall be appropriately credit to the Defendant. 
This Motion is further based upon the records and files in this matter. 
DATEDthis.dayof JUiv ,2ou. 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 1 
Revised: 10113/05 
I 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on thed'i ~day of ~ ul~ , 20a, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of this MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR~IME SERVED for the 
purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system 
for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
KooteVlc...~ County Prosecuting Attorney 
Po 6oK CJ,DOO Coe..uf' d '14(c.v1L ID 
I 
C6 3C6t~ - ~000 
~~ 
Deferfant f v " / 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 2 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
COUNTY OF tWOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __.h'---L...!j r-"'s-L-± ____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF -{<.oohv>A / 






















. . I 
~~~~~e~(~~~~~~~~~~~G~e=le=~~~~~~~=J.~,~~~~r~~v~ 
a 
'Dep-.dwv:.raf ~J', ... s frkt; • .., ~ lfwkJ j),-,i£;"t /Jo. 1-
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - 1 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the2.:l_tljay of Ju\ L.t 2-C>\~ 
--~~~\----~~~L---
20l3.._, I mailed a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AFFIDAVIT via prison mail 
system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
Koo·kV)lA..~ County Prosecuting Attorney 
l2o 00'<\ Cf Oo<] 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT - 3 
Revised: I 0113/05 
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STATE OF IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
2013 AUG -9 AM 10: 55 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 














ORDER FOR CREDIT FOR 
TIME SERVED 




IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant be given credit for two hundred 
seventy-nine (279) days time previously served in the above referenced case. 
--- arrested on probable cause on June 20, 2008, and remained in custody 
until placed on probation April13, 2009 
(143 days credit) 
---arrested on bench warrant for probation violation on December 7, 2012, 
and remained in custody until imposition of sentence on April 22, 2013 
(136 days credit) 
DATED this_Lday of____.f\ug--'=~---' 2013. 
L~~trl. kA ~w AtL) 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the (i~ day of [dA'jr , 2013, copies of the foregoing 
Order were mailed in the U.S. Mails, postage prepaid, nt by facsimile or delivered by 
interoffice mail to the following: 
Jeffrey Alan Denny IDOC 91393 
SICI NO-B-36 
PO BOX 8509 
BOISE ID 83707 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
Fax: 208-446-1833 
Idaho Department of Corrections 
Fax: 208-327-7445 
ORDER FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
CL OF THE):?ISTRICT COURT 
By~~~+r~~~~~~~-
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Inmate name 7efrcej Ale. Ill IJ:rit•if 
IDOC No . ....,r/t~'-~-l--'~_,_f~3-=--------:.--- I 
Address 5LL I P6 Bax &xY? 




ZDil SEP -9 PM 5: 02 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
i Mbnu< .LJ6f11Uo DE UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE _ _,_g;_,··_._r....._S__.t ___ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~~o+ev'\a ·, 














Case No. cg () g-1 L~ZZ 
MOTION FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
COMES NOW, Jef'Er..t>/ Dewy , Defendant in the above-entitled matter, and 
pursuant to Idaho Code 18-309 hereby moves the Court for an Order, as follows: 
That the Court issue an Order, granting the Defendant credit for all local, county and state 
time served in conjunction with this charge, and the resulting sentence imposed by the Court. 
Further that all time shall be appropriately credit to the Defendant. 
This Motion is further based upon the records and files in this matter. 
·M 
DATED this '-1 day of 5 e._ pd:elv1bfV20 _t_3 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 1 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
-~ . 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the Lf day of Sep\-embe._v-- , 2013_, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of this MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED for the 
purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system 
for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
_.l~o"""o_.b_,e'-'-V'_,\q_""<'--. ___ County Prosecuting Attorney 
Po i3ox qaoo Coeu~ ctA!eVi e1 tP 
~5??t&- 1otJo 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 2 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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;51 
Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ___,~.......J''-"--r---=:-:,'--!+ ____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF k::o+eV\4; 


















Case No. C/2. 0 e-IZ)Z. 2-
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEFENDANT 
Jfrt'~xy· ~VI."'/ , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: a1 or tt/xvf: Oclobe.r 1-fh, lD ll ruy 
pmktrbob fDr ~aS-e. #= Cgog.-/25'ZZ tJ~.s Vti)fa.fecf a"'ic/I 
wa f ctkt'oed ,1/1 '¥mk4t'M£ t:bu·1ty ,14; {; lo Oci.S~tt'~·) 
£m J;·/ Dec-elM l?ev- 1+b lD I 2- tlJw ~ T We( s .-fcec.r, s fh( +e::r =6 
kc)b -1-t'!Yl,. (ou n Jy B d,l: ' s.rtey &i f}/:6 . f1csv c.."-+ -Ia 
:Icklt,) Cod-e {~- ?t:Yi ::r: aw, b lie C~eda-ecl avy tin~ «11--h>nP 
SecJ¥J ; 11 0.~0ucnc:l-:a"'~ wJl ik-. Cuccev~f Cb.t:t'.;f a11'd -f(g_ 
If t11h"\+b s -r (r)a s d.£ -k; ,u~ J /11 S(lo k.a t-z t' Cv.~ lv . T;, / r-= 
AFFIDA VIT OF DEFENDANT- 1 
Revised: I 0/1 3/05 
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hG. S .!Jt;i: ba e" C reJ,'J.e/ """ o/ i::vle ...,c e.. 7A..-e G?rtj 
::Z: as~ ±l·v;f ·;+- he C.r-ecl:/e/'1 1/lot"'.J& 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
.- ' -~-~ . I A • L A 
DATED This E day of Se._pK..iiVlfJ!<.v ,20_13. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~t, . . 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the r day of Se ~J-.e.VI-'tbev-
2013._, I mailed a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AFFIDAVIT via prison mail 
system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
Kooft:V\~"' County ProsecutingAttomey 
Pb \3><'-)X 9DrJo Co e vv--~ ~ f(J/ev,t
1 
.r: 0 
5?3? I b --Cl 000 
Deffl;# 
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Revised: I 01!3/05 .. 
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Inmate name ~R=t.e.t Aft::tnl:>emv 
IDOC No. 1LYJ3 I I 
Address );C/ Ro. k 15af 
lkst•. ti) ;;no 1= 
Defendant 
b\ 
STATE OF IDA! ls 
COUNTY Of KOOTEHAIJ S 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ---Lhr__....· /-=--r-"'-?t_.____ ___ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF kaote\M-; 




STATE OF IDAHO 













Case No. C..R. O~-ll5Z l. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEFENDANT 
-rv 0 -.:~'-L:g,;::,.t"\YI-lf-<=~q--U"-f ~vJ..JIA:......:.._'1t-'---' after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: t11A /b-3-'11 I ',j(S tlurt!-S>tet/ aV\d ~ IJ 14 Spa !Au Gv~~ 
Jp.,/ For 3oa/u.ys em .q l'mh61:an wo!t:v+lon fPc M( We.?kt•'')/ooa.fktRJ.,t>". rJJ!I /~-11-JI 
r Wtts t1tdi G'e! liAr Mk /ssveJ a fV40;1"tt: /;r tZ Bek:{.ol1 vt._l b:=\wlt\ a...,J ¢- I 
~~ f/..uefec'! u~bl-t> +o Jai(\ fe_(e.qse -!hf()vf' bun/l)r ~~e anl/ 
T W~5 hn1Poc/-c/ ~ A).J.eJNt; an /2- +- 12 ckp'fe fL 
erpi r::cf-c'vn tJ£ filL 30 dy .5evc/.r'1e-e /o/ased f /.Jsituy6n a, 
t'{ td2Jt.d= 1/-1.- II. f,;fSuA.-tt 1o IJ&.ho C<>ci-< [g .. ?,{)1 r .ri#'l eddl~/ 
lo be D-edi-l:eL ab:,.;t l ~ ~t1ih~ 6n 1k- cJ,.gr?e --r:J~t.o vwl~rfeJ ~ o11. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT- 1 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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htM-"J {X-<- a.ff-~ t~Her) d(l/:J a ski< t>F b-e"'f-e./ Cua~5iab J.~-.e...fo ck,-d"Jci 
c . 
I"" p;.ycb tldfiL r.<eJ.~+.~ K5 :;t: -ltik.t iW We...c~ ~&,/, by .fl... ,MRcl~c(./ <ikt£ 
"-.\.- tfx:k."'fl; Gx.m+y Jc.i/ afk r tva> fwt,¥~ .. d-ed ~ f'w""' ~~ne 
tlv~ ~/. 1L.<Se s.k-k-VlSM+.s Wer<: 'j,.C};rr~d- a .... o/ SkJlJ &+k. il5ed 4,~,~~ 
& -r:; t-J?s tMf s,.,fe ... cee/ 'r Ubilua,hm II> 3:> dliyi t?in ffi+- {}ufl:dtt;nj 
~;C fiss~sswh. of Skl"t""'\ &/Je.«i( avvj. Znd Ve7r~ ~Mu;~ a(IJ ft<L 
WrttVt+ /~v.1/ ~ kk~i t1"""Y J1bd, //: t/Jtfos~,·fole f6r ®.._ m 
r'= oui= a~d kepi= r'N.. ;-/\ Cv 1-fu!y ~C tf/la~ /3 mcvdt.s pC~.s+-
fiu. W45h,/fz;"" Sevzkw::e. ~ L<.f:rf' r.uk A;;, t1'kr14:v ~ 6e 
\ ~ I • • -- / - ,. , , II - ,_ . ' 
1/JV-e&J.ir:::./ a~ao( Z be Cred.tf-rd ,tiM-~v&<t/?,JIS Mort'lt!A.s 
tfv:c+ I 1/J.q ~ P"a~ ~ 5~,-v# uw!J L Lvk S -1-re'i ""~pa ic:/ # 
~Vrf'/11 t'ovvt.fy OVI le.c~"+'lbGc "l--) 2ot2 ., 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED This /bn,_day of_QL."-"""""''--'-r ____ , 20l3_. 
Defe~ 0-'4_.----
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of ~~ , 20 ~ 
c::::: s,;: 
NOtary Public for Idaho 
Commission expires: ~~ 
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. CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
#r 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1.b_ day of_Q""'-P<..L""""---------
20Q, I mailed a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AFFIDAVIT via prison mail 
system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
l:oc:-A-e.¥"\ County Prosecuting Attorney 
eo fu\( '1a:o Co<.~\KJLe~ £-O 
839/b ~qrot> 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENDANT- 3 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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LANSING L HAYNES 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
(208) 446-1105 
Mr. Jeffrey Alan Denny 
IDOC No. 91393 
S.I.C.I, PO Box 8509 
Boise, ID 83707 
DISTRICT COURT 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
12 September, 2013 
RE: State v. Jeffrey Alan Denny, Kootenai County Case No CR-2008-12522 
Liear iVlr. Denny: 
RESIDENT CHAMBERS 
KOOTENAI COUNTY JUSTICE BUILDING 
324 W. GARDEN AVE. 
P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 63816-9000 
No further credit for time served can be granted beyond the order dated August 8, 2013. A 
person held in another jurisdiction on a warrant from Kootenai County, Idaho, can be given credit for 
that time only if the only document keeping that person in custody is the Kootenai County warrant. The 
fourteen (14) months you reference in your most recent motion and affidavit was time served for 
another state's convictions for Possession of Stolen Property and 2nd Degree Robbery (per your 
statement at the January 3, 2013, probation violation hearing). Thus, you cannot be given credit for 
those fourteen (14) months toward your Idaho sentence. 
LLH:ss 
Sincerely, 
La,v..s V_!j l. \~ ~MD 
Lansing L. Haynes 
District Judge 
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Inmate name Ieffr-<-t Ala"' De..,no/ 
IDOC No. __,_,11 ...... 3<--I.t}_;:::3_f_~_ I 
Address 5t C j /?O. &.t .&''i'J f 




.STAT£ QF IdAHO I 
COUNTY Of KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
ZD 13 OCT 2 I PH 3: 5 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE &s+- JUDIC DISTRICT 
. I 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF /WfeVlal 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. Cf(-t/6- lZ5Z2-
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR CREDIT 
VS. ) FOR TIME SERVED 




Defendant. \ ) 
COMES NOW, Jef'fqgy Dev.ny , Defendant in the above-entitled matter, and 
pursuant to Idaho Code 18-309 hereby moves the Court for an Order, as follows: 
That the Court issue an Order, granting the Defendant credit for all local, county and state 
time served in conjunction with this charge, and the resulting sentence imposed by the Court. 
Further that all time shall be appropriately credit to the Defendant. 
This Motion is further based upon the records and files in this matter. 
DATED this 16 Tit Oc -, 3 day of __ o_ ___ , 20 _!____. 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 1 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
Def()lb~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the LG Thday of OC I , 2013_, I 
mailed a true and correct copy of this MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED for the 
purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system 
for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
kooTe.f'\k County Prosecuting Attorney 
f1 f?x?K qom CaeuV'o\Aie.ntJ ro 
~313lb ...,qoCb 
Motion for Credit For Time Served- 2 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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STATE OF IDAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
2013 OCT 25 PH 3: 0"7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT ~~~TRr::: 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEN~ 1 ~ 













DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED 
FILED OCTOBER 21, 2013 
JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, 
Defendant. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
The Defendant's Motion for Credit for Time Served filed October 21, 2013, is denied. 
DATEDthis S..S dayof Ott .. ~~ ,2013. 
LANSIN . HA YN S 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED FILED OCTOBER 21, 2013: I 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
. I hereby c~rtify that tru~ co~~ of the foregoing ave been mailed, postage prepaid, sent 
by mteroffice mail or faxed, th1s ~ day of , 2013, to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
Fax: 446-1833 
Jeffrey Alan Denny 
IDOC No. 91393 
SICI PO Box 8509 
Boise, ID 83707 
CLIFFORD T. HAYES 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By~ o~4A 
D puty Clerk 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED FILED OCTOBER 21, 2013: 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY Of KOOTEHAIJSS 
FILEO: /5'/ . 
2013 NOV 12 PH 2: 40 
RK DISTRICT COURT 
' I 
c:?>o.~Jt., :I:i)"\-~ e.s1~:~~ 
Defendant-Appellant --IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ !'"_, <L..!-=-"-=----'--1 ___ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~ooT~ ~ ~ 














Case No. CJL~-LQ)<6 ~ 1..2.5 2. '-




COMES NOW, _ _cj,__~_f._(.-=~-==t---Q....,c__;e.=cl-='=~=t----' Defendant-Appellant in the 
above entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant-Appellant's Motion 
for Appointment of Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Appointment of Counsel. 
1. Defendant-Appellant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of 
Corrections under the direct care, custody and control of Warden _ _;:~=-..:...;'-~__:_ _ l_,_,_ruz..'-==---
ofthe S J:;<:.,T. 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant-
Appellant to properly pursue. Defendant-Appellant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to 
represent him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL- I 
Revised: I 0/!4/05 
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3. Defendant-Appellant required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it him/herself. 
4. Other: _______________________ _ 
DATED this b ~ay of __ _,_l~---=t_:_J_:_f..v-S'-=-'tt=VL-=---' 20 12_. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of A!)A 
) ss 
) 
:: ... ~\ '-"'-'-ft.!.!.~"""'"''l--\)~t=-::_:_.,..)=-'=-=.l'--l+----' after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
I. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the _ _sS~:u:.:t"""""~-\:l-O~"'{) ...... ,  _ _..d"---_,C,~ct)lrul"l.QLk!!Wioi>\,..i~.tii~).___ _ 
under the care, custody and control of Warden .S·Ti;\li.- \.\. \\\£.. 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly. 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel ofthe State; 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: I 0/14/05 
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Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant-Appellant respectfully prays that this Honorable 
Court issue it's Order granting Defendant-Appellant's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to 
represent his/her interest, or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the 
Defendant-Appellant is entitled to. 
DATED This b ..(.k day of __ ...L..t'-..l_L=-0=-=~~· =~-=-----' 20Jl_. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thisk day 
of~(J~ ,2~ 
(SEAL) 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: I 0114/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the b~ day of 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
---'~~o~~_,__,c =-=--~'-2.:...·. ___ County Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: I 0/J 4/05 
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Jw~ Al&~ Q~ . .J.~~ .4!:'\\3~3' 
Full Nafn;bf Party Filing Docume t 
~~ M.~\Jj ~ ~-'\<. 
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) 
P.o. \)o~ 8s-oC( 
City, State and Zip Code 
~\"5fL. , J:.9 ~ ~3 7o7 
Telephone 
STATE OF IDAHO I 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
2013 NOV 12 PH 2:t• t 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE l""u~ I JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF l<oc:,-~.lo-·\ 
Case No. C12..F -mot¢. -- a:>.s-2. -z_ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code§ 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document 
oz(Piaintiff D Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court fees, 
and swears under oath 
1. This is an action for (type of case) Gun •T S, T, "'a 'Se,l.N'"'-ll . I 
believe I am entitled to get what I am asking for. 
2. [Qi{have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. D I have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of. inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve ( 12) months, 
whichever is less. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
PAGE 1 
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4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
(Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/A". Attach additional pages if more space is 
needed for any response.) 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: ·];£~ V~·~ Other name(s) I have used: ___ _,~~----
t 
Address: i -4L 
How long at that address? ___ 2...-'--i-r·~---=--·------ Phone: _________ _ 
Year and place of birth: ft~-0 8. ICf 7\ tLz Ulxo.e 
I 
DEPENDENTS: 
I am ~ngle O married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Nameofspouse: ______________ ,_~~~-----------------------------------
My other dependents including minor children (use only initials and age to identify children) are: __ _ 
t-l.A-
INCOME: 
Amount of my income: $ J1.oo per 0 week O month 
• :J. D f'7tt-~ e. ft1J.So,-1 ),._q.~ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO AN 1-14 6/8/2011 
PAGE2 
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Other than my inmate account I have outside money from: --------------
My spouse's income: $ , cfJ per D week D month. 
ASSETS: 
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Your 





List all other property owned by you and state its value. 
Value 
Description (provide description for each item) / 
Cash _______________________________________ tJ~f~~~~------
Notes and Receivables. _______________ ..:.../ ____ _ 
Vehicles 
Bank/Cr edit Union/Savings/Checking Accounts 
Stocks/8 ends/Investments/Certificates of Deposit 
Trust Fu nds 
Retireme nt Accounts/IRAs/401 (k)s 




Descript ion (provide description for each item) 
TVs/Stere os/Com puters/Eiectronics 
Tools/Eq uipment 
Sporting Goods/Guns 
Horses/L ivestock/T ack 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
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Other (describe) _________ ;_~+/-T""'F-------------
/ Tf 




Rent/House Payment, __________ --1'--'-'1----------
Vehicle Payment(s) __________ -+-----------
Credit Cards (List last four digits of each account number.) 




















Home lnsurance _________ _..!..,q-f-i~~---------
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
PAGE4 





Life lnsurance _______________ ___,f/1---------------------------
Medical lnsurance ______________ -f-----......::c;Y"fi,;I--:1...-------------
Medical Expense _______ +-r----7----'~~·-::---f--------
:>l\....f 
Other __________________ ~t~jn-1 ________________________ __ 
p'( 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
How much can you borrow? $ _____ ¢ ___ __ Fromwhom? ~ -------+·-------------
When did you file your last income tax return? td:J3 Amount of refund: $ 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided.) 
Name \ Address (_c~-~ Phone 
~~.-.\~ K,~ ~ sf!>~ ~\\: · . ) 
Typed/printed 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
~~.. ) ss. 




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me on this :<P day of ~ayu~~, ·~\:~ 
'-
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO PROCEED 
ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CAO FW 1-14 6/8/2011 
PAGES 
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IDOC TRUST =========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ========== 11/06/2013 
Doc No: 91393 Name: DENNY, JEFFREY ALAN 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
SICI/MAIN PRES FACIL 
TIER-4 CELL-1 
Transaction Dates: 11/06/2012-11/06/2013 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
5.00DB 1318.98 1354.13 30.15 
================================ TRANSACTIONS ================================ 
Date Batch Description 
---------- ------------- ------------------
09/05/2013 S10640410-423 099-COMM SPL 
09/05/2013 I10640422-006 072-METER MAIL 
09/09/2013 S10640771-003 070-PHOTO COPY 
09/12/2013 S10641227-473 099-COMM SPL 
09/12/2013 S10641227-474 099-COMM SPL 
09/19/2013 S10641970-358 099-COMM SPL 
10/02/2013 S10643411-001 211-FOOD SVC 
10/03/2013 S10643691-442 099-COMM SPL 
10/09/2013 810644419-003 1 0 0 - CR INivi CivllVI 
10/10/2013 HQ0644519-010 011-RCPT MO/CC 
10/17/2013 I10645072-006 072-METER MAIL 
10/21/2013 S10645479-004 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/24/2013 S10645979-333 099-COMM SPL 
10/24/2013 S10645979-334 099-COMM SPL 
10/31/2013 S10647005-345 099-COMM SPL 
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= IDOC TRUST =========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ========== 11/06/2013 = 
Doc No: 91393 Name: DENNYr JEFFREY ALAN 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
SICI/MAIN PRES FACIL 
TIER-4 CELL-1 
Transaction Dates: 11/06/2012-11/06/2013 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
5.00DB 1318.98 1354.13 30.15 
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Inmate name""S"i:-'1 ba~ Y 
IDOC No. ~ l3<13 ' 
Address SI c..r M.o.~ D&K 4-41,.. 
P.o. 8o'l... ss-d\ 
~~i:- 1 I"rJA-\-\o e~ -zo-1 
DefendanU Appellant 
-
STATE OF IDAHO }SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAU 
FILED: 
20 13 NOV I 2 PH 2: 41 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ r_,_.:~::...:~'-'---- JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF Koo·~~t<\; 
Ji-~~ bv.~l~'-1 ) 
\ \ ) CaseNo. C\2.-'F- .;looS- l~S2"L 
Appellant, ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) 
~,_ of ~A~ ) 
) 
Respondent. \ J 
TO: THE ABOVE RESPONDENTS, ~~~ of ::D::> AI-\<:> , 
ANDTHEPARTY'SATTORNEYS, ~~ O,~yt ?.\..Ccs;itcu~ ~c::v.. 
AND THE CLERIZ OF THB ABOVE ENTITLED ------------------------
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
1. The above named Appellant(s) _ ___,:f.......,..G.::..:f.c..!.~-'"'(W~-1q.---\J~G.='-"'-"-'--''~::_'1+--------
appeal(s) against the above named respondent(s) to the Idaho Supreme Court from (the final 
judgment or order, (describe it) __ _,.,C""""Il.O.........,a"""'o.....__. ___,.\J...._'i:==~'-"l"(r-'. '"-'~"'"'4.___---L~~~_,_~\ ..... \'-"1\A=.J..i--"-s ---'-t'o....!.Ll.cr.=...~ "''-'-'~=--­
\ '- ""' it s~ aO . 
<) ~1 
entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the _<7'-_1 day of_---'Q......,__,o""-!~-""-!.!.\S·_,.,;ro__~~---
20 \3 , Honorable Judge LPr .. ~S.~ l. ~'(~~S presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Revised: 1 0/14/05 
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
______ [e.g. (ll(c)(l)), or (12(a))] I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 




4.(a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? --'-=-~\~-"~ ...... ~.L---
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
cYfh:e entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
Revised 10114/05 
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0 The entire reporter's transcript supplemented by the following: 
0 Voir Dire examination of jury 
0 Closing arguments of counsel 
0 The following reporter's pmiial transcript: ---------------------
0 The testimony of witness( es) -------------------------------
0 Conferences on requested instructions 
0 Instructions verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
0 All requested and given jury instructions 
0 The deposition of: -------------------------------------------
0 Plaintiffs motion for continuance of trial 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b )(1) 0 That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) ~hat the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
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(c)( 1) rlhat the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk or agency's record has been 
paid. 
(2) 0 That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
( d)(l) 0 That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) 0 That appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because __ 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, and the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
DATED THIS kJ ~day of ,Jo\,1 ~wY3.ex'\._ , 20__Q_. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of A£>~ 
) ss 
) 
--='3=-:.:a::.._~....:..:o...a;=-it---__::_\)____,~'---·J_.-l_'j+----' being sworn, deposes and says: 
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That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this 
notice of appeal are true and correct to the b~er ol:: and belief 
el n 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisbLh._ day of A../0VeV'-J. [)~ ~--
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on theb ~ day of __ ,J_o-v_~_· .. _~=-~---' 20__!)_, I 
mailed a true and coiTect copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION, APPELLATE UNIT 
POBox~~~'-'.~ 
Boise, ID 83 720-0010 
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ORIGINAL 
Lynn Nelson, Chief Deputy Public Defender 
STATE OF IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAtJSS 
FILED: 
151 
The Law Office of the Public Defender Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
20!3 NOV 25 PH 2: 48 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 3152 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NUMBER CR-08-0012522 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL; RETAINING TRIAL 
COUNSEL FOR RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Lynn Nelson, 
Deputy Public Defender and hereby moves the Court for an Order pursuant to Idaho Code§ 19-867, 
et seq., and Idaho Appellate Rules 13 and 45.1 for its order appointing the State Appellate Public 
Defender's Office to represent the Appellant in all further proceedings. This motion is brought on 
the grounds and for the reasons that the Defendant is currently being represented by the Office ofthe 
Public Defender, Kootenai County; the State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to 
represent the Defendant in all felony appellate proceedings; and it is in the interest of justice, for 
them to do so in this case since the Defendant is indigent, and any further proceedings on this case 
will be appealed. 
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tlJ. 
DATEDthis 7-J- dayofNovember,2013. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY:~~ 
LNELSON 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this d5 day ofNovember, 2013, served a true 
and correct copy of the attached MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE 




Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816-9000 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-001 0 




First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8071 
Reporter for District Judge John T. Mitchell, Julie Foland via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Fred M. Gibler, Byrl R. Cinnamon via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Rich Christensen, Keri Veare via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Benjamin Simpson, JoAnn Schaller via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Lansing Haynes, Valerie Nunemacher via Interoffice Mail 
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ORIGINAL 
Lynn Nelson, Chief Deputy Public Defender 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF KOITENAIJ SS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
2013NOY 29 AH 10: 2' .. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 3152 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










CASE NUMBER CR-08-0012522 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
JEFFREY ALAN DENNY, 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN 
DIRECT APPEAL; RETAINING TRIAL 
COUNSEL FOR RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
Defendant. 
TO: OFFICE OF THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER, AND, LYNN 
NELSON, DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER, KOOTENAI COUNTY. 
A judgment having been entered by this Court on April25, 2013, and the defendant having 
requested the aid of counsel in pursuing a direct appeal from this district court in this felony matter, 
and defendant's trial counsel having filed a timely notice of appeal, and the Court being satisfied 
that said defendant continues to be a needy person entitled to public representation, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with I. C. 19-870, that the State Appellate Public 
Defender is appointed to represent defendant in all further proceedings involving his appeal. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that trial counsel shall remain as appointed counsel of record 
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for all other matters involving action in the trial court which, if resulting in an order in defendant's 
favor, could affect the judgment, order or sentencing in the action, until the expiration of the time 
limit for filing said motions or, if sought and denied, upon the expiration of the time for appeal of 
such ruling with the responsibility to decide whether or not a further appeal will be taken in such 
matters. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that trial counsel shall cooperate with the Office of State 
Appellate Public Defender in the prosecution of defendant's appeal. 
DATED this ;J..] day ofNovember, 2013. 
LANSIN HAYNES 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this _l!}__ day ofNovember, 2013 served a true and 
correct copy of the attached ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 






Kootenai County Public Defender 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0010 













Facsimile (208) 446-1701 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
Facsimile (208) 446-1833 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8071 
First Class Mail 
Fax Certified (208) 334-2616 
Reporter for District Judge John T. Mitchell, Julie Foland via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Fred M. Gibler, Byrl R. Cinnamon via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Rich Christensen, Keri Veare via Interoffice Mail 
X Reporter for District Judge Lansing Haynes, Valerie Nunemacher via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter for District Judge Benjamin R. Simpson, Joy\nn Schaller via Interoffice Mail 
1JA~~ 
For Kootenai County Clerk Processing Appeal: 
_i__ Supreme Court (certified copy) First Class Mail 
Fax Certified (208) 334-2616 
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I ,. 
COUNTY 
In the Supreme Court of the State oltd~h~ PH 4, 41 . 7U13 DE~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 




) ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF 
) APPEAL 
) 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 41660-2013 
) Kootenai County No. 2008-12522 
) 
) 
The Notice of Appeal filed.November 12, 2013 with the District Court and 
December 5, 2013 with this Court is not in compliance with Idaho App~llate Rule 17, because 
neither the Notice of Appeal nor the Certificate of Service shows service upon the Reporter of 
whom transcripts are requested and Idaho Appellate Rule 25, because the transcripts requested are 
not listed by date(s) and titles. Therefore, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is SUSPENDED in order 
for Appellant to file an Amended Notice of Appeal in compliance with Idaho Appellate Rules 17 
and 25. The Amended Notice of Appeal shall be filed with the District Court within fourteen (14) 
days from the date of this Order or this appeal will be dismissed. 
DATED this J...2::.._ day ofDecember, 2013. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Judge 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk 
















Monday, December 16, 2013 03:44 PM 
ecf@ag.idaho.gov; STHOMAS@SAPD.STATE.ID.US; LHAYNES@KCGOV.US; 
coreilly@kcgov.us; documents@sapd.state.id.us 
41660 STATE v DENNY (KOOTENAI CR2108-12522) 
41660 NOA.pdf; 41660 CC.pdf; 41660 ORDER ANOA.pdf 
FILED NOTICE OF APPEAL. SEE A TT ACHMENT(S). Please Note: All notices from the Supreme Court will 
be served via email to the district court clerk, the court reporter, the district judge, and counsel of record. The 
Court's email notices to counsel will be sent to the cun-ent email address of record according to the Idaho State 
Bar. If you would like others to receive additional electronic notices of the proceedings in this appeal please call 
the Supreme Court Clerk's Office at 334-2210. Pro se without a valid email address will be served notice via 
U.S. Mail. Please review the Clerk's Certificate for any errors, if Clerk's Certificate is attached. 
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2083342985 
SARA B. THOMAS 
State Appellate Public Defender 
I.S.B. #5867 
ERIK R. LEHTINEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. #6247 
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
16:51:02 12-26-2013 
::; rATE OF IDAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
201~ JAN ~3 AH 9: 24 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 











CASE NO. CR 2008-12522 
S.C. DOCKET NO. 41660 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATIORNEYS, BARRY MCHUGH, KOOTENAI COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, P.O. BOX 9000, 500 GOVERNMENT WAY, COEUR D'ALENE, 
10, 83816-9000, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Denying Defendant's 
Motion for Credit for Time Served entered in the above-entitled action on the 21st 
day of October, 2013, the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11 (c)(1-1 0). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 1 
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185 16:51:20 12-26-2013 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
(a) Did the district court err by denying defendant's motion for credit for 
time seNed? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant does not request the preparation of 
a reporter's standard transcript at this time. 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) All exhibits. recordings, and documents related to the time 
defendant was incarcerated in the above entitled case. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has not been seNed 
on the court reporter; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, J.A.R. 24(e)); 
(c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, J.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
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(d) That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.AR 20. 
DATED this 24th day of December, 2013. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL- Page 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 26th day of December, 2013, caused 
a true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
LYNN R. NELSON 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
PO BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE 10 83816-9000 
BARRY MCHUGH 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
PO BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816-9000 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
ERUtmf 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 














vs. CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
Jeffrey Alan Denny 
Defendant/Appellant 
I CINDY 0' REILLY Clerk of the District Court of the First 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this 
cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, 
correct and complete Record of the pleadings and documents 
requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as 
exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
EVALUATION FILED 8/4/08 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REPORT FILED 10/15/08 
PRESENTENCE REPORT FILED 11/5/08 
ADDENDUM TO PRE-SENTENCE IVESTIGATION FILED 3/30/09 
PROGRESS REPORT-LETTER FROM IDOC FILED 3/4/13 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
State of Idaho 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs 













SUPREME COURT #41660 
CASE #CRF08-12522 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Cindy O'Reilly, Deputy Clerk ofthe District Court of the First Judicial District 
Of the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of Clerk's Record to 
each ofthe attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Sara B Thomas 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Attorney for Appellant 
Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
700 W. Jefferson 
Suite 210 
Boise ID 83 720-0010 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOR, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
Said Court this 25th day of February, 2014. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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